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Henredon Upholstered Furniture for a beautiful future.

An investment in Henredon Upholstered Furniture now, will pay dividends in the years to come. Because Henredon offers you the scale and flexibility you need for today's living space, in designs you'll never tire of.

There are more than two hundred and fifty styles to choose from. A wide range of fabrics and wood finishes.

And exclusive options like the custom-building to the inch in this pair of sofas made to meet the room's demands. And in every Henredon piece you'll find the finest craftsmanship and lasting comfort. In classic lines that mix perfectly with almost every style and period.

As in this magnificent blending of wood furniture from Henredon's 18th Century Portfolio and these timeless upholstered pieces. To see all of the Upholstered Furniture Collection... sofas, loveseats, chairs and ottomans... designed to survive the test of time, send 504 for brochure, to Henredon, Dept. HG-1-72, Morganton, North Carolina, 28655.

Henredon
The Literary Guild is all the books you want to read.

Join now. Any 4 for $1.

You merely agree to buy four other books during the coming year.

It's all here. A selection as varied as the world around you. From the latest best sellers to an in-depth study of Civilization. From a sensitive and unique look at the way Robert Kennedy ran the Justice Department to the latest Herman Wouk. The Literary Guild gives you books that take you wherever you want to go.

And we save you money while we're doing it. Guild books are offered at an average of at least 30% below the prices of publishers' editions, plus a small charge for shipping and handling. Join today. The world doesn't wait. Neither should you.
On the cover: House & Garden's new family-room kitchen was designed to bring peace of mind to the mother who must keep a watchful eye on young children and cook three meals a day—two tasks that can involve an enormous amount of footwork. But in the family-room kitchen, children become a captive audience, happily doing whatever they like, while cooking receives the concentration it deserves. Added bonus: Once the young are in bed, the cook becomes a hostess able to entertain and, by being like, while cooking receives the welcome of all kitchen overtones and becomes a good-looking, wonderfully comfortable haven for family and friends. For all the details of how the room plays its double roles, please turn to page 34.
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Paneling with the warmth and spirit of the sun country!

A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND

What to make of a wall

By William Baldwin

Walls seem to be a biological necessity to most human beings. I have visited many modern houses with practically no opaque walls at all, and they are beautiful to see: Outside walls made almost entirely of glass; rooms flowing into each other without interruption. But many people cannot live happily in rooms like that for very long. Sooner or later, up go the curtains or shutters, in come dividers, such as bookshelves, screens, and doors.

The walls are key to the room's character

It is the walls that turn space into a room. When you decide you want a blue room, it's the walls you're talking about. When you want to expand the feeling of space, or to make the room seem cozier, it's how you treat the walls that does the trick. You can make the walls pure background, making them recede into space. Or you can pour on the color and pattern and gleam, turning the walls into the principal decoration, moving them closer to the heart of the room.

Because the color of the walls dictates the color of every other thing in the room, you must feel completely natural and amiable toward it. Wall color, above all else, should never be contrived or chosen according to fashion. You can pick up an extraordinary ashtray or even a little chair on a whim, but the wall color, never. If possible, expose yourself to various wall colors in actual rooms, to see if you really feel more comfortable with brilliant color, dark color, white, or pastels. Remember, however, that walls must suit not only you, but the physical character of the room as well. Is there only one exposure? Then rule out white and vary dark colors—lack of cross-light can make them deadly. Shiny dark brown walls can have a terrific slick city look, especially when combined with lots of black and shimmer. If you want the same dark walls in the country, however, I would use lots of white woodwork and white linen or cotton slipcovers to add freshness.

Paint: a lot of color for the money

When you want a lot of color for the money, you can either paint the room white and have lots of clear-colored cottons on the furniture, or put a clear fresh color on the walls and use patterned cottons with lots of white for even more freshness. When I say clear fresh colors I mean just that—not hard, raw colors.

Continued on page 6
If you could make your dishwasher out of any material in the world, you'd make our dishwasher.

Porcelain-coated steel
Plastic-coated steel
Stainless steel

Stainless steel. That's what you'd use. Because stainless steel won't chip, flake, peel, crack or blister. And it won't rust. That's why we use it. For our tanks, inner doors, wash arms and basket guide rails.

We guarantee our stainless steel parts against failure due to corrosion for 20 years.

Save yourself time. Instead of building your own, buy our stainless steel dishwasher. It scrubs dishes, crystal, pots, everything spotlessly clean.

To introduce you to Cascade, America's #1 dishwasher detergent, Cascade provides full-size samples for each dishwasher and shares the cost of this ad by agreement with Waste King.

The stainless steel dishwasher.

3300 East 50th Street, Los Angeles, California 90058
So you're finally going to build your dream house! You've spent half of your life wanting it. Here's hoping you don't spend the rest of your life regretting it.

Your sweet dream could turn into a nightmare. It's so easy to end up spending more money than you intended. And getting less house than you expected. It happens. All the time.

Which is why you should build a Scholz home if you're going to build at all.

More than 30,000 have been put up so far.

30,000! That's a lot of homes. And a lot of experience.

Experience that's taught us how to design-in more good looks and more square feet of living space than you could ever hope to get from someone else at the same price.

Experience that can keep you from making mistakes you'd have to live with for as long as you live in your home.

Call our Vice President, O. A. Thomas, direct at (419) 531-9997. Or send him the coupon below. In return, he'll send you the facts on Scholz homes. They'll make you feel like pinching yourself to be sure you're not dreaming.

SCHOLZ HOMES, INC.
The world's foremost producer of luxury homes
A subsidiary of Inland Steel Urban Development Corporation.

Mr. O. A. Thomas, V.P.
Scholz Homes, Inc.
P.O. Box 3355
Toledo, Ohio 43607

Send me free information on your award-winning Scholz Home designs.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

I'm interested in building.

The Barrington. Just one of the 200 different designs in "The Famed Scholz Design Collection."

I would not hesitate for a minute to paint right over wood paneling, no matter how elaborate it is. Some people revere antique boiserie to the point where they don't dare touch it. I think that's nonsense. Originally it was probably painted anyway. But I would never install a copy of eighteenth-century boiserie—paint is so much more straightforward.

Glazing: color
in layers

The green of new grass or tender leaves, rather than the somber greens of moss or avocado; lemon yellow instead of harsh gold. Pure clear colors seem to have a wonderful translucency about them. And like white, they can be equally charming in matte or glossy finishes. The paler or softer the color, the better it looks in matte, I think. Who wants to lacquer a daffodil? On the other hand, black and very dark colors must be shiny, or they make the whole room look drab.

If you want a painted wall with a little extra depth, you can glaze it—first painting it a flat color, then, section by section, coating it with a deeper tone and wiping that off with a brush or cloth so the ground color shows through. The effect is very much like that of antiqued painted furniture. A most traditional combination, originally done in the eighteenth century, is white paint glazed with yellow. But I have gotten beautiful effects with pale pink glazed with raspberry pink, or pale blue over white. “Glazed” is not to be confused with “glossy.” If you want the wall shiny as well, you must apply a top coat of clear lacquer.

The most elaborate paint job for walls is, of course, trompe l’œil. I have two favorite trompe l’œil rooms: The first is a small square entrance hall in a house in France, its walls decorated with vignettes of Grecian gardens enclosed in fool-the-eye frames. The second is a greenhouse in Virginia painted to look like a fantasy pavilion with flowers in pots and a low painted wall on which lies a pair of painted gardening gloves. It’s a tiny room, and very charming. The danger of trompe l’œil is that it can get too “amusing.” You have to know when to stop.

Wallpaper—small scale or big scale

When you want pattern on the wall, paper is the answer. Wallpaper does not necessarily require pictures as a painted wall usually does. Yet if you do want pictures, a not-too-oversweeping pattern or a small-scale stripe is often a better background for them than plain paint. I love small rooms hung with a big-scale wallpaper, with curtains and furniture...
Surround yourself with Super Kitchen colors

House & Garden professionals insisted their '72 Super Kitchen stand out in every way. So they specified a truly outstanding Super Kitchen paint: Tru-Test Supreme paint. Tru-Test Supreme assures outstanding beauty. Whether you choose from scores of House & Garden colors or from over 1,000 coordinated Tru-Test colors. Tru-Test means outstanding ease, too. No thinning or mixing or drips or splatters. You wipe up goofs with a damp cloth. And finally, Tru-Test Supreme assures you outstanding durability. Its tough, soil resistant finish comes clean scrubbing after scrubbing, year after year. Help make your kitchen outstanding the way the professionals do. Get Tru-Test Supreme Latex Paint at your nearby True Value Hardware Store.

Tru-Test Supreme Sat-N-Hue Flat Interior Latex.
Suggested retail price, gallon: 7.98

Tru-Test Supreme Marvelustre Semi-Gloss Latex.
Suggested retail price, gallon: 8.98

LET'S LIVE COLOR! New 32 page booklet, loaded with great decorating ideas. At your True Value dealer's store.

Tru-Test Paint is sold only by True Value dealers, who own their own paint factories. Look under "Paint" in the classified Yellow Pages phone directory.

COTTER & COMPANY • 100% DEALER-OWNED • GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILL. 60614
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If you’re thinking about “doing something” with your kitchen, here’s a lot of help for $1.00.

Mail coupon now for the brand-new Maytag Book of Kitchen Ideas and Dishwasher Facts.

32 pages of practical help, whether you plan to remodel, build, or simply replace an old dishwasher.

See:
- Exciting new kitchen design ideas.
- Budget-loving ways to refresh a kitchen.
- Answers to your questions about dishwashers.
- Ways to make your kitchen work smoother.
- Beautifully illustrated in full color.

I in England they go in for wallpaper murals, I've never liked them very much, especially the ones that repeat, but there is nothing in the world more glorious than old Chinese wallpaper, which never repeats. Each panel is different, and they hold such a wealth of intricate detail and color you can’t possibly take it in all at once. Frequently old Chinese papers are worn with age, but to over-restore one would be a crime. It becomes even more beautiful with the mellowing.

Modern foil wallpapers are great if you want a high-fashion, decorated look, but in my opinion they’re not too well suited to home interiors. Sometimes, however, they can be made absolutely marvelous with a glaze of umber. Some old Chinese wallpapers also have silver foil backgrounds, and I would glaze them too. In fact, I know of one old one that, glazed, became even more glorious than it was originally.

If it’s textured walls you’re after, look into the vinyls. Some look and feel just like linen, and don’t show nail-holes. Others impersonate leathers and suedes well enough to fool anyone. You put them up just like paper, but with special paste. And they last almost forever. When your walls are too irregular for shiny paint, you can substitute patent-leather vinyl in brilliant jewel colors. And vinyl is a gift from heaven for children’s rooms. For a young boy’s bedroom, we chose white woodwork and shutters, and shiny vinyl walls in brilliant electric blue. The floor we covered with an Oriental patterned wall-to-wall carpet in blues and reds and beige. The bunk beds are beige, the bookshelves brass. For a boy of eight, the room is great fun. But the wonderful thing about it is that it will grow up right along with him.

I rarely suggest putting fabric on the wall, simply because there are such fascinating wallpapers around. But if you’re in love with a fabric that has no matching paper, there’s nothing else to do. I always have wall fabrics backed with paper—laminated—so they can be applied with wallpaper paste. Otherwise you have a great to-do: first covering the walls with clear plastic sheeting, then installing wood strips, then flannel for body, and finally the fabric. Then you’ve got to go back and cover all the edges and borders with braid.
Join the exciting new WOMAN'S HOW-TO BOOK CLUB and get more than just "something to read"...

404. Retail price $8.95

407. Retail price $5.95

416. Retail price $2.50

Great how-to books that give you wonderful things to do and enjoy for years to come!

Take any 4 for just $1.00 (retail price up to $40.85) as your introduction to the Woman's How-To Book Club

For women who are busy enough to value their spare time...and who love to be good at what they do...here are some of the most exciting how-to books ever published. They're full of wonderful new ways to get involved in fascinating activities you really enjoy. Ways to use your leisure moments to express yourself, by making things that are lasting and beautiful. Imagine being able to crochet an original, heirloom afghan...or grow the luxurious garden you've always dreamed of. Maybe you've thought about redecorating your home by yourself, and saving a pretty penny on it, too.

Well, now you can do all these things—with ease—through the expert advice and step-by-step guidance you'll get from the Woman's How-To Book Club. And, along with the fundamentals of your favorite hobby, you'll find the inspiration and skilled knowledge you need to put on the finishing touches. Because each of these exciting new books is like a complete course in a special craft—or a thorough guide to safer, happier, more creative living.

Choose any 4 of these beautiful books—up to $40.85 worth—for only $1.00! It's your introduction to this remarkable new book club that offers you additional savings of 30% to 50% on all the great women's service books you want. As a member, you need only accept one Selection a year...but chances are, you'll be eager for more at these low Club prices.

How the Club works

Each month, you'll receive the Club bulletin which fully describes and reviews the forthcoming Selection. If you would like to receive it you need do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If you don't want to receive the club that month, simply return the card that is always provided, by the date specified. You are never obligated to accept a book you do not want. But, with every Selection you do accept, you will also receive a free, surprise gift—a calorie counter, a tape measure, or a purse gadget you'll always be so glad to have.

Send no money now!

Simply indicate on the coupon the four fascinating "how-to's" you'd most like to own. We'll bill you later for just $1.00 (plus postage and handling).

Mail the coupon today! 

WOMAN'S HOW-TO BOOK CLUB
44 Hillside Avenue
Manhasset, N. Y. 11030

Please enroll me as a new member of the Woman's How-To Book Club and send me the four book selections indicated below. Bill me later for just $1.00 (plus postage and handling). I understand that you will send, every month, an advance description of the forthcoming Selection. If I want the book, I do nothing. It will be sent automatically (along with my surprise gift), and I will be billed at the low member's price. If I do not wish to receive the Selection, I will simply return the card always provided, by the date indicated. As a member, I need accept only one Selection a year.

Please fill in the coupon below:

Send me these books (indicate by number).

404. Decorating with Macrame—by Lillian Langseth-Christensen and Carol Smurth Smith
407. The Complete Kitchen Guide—by Lillian Langseth-Christensen and Carol Smurth Smith
408. The Complete Kitchen Guide—by Lillian Langseth-Christensen and Carol Smurth Smith
409. The Complete Kitchen Guide—by Lillian Langseth-Christensen and Carol Smurth Smith

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Questions & Answers

Antiques

By Louise Ade Boger

French Dressing Table

What is the style and approximate age of this dressing table which has been in our family as long as I can remember?


Your dressing table is in the French Empire style (1804-1814) and is a characteristic piece, with its rectangular marble top, frieze drawer for toilet articles, and curving X-shaped supports. As a rule, the two metal uprights to which the mirror is attached are provided with candle-arms. Your table was probably made around 1810-1820.

Britannia Ware

I inherited four pieces of Britannia ware. They are marked “James Dixon and Son 1782.” Can you tell me their history?

M.W.H.—La Jolla, Calif.

Your Britannia-ware vessels were made by the still existing firm of James Dixon & Sons, Ltd., Sheffield, England. They were made about 1830 as the firm was called James Dixon and Son for only three years. 1782 is the stock number, not the date.

Queen Victoria’s Plate

This plate, made by Minton, was given to my husband’s grandfather when he was American Consul at Stoke-on-Trent about 1899. It was said to be from Queen Victoria’s china set. Is this possible?

J.D.B.—Morrisville, Pa.

Yes. Minton has identified your plate as being part of a dessert service produced by them and used by Queen Victoria at Balmoral Castle, Scotland. This service was first made in December 1878 and supplied through John Mortlock of London, who was then Minton’s agent.

Sculled Clock

On the face of my oak, seven-day clock is “E. Ingraham Co.” The clock strikes each hour and half hour. Can you tell me its style and age?

J.B.B.—Everett, Wash.

From around 1880 to 1900, kitchen clocks, many of them charmingly carved and scrolled, were made of oak or walnut by E. Ingraham Co. and by E. N. Welch. The style has no particular name. (Continued on page 12)
"I'd forgotten the colors were so bright"

and Duracleaned carpets and furniture stay clean longer... *last longer* because the soil comes OUT.

When Duraclean craftsmen care for your furnishings, the soil is REMOVED instead of being driven deeper into the pile or fabric.

The Duraclean aerated foam *absorbs* clinging soil... extracts it thoroughly. Soil comes OUT. Fibers enliven. Colors brighten. Your furnishings are actually clean. The life of the fibers is prolonged.

Do-it-yourself methods and harsh machine scrubbing, as you know if you have used these methods, drive much of the surface soil deeper, temporarily out of sight till it seeps back to the surface. Carpets soon look dull and dirty again.

Duraclean is recommended worldwide by leading upholstery makers and carpet mills to prolong the life and beauty of their products.

Phone a Duraclean Specialist today for a demonstration and free quotation. There's no obligation. If you do not find him in the yellow pages or telephone directory, we'll send you the name of one *near* you.

---

* CARPET AND FURNITURE CLEANING
* SOIL RETARDING • MOTHPROOFING
* STATIC ELECTRICITY CONTROL
* FLAME RETARDING • SPOT REMOVAL
* CARPET REPARING

---

DURACLEAN INTERNATIONAL
Dept. 2-71, Deerfield, Illinois 60015

This COUPON will bring the address of a Duraclean Specialist near you and a booklet explaining how Duraclean has revolutionized carpet and upholstery cleaning.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City & State ____________________________ Zip ____________________________
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FREE! 16 Page WINDOW & DOOR IDEAS

Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. Read about the full line of PELLA windows and patio doors. See how to end screen and storm chores; learn why these PELLA products protect best against winter cold, summer heat. Conventional wood and low-maintenance types. Also ideas on 3 types of interior folding doors. PELLA products are available throughout Canada. Send for FREE copy today.

This coupon answered within 24 hours.

ROLSCREEN CO. Dept. YC-2, Pella, Iowa 50219
YES, send me your FREE Book. I plan to build □ remodel □

Name
Address
City and State Zip

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WINDOWS, FOLDING DOORS AND SLIDING GLASS DOORS

UNION-NATIONAL
fine bedroom, dining room and occasional furniture

At leading stores everywhere. Permanent displays may be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third Ave., New York City. Merchandise Mart, Chicago. Furniture Industries Mart, Philadelphia. 9000 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles.

Send 75 cents to Department G for brochure, "Furniture for Gracious Living".

UNION-NATIONAL, INC.
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK 14701

We have a table with a revolving circular top and drawers all the way around. What kind of a table is this and where and when was it made? C.E.R.—Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Your table is described in contemporary catalogues as “a round mahogany library table.” The frieze was fitted with drawers and occasionally divided for books. It is in the late Sheraton style, made in England around 1800. Many of these tables dating from the early 1800s were on a turned column with splayed legs.

ENGLISH TRADEMARK

I have copied the hallmark from an old plate. The plate is 9 inches in diameter, deep yellow to gold background with brown decoration. Any information about it will be appreciated.

J.M.—Frostburg, Md.

The mark is a typical example of a William Ridgway & Company (active at Hanley, Staffordshire, England, about 1830 to 1854) printed mark, with the individual pattern name included.

AMERICAN PARLOR ORGAN

Would you please give us whatever information you can about this organ?
The only identification are the words above the keyboard “Cornish Co., Washington, N.J., U.S.A.”

J.C.F.—Batesville, Ind.

The Cornish Company was active at Washington, N.J., from 1879 to 1922. It was a mail-order house that started out as organ builders. Your organ probably dates around the end of the nineteenth century.

AUSTRIAN TUREEN

I received this platter and vegetable dish as a gift. Can you tell me anything about them from my sketch of the mark?

L.B.—Union City, Mich.

This mark was used by a porcelain factory started by Oscar and Edgar Guthertz at Altrohlau, Bohemia, Austria, in 1899. Your tureen and matching stand were originally part of a table service.

PARIAN FIGURE

I believe my figure of a woman cutting a lion’s claws is Parian ware. Can you tell me anything about it?
The only marks are J & TB on the back.

H.M.—Armonek, N.Y.

The initials J & TB were used by Staffordshire potters James and Thomas Bevington, active at Hanley from 1865 to 1878.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The eighteenth annual Winter Antiques Show will be held January 21 to 30 at the Seventh Regiment Armory, Park Ave. at Sixty-sixth St., New York, N.Y., 10021.

UNION NATIONAL, INC.

UNION NATIONAL, INC.
Think about it for a moment, then read the paragraph below, from THE WORLD OF VAN GOGH.

Signs of Van Gogh’s grief—and his fears—abound in this turbulently emotional work. The sky is a deep, angry blue that overpowers the two clouds on the horizon. The foreground is uncertain—an ill-defined crossroad. A dirt path seen in part in he foreground runs blindly off both sides of the canvas; a train track curves into the wheat field only to disappear at a lead end. The wheat itself rises like an angry sea to contend with the stormy sky. Crows flapping over the tumult swarm toward the viewer. Even the perspective contributes to this effect; the horizon rolls relentlessly forward. In this picture Van Gogh painted what he must have felt—that the world was closing in on him and his roads of escape were blocked, with the land rising up and the sky glowering down. Created in the artist’s deepest anxiety, the painting nevertheless reveals Van Gogh’s power, his expressive use of color and firm sense of composition.

Now look at the painting again.

If your answer to any or all of these questions is yes... if a single paragraph from The World of Van Gogh helps you to see more, feel more, know more about art... just imagine what a 188-page book can do for you. And how much you can gain from an entire LIBRARY OF ART.

The World of Van Gogh
Borrow it for 10 days free as a guest of the TIME-LIFE Library of Art

The World of Van Gogh introduces you to the TIME-LIFE Library of Art—a richly illustrated series that brings right into your home the best of 700 years of Western painting and sculpture. With several volumes in print, the Library has been highly praised by critics all over the country. Focusing on the work and the world of artists such as Michelangelo, Goya or Turner, each volume is a splendid gallery, an invaluable reference book and a pleasurable way of increasing your appreciation of art.

160 illustrations, 72 in full color

Written by Robert Wallace, The World of Van Gogh is 9" x 12", 188 pages, with 160 illustrations, many of them full- or double-pages. To help you see Van Gogh against the setting of his time and his contemporaries, the book also offers profusely illustrated chapters on Gauguin and Toulouse-Lautrec, as well as examples of the work of Cézanne, Degas, Renoir, Monet and others. For all its luxurious features, the book costs only $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada) plus shipping and handling. With it, you receive a specially written 3,500-word essay on art history... plus a large, full-color chronology chart which lists 368 major Western artists.

Browse before you buy

Borrow The World of Van Gogh for 10 days free. If it doesn’t make you want to own it, send it back. If you keep it, you pay just $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada) . . . and we will then send you other volumes in the LIBRARY OF ART, one every other month, on the same free trial terms.

There is absolutely no obligation. You’re committing yourself to nothing more than browsing through a beautiful book—so why not mail the order form now? Or write direct to: TIME-LIFE BOOKS, Dept. 4401, Time & Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Other volumes in the TIME-LIFE Library of Art
The World of Picasso • The World of Monet
The World of Rembrandt
Vinegar vs. Norforms
(Or, home remedies aren't always the best remedy.)

2:33
You dig out the vinegar and all that ugly equipment for douching to stop internal odor.

2:33
Instead, today you decide to use doctor-tested Norforms®, The Internal Deodorant.

2:36
You start mixing vinegar and water very carefully. (But the recipe's not on the bottle.)

2:36
You insert one tiny odor-free Norforms—that's it!

2:38
Oh, dear, it's too strong. Hey—now it's too weak. Oops, you just spilled some. And what's that smell? Of course, the vinegar.

2:38
Quickly, Norforms kill germs—stop odor. (Instead of adding odor!) And Norforms are safe and easy to insert. Unlike douches, they can be used as often as needed.

2:40
You begin douching. How awkward. And the bathroom's smelling like a tossed salad.

2:40
You know you'll be odor-free for hours with Norforms.

2:50
Still douching. And the vinegar smell is spreading.

2:55
And you still have all that mess to clean up.

Stops odor in a way no douche can—easier, too!

FREE BOOKLET: “Answers to Questions Women Ask.” Write: Norwich Pharmacal Co., Dept. HG-201, Norwich, N.Y. 13815

Name ____________________________________________________________
Street ____________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State __________ Zip ______

Don't forget your zip code.

Norwich Products Division, The Norwich Pharmacal Co.

GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS

New Persian impressions

EDITOR'S NOTE: House & Garden's team—Editor-in-Chief Mary Jane Pool, Paris Contributing Editor Marie-Pierre de Cicco, photographer David Massey—went to see what is going on in Iran now and the preparations for the Shah's celebration, see report on pages 58-65. The following are their travel notes of the trip—what to buy, where to stay, what to eat.

Strangers and travelers always benefit from the gentle, alert disposition of the Persian people, whose country is the perfect destination for tourists, a mecca for amateur archaeologists and others who love to shift back to a life style a thousand years old. What made our visit more than a charming trip through the past was the impression that the country was on the move, led by young people, architects, teachers, the Shah and Empress who without uprooting tradition were transforming Iran into a modern country. Anybody going to Iran—Persia's modern name—usually has three or four destinations in mind—Teheran with its museums, Ispahan with its mosques, Shiraz with its gardens, the famous ruins at Persepolis. David Massey felt he'd flown into a beige lunar landscape with three oases—the cities—each protected by mysterious baked-potato mountains. The country, actually a 7½ hour nonstop flight from Paris on Iran Air, borders on the Caspian Sea, to the northwest Turkey, to the east Afghanistan. Though most are Moslem, the people are not Arab. The language is Farsi, but English and French are spoken in hotels, most shops. Three newspapers are printed in English in Teheran.

We stayed in the Park Hotel right in the center of Teheran, which has a brand-new wing and a marvelous leafy terrace where we ate lunch every day—barbari bread toasted, sweet butter, mounds of pearly caviar from the Caspian, tall glasses of iced tea. The Hilton up in the hills has a great view of the city for $18 a day for single room and bath. We got around by car and driver—easily hired through the hotel. The Archaeological Museum in Teheran is very good—gives a rundown of Persian history, a briefing for seeing the country. One treat, the Crown Jewels—more exciting than we'd ever hoped. There's lots of good modern architecture to see—a new stadium, theatre, the Shahyad Monument, plus wonderful crafts—hand-printed silk, pottery, glass, leathers. The best of the country's crafts get channeled to Teheran where the Empress started two handcraft centers. Shops close for lunch, reopen until around six. Food is not expensive. With 75 reals to the dollar, the most expensive thing on most menus was caviar, a big portion cost 400 reals or around $5—$12 for the same thing in the U. S. To drink, the light refreshing vodka, only 30 proof, and local wines—red, white, pink—all

Continued on page 126
Sears "French Bouquet."
Sheets that never need ironing.

Because you're a woman who loves flowers and absolutely hates to iron, Sears brings you French Bouquet. Pink roses, yellow roses, even soft blue. Roses that never wilt. Perma-Prest sheets and pillowcases that machine wash and tumble dry without ironing. So smooth, it's like sleeping on fresh linen every night. French Bouquet cotton and Kodel® polyester percales. The pattern delicate, the scallop gentle. See the collection in the Bath, Slumber and Linen Shop at most Sears, Roebuck and Co. stores, or through the catalog.

Sears Bath, Slumber and Linen Shop.

JANUARY, 1972
Elegant Accent

Classic beauty of timeless design, accent chair with the rare quality and comfort seldom found at moderate prices. Upholstered in jewel tones of plush, elegant velvet... richly finished hardwoods in antique fruitwood and antique custom colors.

Matching love seat available
1-3880 Chair
The Laureate
Send 50c in coin for illustrated brochure.
See J D Originals at your favorite store.

Naturally beautiful, Lindal Cedar Homes
The homes that blend with the scenery wherever you build. We use only the finest Canadian Cedar in more than 70 different designs. Parts are precut and numbered for quick, easy assembly. And, Lindal tailors shipping costs to meet competition anywhere. So whether you want a home in the mountains or in the suburbs, let Lindal show you the natural way!

Send your 26 page full-color plan book and get the details. Only $1

LINDAL CEDAR HOMES
Dept. 9E21
18601 Pacific Hwy S
Seattle, Wa 98188
(206) CH6-7800
Enclosed is $1 for my Lindal Cedar Homes Plan Book.

Address: __________________________
City __________________________
State __________________________
Area Code _____ Phone ______

Lindal is represented throughout the world.

SOME NOTES ON GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

PERMISSIVE NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
OR
CHANGING WITHOUT TEARS

Jotting down a list of those Changes that will make next year so different from all others, most of us start gamely out and wind lanely down. Before it is half through, half of the promises are already broken. No wonder. The real reason that those Resolutions are such a classic flop is that we all ask for too much of ourselves. It's anti-natural. Why should any one of us move into Seventy-Two uncomfortable, inconvenient, undone, traumatic, and paralyzingly bored? And too, without our favorite cigarette with morning coffee, our favorite dry martini with the black olive, our favorite baked potato with sour cream and chives, our favorite chocolate with anything? All our favorite things. It won't work. It never has.

But we do have to change constantly—it's the only known formula against aging that positively works. Simply ease into change—with all the cozy connotations that word brings up—taking painlessness just as seriously as if it costs us a fearful struggle. Our boogeyman. The Puritan Ethic, keeps telling us that it only helps if it hurts. Not true—there are certain complexion aids, for instance, so wise and action packed in themselves that they can change your skin to youngsterish or moist or less lined or unmarred, depending on your circumstances—without a yip from you. There are halfway measures that slide you along, almost invisibly to a goal...little private attitudes to take that will make you smile—and you're on the move before you know it.

HAVE YOUR FAVORITE THINGS FOR A CHANGE...It doesn't need an ounce of will power for your new Favorite Thing to change you so much that people will notice how much better looking you're getting. It takes a search, though, because that thing has to become a team with you—that's all. Involves a little testing, a little asking of your friends, "What's your favorite lipstick, make-up, cream, eye shadow, whatever?"

To switch on a current of professional opinion on this subject, we asked some of the pioneering Beauty People to choose Favorite Things from their own domain...Richard Salomon, the Chairman of the Board of Lanvin-Charles of the Ritz, is drawn to Revivesence, that monument of moisturizing, its winy, apple-y scent as nostalgic to many women as their own first perfume...Estée Lauder, president of Estée Lauder, feels deeply for the mystic mingle of substances and exotic animal oils called Re-nutriv Creme...From the panoply of Helena Rubinstein...Continued on page 23
t's so much more fun when you've read the book that started the conversation.

AN INVITATION TO READERS

who may have considered membership in the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB.

ANY 4 FOR ONLY $1

THE TRIAL: You simply agree to buy four Club choices within a year at special members' prices.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB books inspire the kind of conversation that could go on for hours—and they often do. Controversial, thought-provoking, intellectually stimulating, books like these stay with you long after you've read the last line. They're new, important—and discussing them is nearly as pleasurable as reading them. The trial membership suggested here can help you keep up with the best books—and keep up your end of the conversation as well.

The experimental membership suggested here will prove to your own experience, how effectively membership in the Club can keep you from investing in books uninteresting enough to keep you from reading.

So much more fun when you've read the book that started the conversation.

The following is a selection of books that have been chosen recently by the Club. These are books we think you will enjoy reading and owning.

---

BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB NEWS, a literary magazine, each month of which describes the coming Selection as well as scores of other important books, all of which are available at substantial discounts up to 40% on more expensive volumes. All books are identical to the publishers' editions in format, size, and quality. If you wish to purchase the Selection, do nothing and it will be shipped to you automatically. However, there is no obligation to purchase any particular volume. If you do not wish the Selection or any other book offered in the News—or if you want one of the Alternates—simply indicate your decision on a form provided and mail it so that it is received by the date specified on the form.

If you continue after this experimental membership, you will earn, for every Club Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal fee of only $1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for unusually expensive volumes or sets—will entitle you to a substantial discount on over 100 fine library volumes available over the year. This unique library-building system, together with the sizable discounts on Selections and Alternates, enables members to save more than 60% of what they would otherwise have to pay for books they want to read and own.
GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH
continued from page 18

things, Mala Rubinstein goes toward that extraordinary transferer of moisture, Skin Life Emulsion. . . . Pablo, portrait painter of women’s faces on their faces and Creative Director of Elizabeth Arden, believes in the creative properties of Velva Moisture Film, which, he says, pulls moisture from the air. . . . Max Factor’s Chester Firestein thinks that their Gemini Enriched Moisturizing Make-up, a meringue of color and dew for the face, is highly significant. . . . Revlon’s Chairman of the Board, Charles Revson and the Consciousness III of this group, decided that Research was his Favorite Thing (his associates say he not only haunts the laboratory but calls them faithfully each day at ten to see what has been coaxed out of the test tubes). . . . And Kenneth, who some people believe invented hair and certainly trammeled it, says that clean, healthy, untrammeled hair is his favorite thing (also goes for Skin Drink, a stuff he says explains itself).

TEN MORE LAZY CHANGES TO MAKE. . . . 1. Think highly of yourself all one day. Marcus Aurelius said “Everyman values himself more than all the rest of men, but he always values the other’s opinion of himself more than his own.”

2. Use—in fact squander—your Sunday-best perfume Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and if it doesn’t change things—change it.

3. All one day go for a rôle rehearsal! . . . if you’re reticent, speak up, if you’re garrulous, shut up.

4. Since wine is less maddening than Strong Drink, you might take it up, ticking off the thought that red wine is supposedly less maddening than white, and both of these less fattening than beer.

5. If you’d like to inch along to the Big Change, switch to low tar and nicotine cigarettes, an obvious but kindly thing to do to yourself.

6. Instead of renouncing starches, try switching the color scheme, in place of white bread put brown bread . . . instead of white rice, brown rice, which includes, of course, super luxurious wild rice . . . and, because it gives a kind of romantic ballady “Nut Brown Maid” look, from red rouge to brown.

7. Choose one day every six months for your Holiday at Home. Abandon all your duties, don’t go to work, of course, don’t answer the telephone if you don’t feel like it, skip your dentist appointment, stuff your pockets with money, lift no finger, take no unpleasant transportation (think about hiring a “limmo”), don’t be polite, have a facial, pick up some friends and take them along with you to the most voluptuous of all restaurants. Relish this all deeply, and when someone asks you where you went for your vacation, you can answer “On an Ego Trip.”

8. Pick a day of the week, such as Wednesday, and every Wednesday of the world get yourself something new even if it’s only a new newspaper, bearing in mind this heartening saying of the Koreans: “Men are better when they’re old, things when they’re new.”

9. Disenchant yourself from some dumb hang-up.

10. String along with John Milton who moved forward with “Tomorrow is fresh woods and pastures new.”

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying in her doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside, her mother had just died in childbirth. You can see from the expression on Margaret’s face that she doesn’t understand why her mother can’t get up, or why her father doesn’t come home, or why the stub throb in her stomach won’t go away.

What you can’t see is that Margaret is dying of malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes are strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stomach, falling hair, parched skin. And finally, death from malnutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food a day per person, then throw away enough garbage to feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average dog in America has a higher protein diet than Margaret! If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 1 1/2 billion people who are forever hungry, your next meal would be a bowl of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the week more rice—maybe.

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called “The Eternal Compulsory Fast.”

But Margaret’s story can have a happy ending, because she has a CCF sponsor now. And for only $12 a month you can also sponsor a child like Margaret and help provide food, clothing, shelter—and love.

You will receive the child’s picture, personal history, and the opportunity to exchange letters, Christmas cards—and priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world. So won’t you help? Today?

Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: India, Brazil, Taiwan (Formosa), Mexico and Philippines. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)
See the world's most beautiful kitchens

National award designers, decorators, manufacturers and installers — Karpy, complete custom kitchen service offers you totally new breathtaking concepts in kitchen planning and remodeling. Thousands of satisfied customers in Long Island, Westchester, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey endorse Karpy quality and service. A list of Karpy installations in your area is available on request. You owe it to yourself to see why Karpy custom kitchens become synonymous with quality kitchens — why the president of Ethan Allen Furniture enjoys a Karpy kitchen in his own home. Visit our showroom displays or tour our 40,000 square foot main showroom and factory... sure to change every idea you ever had about custom kitchens. For estimates, design services or financing, write, visit or phone our main office.

KARPY CUSTOM KITCHENS Florida, N.Y. 10921
Please have a designer-decorator call without obligation to us.

Name
Address
City State Zip
Area Code Phone

Main Showrooms & Factory: Route 17A, Florida, N.Y. (914) 651-6442
New York Showroom: Architectural Materials Center, 101 Park Ave, NYC
New Jersey Showroom: Willowbrook Mall, Wayne. At Beautyguard, "1406

BATHROOMS by Mary Gilliatt with 118 illustrations, 11 in color. $12.95

Bathrooms from early Roman times to today's imaginative, decorative, and sometimes amusing bathrooms. Unusual photos provide creative decorative ideas.

MODERN FURNITURE AND DECORATION Edited by Robert Harling

With over 230 illustrations in color. $25.00

Outstanding examples of modern furniture, room arrangements, and color schemes from houses all over the world, plus the best designs in furniture, and a chapter on the newest developments in plastic and paper furniture.

THE VIKING PRESS Dept. ATE-HG, 625 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y. 10022

THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS

BY MARY MOON HEMINGWAY

Brand-new seventy-two and I am filled with resolve. More than just lists, I have roomfuls of hospitable resolutions. For the house at large I resolve to make a new look at every room with open eyes and an open mind and be willing to ring some lively changes. I resolve to make the house a safe haven — flawless electrical fixtures, well-anchored rugs, first-aid supplies, emergency telephone numbers, fire-safety devices, fire-fighting equipment. From bathtubs to back stairs, no booby traps allowed.


Or a fresh version of fish: Fish curry. Cheese-stuffed fish for baking. Halibut or haddock simmered in cream. Codfish elevated to a soufflé made with whipped potatoes. Salmon wrapped with sole fingers and baked on a mirepoix.

Or a rather odd bird: Braised goose with prune and pear stuffing. Duck hash served in stewed orange cups. Baked stuffed chicken legs. Cornish hens plump with a filling of crab meat and bread crumbs. Pheasant cooked in sour cream.


Dessert with a difference: Gooseberry or currant sherbet plus lingonberries. Dark chocolate floating island. Baked apples filled with marmallow, glazed with honey and orange juice. Brandy jelly laced with crème Chantilly. Ice cream pies with crusts made of brownie or cookie dough.

Continued on page 30
NEW ROSES! See Golden Gate, the 1972 Rose of the Year, a brilliant intense yellow — outstanding or cutting! Plus White Masterpiece, a brand new J&P exclusive with huge 6-inch blooms specially bred for disease resistance. Here’s Heirloom — exquisitely fragrant, pure lilac — one of the rarest colors in the rose world. And two fabulous new Floribundas — Fabergé, with blooms that look like costly florist roses, and Aperitif — its strawberry-and-cream-colored petals are stiff like heavy taffeta, so blooms last longer in arrangements. All these plus the new All-America Winners and famous favorites . . . including First Prize, the hybrid rated as top exhibition rose in the nation by The American Rose Society.

AND MANY OTHER FLOWERS! New tigridias, ranunculus, gladiolas and anemones. FLOWERING TREES . . . decorative Thundercloud Flowering Plum, Saucer Magnolia, Crab Apple — and the world’s only known fragrant dogwood!

EVEN MORE! Besides all your favorite roses, this new catalog illustrates and describes almost everything for your spring garden. Dwarf fruit trees, vegetables, berries . . . see it all ABSOLUTELY FREE. Send your postage-free card today, or use the coupon.

Jackson & Perkins, Medford, Oregon 97501
COMPANIES THAT COOPERATED IN PLANNING, BUILDING AND EQUIPPING

Super Kitchen

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
Utilities
CALCINATOR CORP.
Gas incinerator
COTTER & COMPANY
Tru-Test Paint
DELTA FAUCET COMPANY
Stainless steel faucet
DREXEL ENTERPRISES
(Heritage Furniture Division)
Sectional sofas
ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Stainless steel sinks, gooseneck water faucet

THE HOBART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(KitchenAid Division) Dishwasher, disposer, hot water dispenser
KELVINATOR, INC.
Refrigerator-freezer
LIGHTOLIER, INC.
Track lighting
A. O. SMITH CORP.
Gas water heater
THE TAPPAN COMPANY
Gas built-in four burner surface unit, gas built-in oven-broiler

TREND INDUSTRIES
Carpet
U.S. PLYWOOD
Wall panels, beams, Bifold doors, decking
WASTE KING UNIVERSAL
Char-Glo gas broiler
WESTINGHOUSE
Space-Mates washer and gas dryer, Micarta plastic laminate

Super Bath

AMERICAN STANDARD INC.
Plumbing fixtures
AMERICAN OLEAN TILE COMPANY
Ceramic tile—floors, walls and built-in platforms
COMMITTEE OF STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS
Reflective wall
THE FORMICA CORPORATION
Formica walls and cabinet facings
INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS CORP.
(Gotham Industries Division)
Architectural lighting
ROHM & HAAS COMPANY
Shower wall, lavatory counters
J. P. STEVENS & CO., INC.
Towels
UNIROYAL, INC.
Naugahyde for exercise mattress

For more ideas on how you can incorporate new concepts into your own remodeling or rebuilding plans, we invite you to see the advertisements of the following companies participating in this issue.

Andersen Corp.
Samuel Cabot Inc.
Cotter & Co.
Delta Faucet Co.
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
The Hobart Mfg. Co.
S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Karpy Custom Kitchens
Lindal Cedar Homes
Lord & Burnham
The Maytag Co.
Rolscreen Co.
Scholz Homes, Inc.
Waste King Universal

For further details about other products featured in Super Kitchen and Super Bath, check the Shopping Information pages.
Needlepoint design shows you how this cuddly cub came from the black-and-white page of a magazine, and the process by which he came to live with relatives—one real leopard skin, one needlepointed faux

Needlepoint: the designs you want, and save up to 80%

Louis J. Gartner, Jr.'s NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN is the first book ever written showing you how to design your own needlepoint instead of having to buy whatever prepared canvases you can find. It's not only more fun to do your own... you can also save up to 80% of the cost of needlepoint sold in shops!

NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN is a comprehensive needlepoint book, with complete information on canvases and wools and where to buy them; how to do the several forms of the needlepoint stitch; how to refine your way of stitching; how to prepare a canvas, work your designs, even block the finished product.

Over 100 of the author's original designs—forty in full color, over sixty to do in your own choice of colors, with a special beginner's chapter on coloring your own. Designs range from graceful flower patterns to Op-art motifs, old-fashioned samplers, to the dazzling modern "malachite" of the bookjacket, a nest of fragile robin's eggs to fool-the-eye animal skins.

Make anything you wish... from small gifts and pillows to ambitious upholstery and rugs. With this book to guide you in arriving at your own designs, you can do needlepoint that you couldn't buy anywhere, at any price, one-of-a-kind designs as easy or as challenging as you wish.

Order your copy of NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN today for just $15.95—about 1/3rd the price of a ready-to-work design! Needlepoint your own designs, original expressions of your artistry!

Just $15.95!

I would like to order... copies of Needlepoint Design, $15.95
☐ My check or money order for $________, payable to Condé Nast Books, is enclosed.
Please charge my account:
☐ American Express
☐ BankAmericard Exp. date
Acct. #
Sig.

Condé Nast Books • P.O. Box 3308 • Grand Central Station • New York, New York 10017

Name
Address
City State Zip

This is a gift order. Send book and card to:
Name
Address
City State Zip

Card to read: "From..."

ANNUARY, 1972
To make your own original “painting,” just get some Mystik® Cloth or Plastic Tape in various widths and colors. And some Krylon® Spray Paint. Plus a piece of canvas board or Masonite® hardboard.

First spray-paint the background. Then stripe in your design with tape. And the design’s bound to be beautiful. After all, it’ll be signed by a famous American artist.

You.

THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS continued from page 24

Meanwhile I promise to use the dining room more flexibly. A centerpiece on the sideboard can be just as effective as one on the table and for big parties leave the latter less cluttered. I will try to bring the living room into the dining room and vice versa—serving one course (first or last) in the parlor, lingering in the dining room for coffee and uninterrupted talk. Anything to break that static table-and-chairs syndrome. I will make space in my dining room, on my dining table too, for house plants as well as cut flowers: African violets, several pots in a basket. Babies’ tears and ornamental peppers in a copper or luster bowl. Maidenhair fern, potted in Lucite, set on a mirror. Small ivy and piggybacks trailing from a tureen.

Candle happy as I am, I promise to have on the dinner table enough light to please the men and just enough to flatter the women. I’ll have the courage to use candles of many colors at the same time. With white flowers, rainbow candles; with green leaves of many tones, green and white candles; with a decorated porcelain centerpiece, tapers in complementary colors. Candles in pairs, candles in masses, candles at each place but not always in the same place.

For a colorful about face for a lunch or dinner I resolve to run up some tablecloths in chintz and make matching tie-on seat covers. Instead of single mats, parallel runners of appealing fabric—plain, printed, lace, embroidery—are not to be ho-hummed. Neither is the look of a highly polished table set with place plates or trays instead of linen. Also worth a whirl: doily-sized sheets of plywood, polished and stained to match the table, backed in felt. And even if I have to cut and hem them from a stored-away damask cloth, I resolve to have really ample dinner napkins.

In the living room I am resolved that there will be no insupportable chairs, no chairs without a table to hold coaster and ashtray within reach. The fireplace will be a constant thing of beauty—laid for a fire, filled with a fire, discreetly covered with a fan or treated to plants and flowers. Never an aching void. I won’t succumb to Noah’s Arkism either—everything including the guests disposed in balanced pairs. And I’ll study the lighting again. Subtle illumination is a must for a living room.

I resolve to spend a night in my guest room to check the springs and mattresses for comfort, the bed linen for freshness and warmth, the closet for hang- ers and convenience, the lights for reading, make-up, and other needs. The books will get my attention, too. I’ll see to it that they are interesting, varied, some old, some new, and that there is other late-night browsing material as well—art books, magazines, a puzzle or two. I’ll make sure there is no ticking of an unfamiliar clock to bother a sleeper, that the room is provided with mending and writing supplies, that there is a place for ice water, a radio, and other welcoming touches; and that the bathroom is well stocked with the amenities. I resolve to be certain that I would enjoy being a guest in my own house.
Most dishwashers cost less than KitchenAid. They should.

KitchenAid has a 1/2 horsepower motor, the most powerful in any home dishwasher. It's backed with a 5-year warranty. If it should fail, we'll have it replaced at no cost to you during the first year; you'd be charged only for labor during the next four years.

KitchenAid uses a fan to circulate warmed air gently over dishes for safe, thorough drying.

Cheaper dishwashers use only a heating coil inside the wash chamber and literally bake dishes.

KitchenAid built-in dishwashers are built within a steel frame.

Slam the door on a KitchenAid. You'll hear and feel the difference solid construction makes.

In dishwashers, like everything else, you get what you pay for.

For free Consumer Information, write KitchenAid Division, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Dept. 2DA-1, Troy, Ohio 45373.

KitchenAid Dishwashers and Disposers
Now you can clean off dirt and grime.

Bring out the natural beauty of paneling.

Introducing REGARD
It's all the care your wood paneling should ever need.

Johnson Wax made new Regard specially for wood paneling. Made it with a versatile combination of cleaners to remove dirt, grime, grease, stains, even crayon marks. Made it with a blend of conditioners found only in Regard to give your paneling beauty that lasts.

Great on kitchen cabinets, too. New Regard.
An even more extensive version of the great family life was worked out by three families who, for their vacation houses, found that by buying a piece of land together they could enjoy a larger curving piece of land on an unpolluted bay. Each of the houses is different, but all three by the same architect. Some of the children are grown and have families of their own, others are in their teens—because of these varying requirements this effort in group living stopped with owning the land together. For other families with lots of children, however, the idea might be to have pool, tennis court, and dock in common.

Another way of creating a good family life is training a family away from the hot-dog mentality onto something more balanced. Long the chief of the eat-right-to-stay-healthy, have-a-good-time-and-improve-your-dooks experts is Gayelord Hauser, who in a special interview at home gives recipes that will keep any family happy and will certainly endear friends who are tired of coming to cream-sauced, pastry-filled dinner parties.

If you've ever been tempted to carry the whole family off somewhere and just pitch a tent, you've seen tents that are as comfortable as luxury hotel suites with all the fun and practicality of canvas. The construction of tents at Persepolis, for instance, would be easy to imitate—a figure-and-improve-your-dooks is Gaye Ward, who in a special interview at home gives recipes that will keep any family happy and will certainly endear friends who are tired of coming to cream-sauced, pastry-filled dinner parties.

In the midst of great intentions about the life we create for our families, who wants to be off in the kitchen cooking those glorious meals that build healthy bodies or make for marvelous parties while the action is going on somewhere else in the house? One way to improve that is the big switch in values about kitchens. In 1970 we showed an eating-cooking island in the middle of a modern kitchen—an attractive setup where it would be terribly easy to make five different breakfasts while still seated at the head of that cooktop table. The following year our kitchen was a combination of dining room and kitchen with storage areas separate. This year our kitchen looks more like a living room. The dining table is lower, sofas sit around the cooktop the way surrounding most fireplaces. Perhaps a new family room, this kitchen allows for the fact that children love to be in the kitchen, as do most guests. It also makes it possible to be both hostess and cook.

Another aspect of the good life is feeling good—regular exercise, soothing baths, invigorating showers. Another kind of family room is our new super bath, really a spa big enough to do all the things you'd like to from exercise, to soaking in a deep tub, napping, using a sun lamp. More inspiration from Persia to use here at home—the plan of the magical Persian garden, which in plain terms is the perfect way of laying out a garden in a small space. It's done in Shiraz with blue tiled pools connecting to make a long axis that provides organization and the intricacy of detail that keeps the eye interested, no matter what flowers or trees line it.

News in this issue are whole new systems of lighting, ways to do walls and floors that extend the uses of rooms or make them prettier, clean faster, last longer—plus the newest Italian furniture—modern classics that are evolving into softer more natural shapes.

Aside from real structural changes and whole rooms that have begun to work in new ways, how you decorate is still one of the most persuasive ways to create an atmosphere that family and friends respond to. One of the houses in this issue is decorated in a way that makes you feel sheltered and protected—it's full of rich colors, soft textures, beautiful wood; another is all opened up to nature. Both are decorated around the habits of the people who live there rather than to create a look. All these ideas help make a house function the way you and your family like it to.
Adaptable to just about any life style, House & Garden's new family kitchen—designed by our editors in collaboration with the American Gas Association and U.S. Plywood—is dedicated to the mother-cook hostess weary of running the bases between kitchen, dining room, and children's rooms. Given this new approach to taking care of her family, entertaining her friends, she performs in one room—a combination conversation pit without the pit, a dining room that is not a "set piece," and a now-you-see-me, now-you-don't kitchen. Here she can supervise the oven, the children, and chat with her guests. In architectural terms, the room can be a made-over family room, part of a brand-new house, or an addition to a big old one where the original kitchen may be a 50-yard dash away from everything. Most of the space is given to a U-shaped sitting area formed by four armless sofas by Heritage covered in a pale, creamy, washable vinyl. Tucked into two corners of the U are cube-cabinets that double as table and storage space. Both are covered in Permaply, a tough, textured material that, beneath the rug of Acrilan by Trend, also covers the floor. At ease, the dining table, below, is a mobile extension of the cooking counter. Both are the same height and length, both are surfaced (as is everything red in the room) in Micarta. Mounted on ball casters, the table rolls to either corner of the U for dining, and the cooking counter becomes a buffet—help-yourself or hostess-manned. The host, too, gets into the act. Tonight, he will carve a rack of lamb, left, herbed, grilled, and garnished with cress. For shopping information, see page 82.
COMFORT AND CHARACTER
MAKE THE SUPER KITCHEN
A SUPER ENTERTAINING ROOM
pre super days, a calendar was fastened right through for a non-drawling poaking. But since our super kitchen is designed to provide all the utensils and tools for every two big canvases from Ellsworth. The left wall of Max Papen is for the right. On tracks, they are part of a system that routes them to the kitchen's equipment and points reading light for the sofa—e as much furniture as its height up. The third floor fold doors line one entire wall (the opposite wall is all glass). The room is a complex of appliances; the other two walls are panelled on Real Estate. The ceiling is crisscrossed with Weldwood beams. Siding, windows, doors and beams are all by U.S. Plywood. Whitewash on cotton and tapestry chairs by The Face.
TO SAVE STEPS, TIME, AND SPACE—
AN EQUIPMENT WALL

Because it is just as much a room for entertaining as it is a place to cook, the super kitchen solves the supposedly insoluble problem of mixing business with pleasure by a simple ruse. For example: 1 When all the bifold doors that conceal the appliance wall are open, the room reveals its behind-the-scenes secret. 2 But with all the doors closed, there is little evidence of being anywhere except in a good-looking family room. Even the cooking island, quite out in the open, seems more like a piece of furniture than the source of tonight's dinner. 3 The core of the kitchen: refrigerator, double sink, dishwasher, and wall gas oven and broiler. There are storage cabinets both above and below the sink counter, and additional storage is housed in the cooking island. 4 The laundry with its stacked washer and gas dryer (good idea in limited space), shelves for baskets of linen or anything you want to put in them, and a little sink in a counter that can work as a bar, or for flower arranging, or both. Beneath the sink, more storage. 5 What might be called the "utility" cubicle with its gas incinerator and hot water heater. The incinerator is for everything and anything except food. The actual food disposer is in the double sink. 6 The cook's crow's nest. By doing little more than turning around, she can control the gas oven, sink, refrigerator, and the burners and grill in the cooking island. When the dining table is pushed tightly against the island, it augments the work surface, and considerably. When cooking on the countertop burners and grill is going full force, an exhaust fan in the hood over the island takes care of all the aromatic and smoky overtones one does not want in an entertaining kitchen. 7 A supper place setting by Dansk. 8 Bird's-eye view of the precise juxtaposition of the dining table, cooking island, and the kitchen core. Opposite page, top: For easier serving at a family breakfast, the dining table is kept in its grillside position next to the island. Everyone starts off with orange juice, goes on to chicken livers, cherry tomatoes, and mushrooms grilled on skewers, and ends up with a compote of apricots and prunes. Eggs (if anyone has room for them) are cooked to order—scrambled or fluffed up in an omelette. And never, in this house, does the coffee grow tepid, because a special burner keeps the proper heat consistent.
COMPLETELY ORGANIZED ENTERTAINING KITCHEN MAKES CARE OF SELF

For action, indispensable aids to the kitchen's being, right: 1 Bar with gooseneck faucet both by Elkay, Ice-Mates washer and dryer by Westinghouse, 2 Refrigerator-freezer by Amana, 3 Stainless steel 2-compartment sink by Elkay with faucet and KitchenAid Superba disposer and hot-water dispenser, 4 Superba built-in washer by KitchenAid, 5 Built-in gas oven and grill by Tappan, 6 Gas incinerator by Culcinator, 7 Char-Glo gas broiler by Waste King Universal, 8 Four-burner gas unit by Tappan.

For topping information, see page 82.
FOR YOUR FAMILY’S HEALTH
EXERCISE, BEAUTY—

We are ever more conscious today that the notion of health is not simply a matter of eating the “right” foods or jogging a couple of miles a day. Health is a state of mind as well as a condition of the body. We planned our newest super bath to be a spa—a tranquil place where anyone can feel fit, clean, and relaxed. The bath, built for us by American-Standard, was designed by John F. Saladino of Saladino/Maggio. It is a multilevel space that fans out from its main entry, right, to enclose special areas for exercise, for bathing, and for beauty. There is a choice of baths—a soak tub, a stretch tub, and an invigorating shower. Gleaming stainless steel panels run the length of the exercise wall; they are polished to soften reflections of shapes and colors within the room and to suggest a greater sense of space. Most colors are tempered to the calmest naturals; light is diffused throughout. This is a bath to be enjoyed. For shopping information, see page 82.
AND A CHOICE OF BATHS

The bath fans out from the main entry, and then angles back—the far corner is the shower, above left, which is only partially enclosed by two clear curved Plexiglas shields, from Rohm & Haas, to refract spray. Controls are placed to the side of the shower out of range of spray. Along the blue Formica shower wall is a recessed light track, by Gotham, which, with spotlights in the ceiling and in the mirrored vanity cells, diffuses light throughout the room. A long clerestory window in the ceiling brings in additional, natural light. The toilet, American-Standard's "Luxor" with Vent-Away and their "Margate" bidet, left, occupy an alcove behind the two tubs; they can be closed off by a sliding wall. Towels by J. P. Stevens. Color note: "Wabash" by Robert Indiana from Multiples.

SUPER SPA—A PLACE FOR EXERCISE

The enjoyment of our super bath is perhaps most appreciated in the very simplicity of its plan, left, in which every area and level within the room reveals its own particular use—and where all areas flow quite naturally one to the next to complete a harmonious design. The main entry to the bath, top left, leads up a ramp through a compressed T enclosing twin mirrored vanity cells. The mirrors angle outward reflecting the larger space and calm natural colors of the bathroom itself. Each washbasin is a round stainless steel bowl set into a Plexiglas surround, which is lit from beneath for shaving. Vitamins, lotions, towels, soaps—all fit into spacious under-counter cabinets of off-white Formica. The bath itself is paved on all levels with American Olean's "Ceramic Mosaic" in a matte finish. A bridge, below, which may be used for exercise or for resting after a bath, links the exercise area and the baths. Two tubs, left, are both from American-Standard: the higher one is their luxurious "Designer Line" cylindrical soak tub; the lower, a stretch tub, is their oval "Ultra Bath." Tub hot-and-cold controls share a mirrored panel. Bath brush, sponges, horsehair strap, and soaps are all available from Caswell-Massey.
of the equipment above—exercise bars, rings, and mat—and the tiled exercise bridge
doubled by their reflection in the burnished stainless steel wall from the Committee
Stainless Steel Producers. The exercise mat, covered in mushroom Naugahyde by Uni-
yal, is tufted for a firm grip. Next to the bridge by the mat is a convenient outlet for a
lamp and another for a telephone hookup. By the exercise bars: a Terraillon scale.
For shopping information, see page 82.
What do you do when you find waterfront land for sale—7 tree-filled acres with 4 curving around a delightfully unspoiled bay—but it's about four times the price you're prepared to invest in acreage for a vacation house? If you've got imagination and initiative you don't give up. You get together with friends—and you share the land. The advantages of this kind of group building are many, especially when the land is on the water. You know the people next door are going to add pleasure to weekends and vacations. You can control the landscaping, save the trees, preserve the natural environment as much as possible, and of course, you can enjoy a long stretch of private, shell-studded shore. And then, if you really want to develop the land in the best possible way, you can invite one man to design all the houses, so there's a unifying thread in the architecture. Architect Norman Jaffe was chosen in this case and it was, for him, "an architect's dream."

"When I heard that these three families had bought a piece of land together to build second homes, I never thought I'd be asked to design all three. But after I designed one house, I was asked to put forward plans for a second. The third followed shortly after that. Each couple came to me separately."

While there is unity in the architecture of all three houses (each has stone masonry somewhere in its design, lots of glass, and a feeling of nature flowing in and around the house, plus a private master bedroom apartment away from other bedrooms at the top of the house) they are irrevocably different, reflecting the varied personalities, needs, and pursuits of the families living in them.

"This was the challenge," agrees Mr. Jaffe, "to achieve an in
ted, related feeling on the land, while giving each family the of house they would feel comfortable living in. There are cer-

vise ideas to any family lifestyle that must be satisfied by the tecture. I always say a church is a church before it's prayed at a house is not a house until the family lives in it. In these, for example, I have designed three very different kitchens, use each wife has a very different approach to cooking and taining. One kitchen is totally enclosed from the dining room, use this couple has live-in help and does not have much to do the kitchen at all. One kitchen is very much out in the open, living, dining, and cooking spaces flow together. This couple

'1t have help, and they are the sort who arrive from the city e country, turn off the car ignition, and get out the drinks all movement. The third kitchen is somewhere in between. It's le open to the dining room, but there's a sense of privacy for vife who likes to do her own cooking without having pots and in full view of guests.”

The houses took two years to complete, with each couple using the same contractor, “for a moderate saving on cost,” says Mr. Jaffe. They are just as different visually on the inside as they are on the outside. The flat-roofed cube house in white painted wood, above left, is filled with pure color, at reds and blues. The granite-walled multilevel house, center, g from the water’s edge like a modern castle, has a pale in-
r like the inside of a shell with glass, stone, and pearled wood.
shingled, regional house, above right, set back among the trees, a warm homespun feeling with soft leather, terra-cotta tiling, of redwood and handwoven fabrics.

“This was a very satisfying project,” adds Mr. Jaffe. “There was orflict within the individual couples because each had been ed long enough to agree on basic ideas—this helped me a lot. d many talks, many conferences. It did take time to discover sets of personalities, but I felt this was terribly important.

After I’d discovered what each couple was like, it was not hard to draw up the plans. But discovering them took the time. As far as the group are concerned, there’s no compulsion to mix, but they do when they want. I think they’re all very proud of their houses, they’re all very different, but all very special.”

Close-ups of the houses are on the next six pages.
The family in this house are interested in people and ideas, books and art,” comments Mr. Jaffe. “In fact there are artists in each of the houses. In this case, the husband, who is an engineer and a scholar, is also a sculptor. Their house is a cube, a strict geometrical form, because I thought they would relate to it. And they do. They like the purity. It’s formal, intellectual. There’s a quietness and symmetry, and each corner emits light. They have one married daughter and a grandchild, so they wanted a house that would work for three generations all together.”

The house is beautifully designed in white-painted, vertical cedar and is on five levels, with a large playroom, a bedroom, and a little kitchen serving visiting children on the lower floor. The hub of the house, especially in winter when ice floats out on the bay, is the great stone-floored living room, opposite page, with its two-way fireplace. Soaring two stories high, with a gallery library along one wall, it is always full of light and the window framing casts interesting, ever-changing patterns across the room. In summer, when the activity is outdoors, guests tend to converge on the stone-walled terrace beyond the dining room, below. In all three houses, dining tables are practical, good-looking, fixed to the floor, especially designed by Mr. Jaffe. Here, a square of white marble is partnered with cane and chrome chairs by Breuer. Upstairs the master bedroom has a secluded covered porch facing the ocean and a very spectacular adjoining bathroom, all in matte black mosaic tiles.
This family wanted a close relationship with the water," explains Mr. Jaffe. "They're great sports people; love sailing, fishing, swimming, and tennis. They have two boats and they wanted a feeling of almost being on board ship inside the house. I think it has an athletic quality, which goes with their personalities. I tried to make the architecture extend into the landscape, so you don't realize where glass ends and nature begins. I think it has a foot in the future and looks back in time, too. It's like a romantic, modern castle, with a certain craggy quality and the great sweep of grass down to the sea. This couple has three children, one grandchild. They wanted lots of bedrooms, each one big enough for a crib; plus a studio for a daughter who is studying in Rome; and space for a live-in couple to take care of the place when they are away."

Most of the walls are granite, and this stony texture continues inside the house, with floors on the main level paved in blue flagstone. Certainly in summer, life revolves around the pool, above left, perfect for informal outdoor parties. Because the family loves to entertain formally, too, the dining table, a massive slice of polished pink granite, opposite page, far right below, is large enough to seat twelve. In the kitchen, right, with a sun-catching skylight, walls, ceiling, and cupboards are painted black to cut out glare, and more black surfaces in Formica countertops with a slate look. It's a house furnished for comfort, with soft sofas in the living room, opposite page, below left, and white shaggy carpeting flowing all over the master bedroom apartment upstairs. Here the owners have an eagle's nest of a terrace, far right center, overlooking the bay.
GRANITE AND GLASS: SEA IN ALL DIRECTIONS
Ground floor with long gallery between 1 bedrooms and kitchen-living area, set lower level. Top floor has a painting of private master bedroom suite with little...
his house is the least formal of the three and probably the most typically American," declares Mr. Jaffe. "It is a regional shingled house. This couple had a definite preference for being up on the hill among the trees, way back from the water. They it more comfortable with the green than the blue of the ocean. So we took care to save a lot of the trees on this lot. It was very important to them.

What makes it so typically American? Well, the use of redwood, for one, and the great big family room for another. The husband here is a true patriarch, he likes to be in the bosom of his family—there's a married son and a college-age daughter. The wife is a painter, very artistic and creative, and she likes to be part of the party while she works. This is why the kitchen is out in the open. In fact, she tells me she does more exciting things with food in this kitchen than she does in her other house. Everybody helps, and there's a marvelous family ambiance. This couple wanted an easy house to run and maintain, so all the materials, the redwood and the tiling, were chosen with this in mind."

The warmth of the exterior, blending stone and shingles, is matched by the natural textures inside the house. A great stretch of Mexican terracotta tiling runs right through the ground floor, along a long corridor linking the family room with the bedroom wing, above and right. The terracotta coloring is picked up in equipment for the kitchen, top, which is set on a lower level, so the tile floor running from the front door, opposite page, below, ingeniously becomes, at this point, a working counter with a ceramic cooktop set in its surface. The dining area, divided from the living room with a two-way fireplace, is two stories high, with a balcony painting studio along one wall for mother and daughter, who is a student at the Boston Fine Arts Museum. The little studio connects to the master bedroom, a great big cave of redwood, which has a private ocean-facing deck, opposite page, top.
New systems to light up the house
Multibulb systems overhead, on the walls, on the desk, or freestanding, give you exciting new ways to light up your house. They're more than just something to see by. As we show on the opposite page, they're very architectural, too. 1 Cluster of opal glass globes on shiny chrome stems. Lightolier. 2 Slices of silvery Trexiloy slotted together, sparked by five frosted 25-watt bulbs. Habitat. 3 Multiglobe table light, glistening chrome. George Kovacs. 4 Chrome frame hides single 60-watt showcase bulb, spreads a good light on a desk. Lighting Associates. 5 and 6 New magnetic track system, takes a 45-degree angle spot or a cube light. Bulb units—red, white, yellow, or black—attach magnetically wherever you will. Track, polished chrome, 4-foot lengths for walls, ceilings. Freestanding column 67 inches high. Zonking Place by George Kovacs. 7 Starry sphere of clear glass globes, linked with chrome. Bulbs are 7½ watt and you need anything from 29 to 117 depending on which of the four sizes of chandelier you want. Lightolier. 8 Table/desk light, a slender case of stainless steel with Lucite bubbles across one surface. Inside, a 12-inch panelescent light. Lighting Associates. 9 Cube of Lumacryl, a new practically indestructible plastic; that screws on to a special wall fixture. Bigger floor version, too. Habitat. 10 and opposite page. Modular lighting system, chrome, or black or white enamel, interlocking 6-inch-long tubes with bulb sockets. Set up a galaxy of light across a ceiling, or use a smaller group on a wall. Lightolier. 11 Freestanding Trexiloy frame, two sides of removable, washable white stretch nylon. Inside: 12 incandescent tube lamps. Habitat.

For store addresses, see page 83.
Great new graphics for floors and walls

1 Shiny vinyl, no-wax flooring. Congoleum.

2 Domino and bull's-eye glazed wall tiles. Country Floors.

3 Slate look for countertops. In silver, too. Formica.

4 Corkwood panels. Luten-Clarey-Stern.

5 Circle-in-a-square tiles, now colors. Agency Tile.


7 Tile imitations. High-sh sheet vinyl. GAF Corp.

8 Tile imitations. Luten-Clarey-Stern.

9 Cork panel. Ager Tile.
Mosaic self-stick-ons, instant floor tiles. Armstrong

Three-dimensional look from Italy. Designers Tile.

More wall and floor ideas page 84


Great graphic wall panels, black-and-white plastic finished hardboard. Marlite.

Look like handhewn timbering, prefinished, wipe-clean panels, U.S. Plywood.

Beautiful browns for floors, walls. Designers Tile.

Tiles of semiprecious stones including amethyst, malachite, lapis, tiger's-eye. House of Floors.
The dolce look from Italy
The latest word on the soft life in Italy is that it will be dolce than ever. The now-classic Italian vocabulary remains constant, but the idiom is more colloquial, somehow, more natural, as in the handcrafted butcher-block look of the “Pianura” knock-down chair, designed by Mario Bellini for Cassina. At Atelier International. “Pionia” folding chairs, stack to stand on their own. Each is a jersey-covered foam shell girdled by an anodized aluminum frame; they were designed by Giancarlo Piretti for Anonima Castelli. At Limited Editions, in June. Showing off books is a pleasure in the sectional steel-and-glass bookcase, designed by Carla Venosta and Guido Zimmerman for Arflex. At Harvey Probber. The “Marenco” sofa, looks like a casual array of huge cushions. It is, in fact, firm of base. By Mario Marenco, for Arflex. At Harvey Probber. The elongated H-frame of the amber-leather “Losange” bench, is softened by three low cushions. Designer was Luigi Massoni for Poltrona Frau. Black leather “Harlow” chair, seems to hover over its oval chrome base. Ettore Sottsass created an armless version as well, for Poltronova. A trio of foam-filled elements, called “Environ/Tre” can be multiplied and arranged to make single pieces or whole rooms. E. Landi designed, for Nikol; at Stendig. The Japanese influence adapted to a classic: the “Kazuki” tall chair, is terra-cotta lacquered wood. By Kazuhide Takahama for Simon International. At Stendig. Mahogany-grained wall hanging, with four changeable pockets for organizing papers is also by Massoni for Poltrona Frau. The all-steel “Tebe” table, is polished to a fine patina; a shiny well is recessed at its center. Designer: Giovanni Offredi for Saporiti. Pillows are the focus again in the strapped blue-denim “Quinto” chair, by Gigi and Pepe Tanzi for Biesse. A chrome clip grips the sinuous plastic “Cometa” lamp, by Ettore Sottsass for Poltronova.
Tireless, candid, totally modern in her approach, Her Imperial Majesty, Empress Farah Pahlavi of Iran is infusing ancient Persian tradition with new vigor and usefulness. With her are countless young architects, designers, craftsmen, teachers evolving a contemporary expression from a high, dry land of Moslem and Zoroastrian traditions and of memories of one of the greatest empires the world has ever known. Focal in this Persian renewal was the celebration of the founding of the empire by Cyrus the Great, 2500 years ago. Far more thorough-going a celebration are the houses, monuments, schools, public buildings, crafts — some of which you see on the following pages. “Our greatest problem was that for a while everything from the West was better than what we had. The people wanted everything in plastic and threw away the old things they had. Now they are realizing that their traditions are valuable,” says the Empress. An example of a new appreciation for the traditional ways is a group of young architects evolving a modern Iranian style of building to replace imitations of Western architecture popular in Iran until recently.

“What we really can do,” says the Empress, a thirty-three-year-old activist who once studied architecture in Paris, “is build for this climate and the people. In the villages they’ve been building that way for years and only now are our educated architects realizing how to build without destroying the ambiance of a whole village.”

Working also to develop outlets for modern versions of ancient crafts, the Empress has established craft centers in Teheran as showcases for rugs, metal works, fabrics, jewelry. In addition, the ancient bazaars, long the place where tribes brought their handiwork, are being restored as a place to show and sell crafts.

“What we try to do is to change an ancient craft in such a way that the genuine work—embroidery, for instance—is not touched, but so that it is something that people can wear or use today. It’s very important not to destroy the genuine handicraft. It can be spoiled by (Continued on page 126)
An enormous monument, above, built in Teheran to commemorate 2500 years of Persian history. The architect, a twenty-nine-year-old graduate of Teheran University, Mr. Hosseini Ameda, eight, winner of a national contest for the design of the monument built from traditional blue Persian ceramic tile. It houses museums of ancient art and objects from various Iranian cultures. Model, 1:2500.

OPPOSITE PAGE, LEFT: Modern round theatre in Teheran by Afkhami with classical Iranian references—stamped brick and tile, mosque-inspired arches. Photographed under construction.

LEFT: Holiday center for Iranian orphans with tiers of arched balconies, broken up with patterned brickwork, that shield windows from the sun. Designed by Sardar Afkhami, the project is sponsored by the Empress.
IN STEEL, MARBLE, TILE

The modern Persian tent

This small country house, built like a tent pitched on an oasis, was designed for the Queen Mother, Her Majesty Queen Pahlavi by Iranian architect Sardar Afkhami. Mr. Afkhami based his design on ancient Iranian tents, which functioned in a way that controlled the light, provided shade, views and graceful transitions from indoors out. Deeply Iranian, the house reflects attitudes prevalent in Persian life: a love for abstract ideas, for good living, a passion for beauty, and a feeling for gardening—for creating cool, humid oases with fountains and reflecting pools unsurpassed parts of the world where water isn’t so scarce. Here on the Iranian plains an hour’s drive from Teheran, we see in a house all these things—a tent shape in steel, marble, and tile with doors opening onto four loggias that act as transitions from the outdoors to inside. A rafter-awning prevents the sensation of stepping right from bright sunshine to dark interior. Long, steel buttress beams like stays of a tent or diagonals of a pyramid, include within the house a reflecting pool that surrounds the house. Inside, see next pages, spare, bare, and cool, slant-lit, open-air interiors have furniture that’s all modern. Below: The approach to the house.

Opposite page: From a shady loggia looking over the reflecting pool on one side of the house to garden and orchard beyond.
In Persia, the serious craving for beauty that rises from the starkness of a dry-plains environment has bred a nation of garden lovers and a fascination with water in gardening. The success of this small tent-shaped house designed for the Queen Mother is its very Persian relationship to the garden—here a system of pools and fountains and vistas lined with plants and trees that seem to be incorporated into the house for two reasons: one, the four long tent stays stretching into the water; and two, the unobstructed views of water, alleys, and trees visible from inside the house. Above, and opposite page: A diagonal view of the house with its jutting diameters steel beams painted brown, slats that shield the house and loggias from the sun in a way that prevents violent transitions from bright sunlight to dark interior. The tent-shaped top helps control the heat and light. Marble steps inset with built-in planters for flowers and plants line the pool. Left: A view from under the rafters over the reflecting pools to an orchard beyond. The house has two bedrooms, two baths, a hallway, living room, dining room, and entertaining room. The chandelier, opposite page, top, is steel and glass and is hung from the apex of a tent-shaped skylight. Bottom: A sitting room as casual as any country pavilion, here affording a view north of a walk leading to a gazebo and peach orchard to the side of the house.
A cool oasis with reflecting pools
For many visitors to Iran now, the great attraction is an elaborate tent city pitched at the base of the ruins at Persepolis that housed royal visitors to the anniversary of the founding of the Persian Empire by Cyrus the Great 2500 years ago. Straight out of Persian tradition, the tent shape looked like a totally fresh architectural idea, and curiously applicable to Western beach and vacation living. The tents are the brainchild of Mr. Pierre Delbée, of the famous French decorating firm Jansen, who suggested to the Shah that he house his guests in tents at the base of the ruins rather than putting them up at hotels nearby. The renowned Iranian architect Senator Foroughi supervised the Shah’s plans and the news spread. On hearing that there was to be a modern tent city at the base of the ruins, the celebrated Iranologist Roman Ghirshman wrote to Pierre Delbée telling him that he, in fact, was not the first to camp there. As far back as 317 B.C., according to Ghirshman, Eumene, a successor of Alexander the Great, installed his camp before Persepolis and planned a great celebration. Set up in concentric circles, the tents were decorated with flowers and greens and precious rugs and arranged for every convenience.
New kind of tent life

As tent city at Persepolis, every bit as festive as the 7 B.C. Without sacrifice, arm and informality of a Roman battle, each tent is a living room and includes all the comforts. Weatherized and stretched over a metal circle, the whole thing sits on plastic windows let in the light. The rooms, opposite, four of many designs by designers from Iran and Turkey, each with a marvelous effect as you step inside. The furnishings are as individual as the Shah's guest list: by Pierre Delbée are Persian inspired. Far left: the white room by Carlos Hansen, New York. The scene in the sixteenth-century miniature, above, living in a tent went as far as the meeting to talk over the events of the same kind of visit: among the kings, heads of state invited by the Shah to the celebration.
A MAGIC CARPET OF FLOWERS

The magical Persian garden

“Delightful to the heart, where roses bloom
And sparkling fountains murmur, where the earth
Is rich with many-colored flowers . . .”

FIRDAWSI, A.D. 1000

Fragrant with roses, geraniums, pomegranates, and orange trees, this enclosed garden in the city of Shiraz, Iran, distills many Persian pleasures and shines with ideas for small gardens, urban gardens, and dry-climate gardens everywhere. Persian gardens, like Persian rugs, are designed never to weary the eye. The balance of curved and straight lines insures restfulness; the variety of detail prevents monotony. Water shimmers in raised pools and channels, lined with light and dark blue tiles. Persians have known for centuries that shallow channels and thin fountain jets create an illusion of watery abundance delicious to all the senses. Water is a most precious resource in Iran, where the climate and topography resemble Arizona and New Mexico. Yet almost every house, however simple, has a tiny brimming pool useful for refreshing a dusty terrace or watering pot plants and serving as a reminder of the garden paradise promised in the Koran. Iranians also know how to make the most of water in festive ways—sometimes floating flowers or rose petals on a small pool, placing candles along the rim of a watercourse or adrift on small rafts, even suspending apples on fountain spray.

This oasis of repose, with shade dense enough to attract the nightingale, is called Narenjestan, the place of oranges. It is in the large city of Shiraz, 40 miles south of Persepolis, and famous for its wine and roses, its poets and gifted gardeners, architects, weavers, silversmiths, makers of glazed blue and gold tiles and mirror inlay. Built by the Qavam family only 100 years ago, the garden’s axial symmetry and imaginative use of water resemble gardens that inspired poets and painters long centuries before. A contemporary garden as well, it was remodeled three years ago under the aegis of Her Imperial Majesty, Empress Farah Pahlavi. The columned town house with fine crescents of tilework on its brow now houses the Asian Institute and the largest collection of Iranian art documentation. Serene, yet crowded with ideas for the borrowing. Persian gardens, like the rugs and other arts of Iran, are filled with timeless enchantment.

From the town house, to the sunny courtyard, a colonnade of wood and mirror inlay makes a transition soothing to the eyes. Paired gates open to a small orchard of orange trees and date trees bordering the garden’s medallioned carpet of flowers.

Rug-like garden plan, left, shows watercourse and symmetrical groups of roses and geraniums 1 and 2; orange trees, 3; date trees, 4; geraniums, 5.
A house with its roof in the clouds

High on a mountaintop, nestled in the snow and fringed with pines, this house hides both beauty and deep comfort behind an exterior as rustic as tradition could make it. "No one around here," says the owner, "would ever dream of building a mountainside house that didn't look exactly like his grandfather's. Anything else would be quite out of place and, as the local folk say, 'spoil the mountain.' That's why my house is typical. On the outside, that is. Inside, it's as different from my neighbors as night and day." The "difference" is the work of interior designer Valeria Rybar, who brought all his skill into play to fulfill the owner's request for a "handsome, real comfortable place where if you want to put your feet up, it's on something soft, not a milking stool".
"The whole point," says Mr. Rybar, "was to induce relaxation and still be stylish. The entrance hall (left lower corner) has a granite floor and a clean massive look, which is reassuring. People don't mind banging into it with skis and snowy boots. They shed their paraphernalia and go upstairs to the living room (left) which has a very different quality. This is a velvety room designed for warmth—caramel-colored carpeting, a fox rug, suede sofas, chairs covered in wool woven to look like white fleece, walls hung in an off-white strié linen. At the same time, dark woodwork gives the room a backbone, a sense of strength. The bar (top left) was made of a vast old armoire, and the breakfast room (right) is used for après-ski fondue. Suede cloth walls and curtains, pine service plates, and a view that doesn't stop."
Behind its rustic exterior, warm colors and textures for a cold climate

Mr. Rybar continues: “In the principal guest room [below] one wonderfully vibrant fabric—a documentary Persian print—is just about everywhere: on the walls, the bed, at the windows. The bed began with nothing but four beautiful old posts, and went on from there. A very good way to get an antique bed with modern comfort. Since a guest room never knows who its occupant may be, this one has enough brown in it for a man, enough coral for a woman. A psychological welcome. Except for the velvet-covered chaise longue, the furniture is antique—the table-desk and chair, the little tortoise-shell chest. And always, everywhere, fresh flowers.”
"For the master bedroom [above] there is an adjoining dressing room [opposite page, top right] with ceiling and paneling of three grains of pine. Honey and amber and gold, knotty as nature can make it. In the bedroom, more pine for the ceiling and the rounded chimney breast, and one fabric, a linen tweed, for walls, curtains, and bed. A slender pine molding panels the walls, right over the tweed, and the idea is repeated by 'paneling' the bedcover and headboard with a woven braid. For the dining room [right] I designed a carved coffer ceiling and paneled walls of walnut, rich and dark, and a handsome background for the glitter and gleam of china and silver and candlelight. The flooring is interesting in that it simulates the pattern of the ceiling as though it were a woven counterpart, which it is not. It's brick, inlaid with oak. Chairs are covered in leather embroidered in a kind of crewelwork, and the old refectory table extends to seat sixteen, and quite often becomes a buffet for as many as sixty."
At home with a health food expert

GAYELORD HAUSER'S RECIPES
for living forever better

This year is Gayelord Hauser's fiftieth year as a nutritionist; a teacher to the famous (Garbo is a great friend and disciple), he has through his many books, television shows, and lectures taught people the world over that a healthy diet holds the secrets for living longer, looking younger; and at seventy-six, he is a lively, handsome testimony to his theories. Now he is compiling a new book, Tender, Loving Cooking, which will contain the simple quick recipes that he feels this "calorie-loaded, calorie-conscious, overweight country needs." Calling himself "a foodist, not a faddist," he is a great believer in nature: "I trust nature more than the chemist," he says, and finds himself right in tune with the younger generation in their demand for natural whole foods.

"Food must look good, taste good, do good," says Mr. Hauser. He is a believer in whole foods—unbleached flour, natural sugars (never uses white), fresh unsaturated vegetable oils, fresh butter, eggs, milk, cheese, yoghurt, lean meats, fish, poultry ("especially organically grown, as they taste better, too"). "The neglected seed"—almonds, pecans, walnuts, soybeans, sunflower seeds, pumpkin, and sesame. "All the health and beauty givers from our garden"—fresh vegetables, salad greens, and herbs ("the green leaf contains the highest quality of nutrients," says Mr. Hauser quoting (Continued on next page)

Gayelord Hauser divides his time between California and Sicily, where he spends the summer in a house designed by his business partner Frey Brown and surrounded by terraces of olive trees. Here he entertains mostly at intimate luncheons and dinners for six or eight on one of the terraces, left, or in a gazebo by the sea, but once a summer at one large party with a magnificent buffet. Top left: Gayelord Hauser pounds basil in a mortar for a pesto sauce. Above: Ingredients for a Sicilian Moussaka (recipe, page 79). The entrance to the house, right, surrounded by olive trees, a tapestry of vines.
Dr. Bircher-Benner, Europe's pioneer nutritionist. And last but not least the m
fruits and fruit juices fresh or frozen. "Look inward and eat more first-class e
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sweeten. A great believer in eggs, he eats at least two a day. "Eggs are a g
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in cholesterol, but they are also high in lecithin and the B vitamins, which help k
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must exercise." His exercise: one hour of walking each day and just one exen

Above top: The eclectic living room is filled with Persian, Tunisian, and Sicilian treasures. Above: Steps down to the terrace, massed with flowers and greenery, lemon-colored blooms in a Caltagirone pottery head. Right: Bedroom in a guesthouse converted from a stable has tile floors, Sicilian furniture, handwoven woolen bedspreads. Opposite page, top: Luncheon for six on the rich color-drenched dining terrace where potted palms and painted banana trees combine to make a Rousseau setting. On the vivid purple tablecloth, a haik or sari worn by the Bedouin women of Tunisia, a centerpiece of fresh vegetables, acid green plates, orange napkins. Bottom: Entrance hall to the house.
Cayelord Hauser: “I believe in nature, I trust nature more than the chemist”

His stomach (which is far from the prominent mark of age and over-indulgence of men of his generation). On the floor, raise arms and legs and trunk so you are supported by your fanny—holding this position for thirty, gradually increase count to sixty, a hundred after you have become used to it.” For luncheon, fill eat a salad—cottage cheese or chicken or two eggs with something fresh—half an avocado, two slices of pineapple, or half a grapefruit. For dinner, hot clear vegetable broth with a fresh egg yolk beaten in topped with finely chopped basil or oregano, followed by broiled liver (“liver is a marvelous food. I like slices cut into julienne and sauteed quickly in butter”), steak, chicken, fish, chops, or a lamb roast with lad and one vegetable (“if we have guests, two vegetables, usually green or yellow ones”). For dessert, a compote or a tart with a whole-grain crust. To make, mix whole-wheat flour into a dough with a little oil or margarine sweetened with honey and press into a tart tin to cover thinly. Bake for fifteen minutes or so, fill with fresh raspberries, strawberries, or peaches, perhaps tossed first with a little raspberry syrup; serve a little whipped cream; demitasse. For cocktails the “house drink” is cassis syrup with mineral water, two of lemon. At lunchtime, the Gayelord Hauser Cocktail—vegetable juice: carrots with peaches, apricots, pomegranates iced in a tall glass. To nibble with drinks, a finger salad of (Continued on next page)
trying to lose weight to eat a hearty salad at the beginning of the meal when appetite is keenest; it nourishes you, staves off hunger pangs, prevents overeating. We eat undercooked vegetables instead of overcooked; they used to be cooked for twenty minutes in water, now I sauté them just a few minutes as the Chinese do. The less you cook them the richer they remain in vitamins and enzymes. We have also learned to eat with our eyes—undercooked vegetables look prettier as well as being more nutritious. I grate cauliflower and just cook it quickly and gently in butter for three or four minutes. I slice carrots and stir them in a frying pan with butter for just a few minutes. I shred beets, cabbage, carrots, zucchini, and cook over low heat in a little butter until tender crisp (5-10 minutes). I always cook potatoes in their jackets to preserve vitamins; they lose too much of their goodness when they are peeled and cooked in water. Garbo taught me how to cook delicious potatoes. She would scrub a potato, cut it in half, scoop out most of it, oil the skin, and bake in a hot oven until brown and crispy. I take a lot of vitamins. Vitamin E is most important for men; has a way of keeping the blood flowing naturally, helps to keep the arteries open. I take vitamin B12 when I need to be peppe up to go out after a strenuous day; it gives me energy immediately. When I get home I take vitamin B6 to relax (Continued on page 81)

Gayelord Hauser: "The great beautifier is a contented heart and a happy outlook"
auser's kitchen, above, is a showplace for a collection of old kitchen equipment and pottery. Greek zts from local excavations, liquor bottles from Naples. The pillars are Sicilian wine presses.

Sicilian Moussaka for a Sunday night supper served in unglazed earthenware pot and garnished with tomatoes and basil leaves; herbed rice (see recipe on page 79). A leaf-shaded walk in the n, opposite page, top left, paved and set with beautiful antique heads from Caltagirone. The gazebo, t, was for a hundred years a lunching place for peasants in an olive grove in Messina; dismantled, it built at the edge of the sea, a fragrant resting place on a summer day, the air heavy with the me of myriad herbs. For lunch on a pink marble table in the gazebo, left, the centerpiece is of rice: three little glasses of basil and rosemary starred with jasmine flowers.
You are most cordially invited to discover all that

HOUSE & GARDEN'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO CREATIVE ENTERTAINING

has for you during a ten-day trial... and to make it your own personal entertaining assistant

at this special pre-Christmas price... just

$14.95

(Regular price, $17.50)

Order HOUSE & GARDEN'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO CREATIVE ENTERTAINING today, with this coupon. If you are not thoroughly delighted with it, return it within 10 days and your money will be refunded. (If you like, you may charge your American Express or BankAmericard account.)

CONDE NAST BOOKS P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

I would like to order _____ copies of

HOUSE & GARDEN'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO CREATIVE ENTERTAINING, $14.95

☐ My check or money order for $______, payable to Conde Nast Books, is enclosed.

☐ Please charge my account:

☐ American Express

☐ BankAmericard

☐ Acct # ______

Expiration date _____

Signature _____________________________

This is a gift order. Send book and card to:

Name (Please print) ____________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________ Apt # _____________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ____________

Name (Please print) ____________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________ Apt # _____________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ____________

Sign Gift Card: "From ________"
Cut into lengthswise-strips 3/4 inch wide and 1/2 inch thick. Put on a buttered baking sheet and bake in a 350° oven for a few minutes until they puff up. Serve them potato crispies instead of crackers or bread. Shred cauliflower coarsely. Bring 3 tablespoons vegetable or chicken broth to a boil in a small, heavy pot, drop in the shreds, cover tightly, and cook for 4-6 minutes. Flavor with vegetable salt and butter.

For salads: Shred a head of cauliflower finely and mix with dressing. Add celery root if desired. Serve on a bed of greens. Shred a cabbage very finely and add a little grated onion. Dress just before serving with 2 parts sour cream to 1 part lemon juice, and a little vegetable salt.

Cut 4 large oranges into small pieces, and add honey to taste and 2 tablespoons finely chopped mint. Flavor with 1 tablespoon lemon juice mixed with 1 teaspoon honey, and garnish with mint leaves.

For a fruit pie dressing, combine pineapple, orange, lemon, or lime juice. Season with vegetable salt and a little honey.

For basic French dressing, shake in a covered jar 1 crushed clove of garlic, 1 tablespoons of lemon juice, 1 teaspoon of honey, 1 teaspoon of vegetable salt, 1/2 teaspoon of paprika, 1 teaspoon of dry mustard, and 1 cup of olive or vegetable oil.

For dessert: For a cream-mayonnaise dressing, add in a heavy skillet and when hot, add shredded unpeeled apples. Heat through, turn over once, and add honey to taste if desired.

Wash prunes, apricots, or raisins, cover with warm water and 1-2 tablespoons orange blossom honey. Soak 24 hours. Delicious too for breakfast.

LIVING FOREVER BETTER continued from page 76

me for sleep. Teeth are fed through the roots like plants and need calcium and vitamin D. Children should drink one quart of milk a day, adults a pint. Vitamin C is needed for protection of collagen, the connective tissue that provides a framework for the body. I take 1000 grams a day plus a multivitamin.

Food for beauty—"The best complexion are in Holland and Scandinavia where women love milk, yoghurt, cheese, and fresh salads with golden oil dressing, many seafoods." Mr. Hauser suggests mixing these oils for a skin fuel: 3 tablespoons of safflower oil, 2 tablespoons avocado oil, 2 tablespoons peanut oil, 1 teaspoon olive oil, 1 tablespoon wheat germ oil, 5 drops of rose geranium or your favorite perfume. Find these oils at health food stores. Or make a mayonnaise for your face with olive oil and egg yolk, a drop or two of perfume.

Vegetable oils are necessary at all times, even when you are reducing or weight-watching. Have not less than two tablespoons of your favorite oil a day, every day, in some form: use it in cooking, in plain salad dressing, or in your own homemade mayonnaise. Real mayonnaise, made with unheated fresh oil, a fresh egg yolk, and a dash of vinegar, is a splendid food. The oil furnishes your body with the fatty acids it needs: the egg yolk contributes lecithin and vitamin A and the vinegar adds flavor, speeds digestion.

Eats foods that are in season: in spring eat all the leafy vegetables, salads; in fall, squash and pumpkins are the high-vitality energy foods.

Wheat germ is a fine cereal. To make it taste better for children, sprinkle it on a baking sheet and top with honey. Bake, then crumble and serve with milk. Buckwheat is a dreadfully neglected food and makes a marvelous breakfast cereal.

There is no substitute for a balanced diet; when you are trying to lose weight, don’t deprive yourself of foods but eat sensibly. Cut down on starches and carbohydrates. Make the flavors sharper with herbs.

“Last, but not least—the great beautifier,” says Mr. Hauser, “is a contented heart and a happy outlook. Nothing so electrifies bodies as hormones flowing freely through the body—happiness hormones! The physical and inner spirit work hand in hand. Beauty, after all, is fed from inside.”
Pages 34:

Pages 40-41:

Pages 45-55:
Prices do not include installation.
1. "The Now Floor" cushioned vinyl no-wax flooring, 6' and 12' widths, about $5.50 sq. yard. By Congoleum. 2. "Blue Circle" and "Domino" French glazed ceramic wall tiles, 4" square, $3.95 sq. foot. At Country Floors. 3. "Granada" hand-painted tiles for wall and countertops, 3" x 6" to 12" sheets. By Formica. 4. "Omega" Place 'n Press Excelon vinyl tiles, 12" square, 40¢ sq. foot. By Armstrong. 5. "Architectural 1" Italian ceramic wall tiles, 4" square, $7.95 sq. foot. By Doll. 6. Built-in "Tierra" Spanish glazed cream wall and floor tiles, 6 sizes including 4" square, 4" x 8", 8" square, hexagon, and 2 curved shapes. From the Primitive Line by American Olean. 7. Italian ceramic wall and floor tiles, 8" square. At Agency Tile. 8. "Palladia" vinyl tiles, 12" square. By Am-
Ekco has the only kitchen utensils guaranteed 15 years. And they’re pretty as well as functional.

Ekco Country Garden cooking and serving tools, pretty in the kitchen or dining room. Colorful flowers on dishwasher-safe Melamine handles. But pretty is as pretty does; these stainless steel tools make flipping, dipping and stirring easier. 7-piece set includes ladle, basting spoon, potato masher, spatula, fork, pancake turner, and wall rack. Gift boxed...a most-welcomed gift item. Approximately $15.95.

*EKCO GUARANTEE. If Country Garden kitchen tools fail due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.

Ekco Country Garden kitchen tools fail due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.
The good-looking tiles, panelings, and floor coverings seen on pages 54-55 are only a few in a truly impressive array of new building materials. Here are several more worth noting:

1. Silvery metallic vinyl wall tiles—a glossy one for walls or matte for floor. The largest, a whopping yard square. Each can be cut to whatever size you want. By Eden.

2. Bold graphics blaze out on glazed ceramic wall tiles. Striped rings, above, in reds, yellows, purples; wedges, below, in red and black on white. Each 5¼-by-10¼ inches, $5.40 a square foot. At Beylerian. * 3. From Italy, ceramic tiles in fiery orange with white stripes. 8 inches square. At Agency Tile.

4. White ceramic floor tiles, also from Italy, with a large centered circle, and corners with swirls that form a graceful pattern when four tiles are placed together. 8 inches square, $5 a square foot. "Ville D'Este" for Tile — yet another great Italian decoring pattern on glazed ceramic cut to whatever size you want. By with heavy-duty staple gun. White white stripes. 8 inches square. At with swirls that form a graceful and black on white. Each 5½-by-6 Acoustical ceiling tile to install together. 8 inches square, $5 a yard. At all Sears stores.

5. Unglazed clay tiles to accent a fireplace or door, per-

8. Ceramic floor or wall tiles with accent a fireplace or door, per-

9. Offbeat, eye-catching, elongated hexagon ceramic tile for floor or wall. Beige in background with deep brown Aztec-like design and orange diamond center. 4½-by-7¼ inches, $2.50 a square foot. From the Torino Series by Dallas Ceramic. And not illustrated: INDIVIDUAL REDWOOD UNITS FOR A SUMMERHOUSE DECK, preassembled for use separately or in combination to form whatever shaped deck you desire. The 3- or 4-foot-square units interlock, eliminating the problem of nailing. Reddi-Deck by Georgia-Pacific.

TEXTURED SPRAY PAINTS FOR INTERIORS with a high percentage of solids, minimizing the amount of repair and surface preparation necessary before painting. Because of its thick texture, the paint hides patches, hairline cracks, nail holes, irregularities, and can be used on all the usual surfaces. By Pittsburgh Paints.

VINYL CARPETING YOU CAN CUT AND LAY YOURSELF—flexible, easy to handle, kept in place by double-faced tape, never needs waxing. Extra-thick foam cushion back permits it to be installed on all grade levels. In 12-foot widths for seamless installation and in three patterns (Lunar Pebbles, Spanish Grille, Spanish Tile) and several colors, with deep embossing to give a three-dimensional appearance. About $6 a yard. At all Sears stores...

SAFETY GLASS THAT CAN TAKE PUNISHMENT—and a must in sixteen states. If it should break under severe impact, it doesn't shatter, but rather crumbles into small pieces, minimizing danger of personal injury. Excellent for storm doors, patio sliding doors, shower and tub enclosures, Herculite K Safety Glass meets all government safety standards. By PPG Industries.

PREHUNG FINISHED DOORS COVERED IN VINYL camouflage to look like wood-grain patterns: maple, walnut, Tudor oak, or driftwood. These Vinyl Shield units include a vinyl-wrapped split jamb, casing, and stop. They come in standard door sizes with pre-drilled lock holes. Elimination of on-site finishing reduces installation time and costs. By Georgia-Pacific. . . . THE APPEARANCE OF MARBLE WITHOUT ITS DRAWBACKS, achieved by "Corian," a man-made product, which comes in sheet form or various shapes. For countertops, walls, floors, what you will, it looks like fine marble but is resistant to burns and stains. Any surface damage is easily repaired—the nonabsorbent, wipe-clean surface can be washed with a mild soap and water; scratches and gouges are eliminated by light sandpapering. By DuPont. . . . CEMENT TILES FOR OUTDOOR USE on patios or pathways. In pale, muted blues, yellows, grays, pinks with marble-like striations or free-form shapes rather like the loveliest tie-dye designs. Made to withstand the battering of the elements and the trampling of feet, they are even slip-resistant. 8 inches square, $2.25 each. From Matte Tiles.
Building facts

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES

Hot water heater: 120-gallon tank by A. O. Smith Corp.

Heating and cooling system: Forced warm air heating-cooling by Chrysler Corp. with furnace by American Furnace Co.

Vacation House 1
(pages 46-47)
SIZE OF HOUSE: 3,600 square feet.

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE
Exterior walls: Vertical cedar siding.
Exterior finish: "Old Virginia White mixed with Silver Gray" stain by Samuel Cabot, Inc.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE
Interior walls: Sheetrock by U. S. Gypsum Co. On bathroom and kitchen walls, bleaching oil by Samuel Cabot, Inc.

Vacation House 2
(pages 48-49)
SIZE OF HOUSE: 3,400 square feet.

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE
Exterior finish: On wood siding walls, bleaching oil by Samuel Cabot, Inc.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE
Interior finish: White paint by Pratt & Lambert.

Materials and equipment used in the three vacation houses (pages 46-51)

Nobody but Ekco has cutlery with a 15-year guarantee.*
And it starts at $1.75.

Cut, carve or slice up fruit for a salad, a meaty roast or a hot loaf of bread. Only Ekco Flint knives give you 7 different edges to choose from ... a perfect edge for whatever you're cutting into. Plus mahogany Pakkawood® handles and virtually indestructible vanadium stainless steel to stay sharper longer. Ask for Ekco when you buy cutlery. It's guaranteed!

6-piece set shown: paring knife, utility knife, sandwich knife, French cook's knife, roast slicer and bread knife. Available in Mediterranean or Americana style holders. Gift boxed ... a most welcomed gift item. Priced from approximately $24.95. 27 different knives available.

EKCO FLINT CUTLERY GUARANTEE: If this product fails due to defects in workmanship or material within 15 years, Ekco will replace or provide equivalent substitute at no charge.

Send for Ekco's free Cookbook. Write Dept. H1201, Ekco Housewares, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131.

House & Garden SUBSCRIBER'S SERVICE
MOVING?
Please notify HOUSE & GARDEN and the Post Office when you move. For fastest service on address change, missing copies, etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Otherwise please print clearly your address as we now have it.

NEW ADDRESS
(attach label here if available)

OLD ADDRESS
□ My payment is enclosed □ Bill me later

Please allow 6 weeks for change to take effect!
VIOLIN PICTURE TO NEEDLEPOINT

This treasured heirloom, strikingly captured in still life, can be a masterwork of your own creation. The violin and faded sheet of music form a dramatic contrast against a rich blue background. Kit includes design on 10 mesh canvas, tapestry yarn to work design and background; needle and instructions. Finished size 22" x 28".

$19.95 plus $1.

Visit our Retail Showroom and see New England's largest selection of Art Needlecraft.

The Stitchery
Dept. HG901B, 204 Worcester Turnpike
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

Send 25c For Next 3 Issues Of Our Exciting Art Needlecraft Catalog

My New England's largest selection of Art Needlecraft.

THE VIKINGS ARE COMING!

The Vikings are coming! Erik lands with gold, yellow, white shield. White and orange sails on blue linen ground. Needs nothing but basic embroidery stitches. Order F0372. 14" x 14" $14.95. Send $2 for 40 page color embroidery catalog. Also send $1 for new catalog of 1972.

Rya Collection.
55 Lambert Lane
New Rochelle, N.Y.
10804 Dept. GE1

Skön EMBROIDERIES

RESTORATION

Silversmith specialists regally restore precious antiques. Handsome pitcher and goblet shown have a superb satin finish and are oxidized to maintain the aged look and outline design details. Write for free literature and prices to Simmons Silver Plating Co., Inc., HG1, 411 Whitehall St., Atlanta, GA 30303.

MIRROR IN THE ROUND

Take tin and see what a delightfully decorative medium it can be. Fiesta flowers in relief on the circular frame. Hangs happily in a group of wall ideas or solo in bath, hall, or perhaps on a patio wall. 16½" dia. $10.50 ppd.


THE TRUE BENTWOOD ROCKER

Handsorn hand-turned candle holders of solid walnut, masterfully polished. 9" high. $14.99 ppd. Other sizes and styles plus woodenware gifts, period furniture, braided rugs in a colorful catalogue for $1 refundable on order. Netherby Hall, HG1, Box 27501, Station 7, Atlanta, GA 30327.
BIRTHDAY PLATE
First of a series done in wood by the Italian master Anri from a design by Juan Ferrandiz. A charming commemorative, 7½" diameter, ready to hang in the First of a series done in wood by the Ferrandiz. A charming commemorative, Italian master Anri from a design by Juan CHINA DOLL KIT
Make a memory for a canny collector or a young doll lover. China doll kit comes with head, legs, arms and patterns for body and clothes. Finished, she's a proper Victorian miss but what little lady wouldn't love her? 16" high. $5.95 ppd. Yield House, HG1, North Conway, NH 03860.

BELT BONANZA
From Fabulous San Francisco, ANTHONY ENTERPRISES unveils 47 exciting ideas for gifts and better living

GOLFER'S GAGS

No. 146—Long Ball Hitter Award
No. 132—Golfer's Diet Plaque
No. 157—Definition of Golf Tee
No. 170—Nude Golf Tees
$1.98 Each + 30c Mailing Each

Definition of Golf Plaque. Wood Frame. 5¼ x 6½".

CARPET TAPE

Carpet tape prevents slips and falls. Thick, self-adhesive, rubber-backed, "Non-Slip" tape sticks to both surfaces. Removable and reusable.
No. 169—Carpet Tape $1.49 Mailing 15c Each

SPRING POST BOOKENDS

No. 203—Post Bookends $1.49 Mailing 25c Each Set

Cleans Silver Fast

Maple Leaf goes in the dishpan, cleans your silver without the work. For 100 uses. Your dishes keep silver shining bright and tarnish-free. It leaves no graved and embossed surfaces, even gold and silver jewelry, unaffected.
No. 205—Silver Leaf $1.19 Mailing 15c Each

PAGE MAGNIFIER

Page Magnifier is easy on the eye. Holds 7x10" magnifier for close-ups. Magnifies at one time! Stop squinting at telephone numbers, dictionaries.
No. 204—Page Magnifier $1.98 Mailing 15c Each

Cord Shorteners

Cord Shortener keeps those dangling electrical cords off the floor and out of the way. It holds up to 15 lbs. of wire. Works with any size of wire. Made of aircraft cable in smart gold finish.
No. 179—Twisty Key Ring $1.29 Mailing 15c Each

Write shorthand in 4 days!

Write shorthand in 4 days! An explanation of the general principles and some special principles of shorthand writing. Uses alphabet, no strange signs. And to become an expert in this field requires only very little practice. There are enough tricks to while away hours of time in real pleasure.
No. 185—Communication Plaque $1.98 Mailing 15c Each

Golfer's Diet Plaque. Wood Frame. 5¼ x 6½".

STEAM IRON COVER

Self-adhesive white tape seals the cracks and openings around the bathtub, sink, or basin. Press self-adhesive tape onto clean, dry surface and it's ready to work. Water-proof, easy to clean. 11 foot roll.
No. 201—Tub Tape $1.98 Mailing 30c Each

Fat Free Broiler

Heavily cast iron pan broils on 1 of stove, oven, or grill. Unique non-stick coating prevents food from sticking. Great for grilling, sauteing, baking. Double-faced to stick to both surfaces. Removable and re-useable.

No. 195—Cord Shorteners $1.29 Mailing 15c Each

Fat Free Broiler

Heavily cast iron pan broils on 1 of stove, oven, or grill. Unique non-stick coating prevents food from sticking. Great for grilling, sauteing, baking. Double-faced to stick to both surfaces. Removable and re-useable.
No. 188—Curtain Holders $1.29 Mailing 15c Each

COMMUNICATION GAP

How's that again? A wall plug which will cure every communication gap. Makes a perfect gift and guaranteed to bridge the communication gap. Black letters on golden plate in pine-finish plaque. 5¼ x 6½." No. 183—Communication Plaque $1.98 Mailing 25c Each

WORK WHILE YOU TALK!

"Shoulder Rest" holds the phone so you don't have to hold it. Comfortably padded. Ends tired arms, sore neck. Fits all phones. Attaches in seconds. Black, beige, white, grey, green or red.
No. 130—Telephone Holder $1.98 Mailing 25c Each

Write shorthand in 4 days!

Write shorthand in 4 days! An explanation of the general principles and some special principles of shorthand writing. Uses alphabet, no strange signs. And to become an expert in this field requires only very little practice. There are enough tricks to while away hours of time in real pleasure.
No. 185—Communication Plaque $1.98 Mailing 15c Each

EYEGlass NOSE PADS

Here's the answer to glasses that slide down your nose! Tiny Redi-colored from rubber pads that stick to any eyeglass frame. Replaces the pressure of heavy frames on sensitive skin. Spaced 12 per set.
No. 127—Eyeglass Pads $1.00 Mailing 15c Each

VEGETABLE STEAMER

Now always serve nutritious delicious tender-crisp vegetables without grease, heat or mess. Aluminum vegetable steamer basket that makes a double boiler. 6" wide with sides up 5". Wire handle for lifting. Will not burn.
No. 187—Steam Basket $3.98 Mailing 15c Each
MAGIC MENDING
New miracle mending tape imitates fabric...mends rips, splits, tears, burns, holes...all repairs are invisible, lasts a lifetime...in one second, anywhere. Just cut to fit, apply for perfect tension.

No. 179—Liquid Glass $1.98

UNDER-SHELF JAR OPENER
No jar or bottle, large or small—run stays sealed when grasped by the notched steel edges of this amazing mender. Permanently installed under shelf or cupboard. Works quickly, safely—with no effort. Screws included.

No. 122—Under Shelf Opener $1.98

COUNT COINS FAST!
Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in seconds. Simple coin-carry into 4 channels. Shows the total amount of money. No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real time-saver for merchants, cashiers.

No. 102—Coin Counting Tray $1.98

MANY "CHINS" SHOWING?
Men in a sign of youthful vigor. Treat your chin to the latest Hollywood Chin Band. Bond it while you sleep, read or TV. You'll be amazed at the results! Fine latex with adjustable straps around chin.

4—Carbon Cleaner $1.98

LOW-COST WATER PUMP
Why pay a lot of money for a gas or electric pump? Your home little worker. Simple syphon principle empties up to 360 gallons per hour from flooded basements, pools, washing machines, boats, etc.

No. 100—Siph-O-Water Pump $3.98

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE"
Collar-Extender button "loosens" tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tugging". Expands collar up to 2 inches larger for that "just right" feeling. Invisible behind tie. Can be trimmed easily and safely with scissors.

No. 146—Grommet $1.59

DON'T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!
Wish you had a needle-like hair clip to trim dandruff and petals with. "Groomette"...handsome, and handy. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neat. Fine surgical steel. Use it to remove hair from cars, too.

No. 145—Groomette $1.98

MUSCLE TONER
A wonderful tenser, muscle toner, physical and mental muscle stimulus. "Zapper"! Stimulation of the muscles makes the body more elastic, more supple, more supple. Restores strength to muscles long wasted from inaction.

No. 106—Hand Exerciser $1.98

STRETCH TO HEALTH & BEAUTY
A brand new device for hand sewing easy! No endreeling. It builds in a foot"mann" on your standard sewing machine to fasten in your own bobbin; plus built-in thread cutter blade. Perfect for hemming, basting, quilting; sews, makes frills, and ornaments, etc...

No. 144—Rowing Machine $5.98

SCRATCHES VANISH INSTANTLY!
One quick rub with a "Mending Cream" and you'll have a smart looking finish on your knick-knacks, scratches, chairs, tables, books, etc. For scratches, repairs, touch-ups. No jar or bottle, large or small. Stud is a thin, strong, flexible paper.

No. 178—Liquid Glass $1.98

RYK YOUR CAR IN A JIFFY!
A mysterious, frayed nigg, and fender, fits any type car. Parking easy—ain't the spot. Adjust according to your taste and make perfectly, the every time you drive by.

4—Car Parker $2.98

5—Car Band $1.49

WARNING: WINDOW DRIPS INTO TUB, NOT ON THE LAUNDRY ROOM FLOOR. Holds full-length garments. Water drips into tub, not on the floor.

No. 131—Drip-Dri Bar $3.98

FINGER PUPPET
The funny man with a thousand faces is a close-binder for small nickels. Make him laugh, smile, nudge, point, stick out his tongue, say hello or good-bye through a hinged mouth. Parents with your fingers and imagination can make him say or do almost anything.

No. 143—Finger Puppet $1.00

FACE SAVER
Cleans face, whitens teeth, removes spots, blemishes, dead skin cells, skin repairs. Safe, clean, simple. Use when your fingers and imagination can make a face say or do almost anything.

No. 101—Hair Spray Mask $1.69

RYK YOUR CAR IN A JIFFY!
A mysterious, frayed nigg, and fender, fits any type car. Parking easy—ain't the spot. Adjust according to your taste and make perfectly, the every time you drive by.

4—Car Parker $2.98

5—Car Band $1.49

DON'T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!
Wish you had a needle-like hair clip to trim dandruff and petals with. "Groomette"...handsome, and handy. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neat. Fine surgical steel. Use it to remove hair from cars, too.

No. 145—Groomette $1.98

MUSCLE TONER
A wonderful tenser, muscle toner, physical and mental muscle stimulus. "Zapper"! Stimulation of the muscles makes the body more elastic, more supple, more supple. Restores strength to muscles long wasted from inaction.

No. 106—Hand Exerciser $1.98

STOP RAIN WASHOUTS
An Away eliminates washed out color on clothing, dishwashing, upholstery, draperies, leaves, etc. Safe, non-irritating, quickly removes colors from fabric, walls, stove, oven, metal, plastic, foods. Fits any type car.

No. 10—D-Rain Away $1.19

MAGIC MENDING
New miracle mending tape imitates fabric...mends rips, splits, tears, burns, holes...all repairs are invisible, lasts a lifetime...in one second, anywhere. Just cut to fit, apply for perfect tension.

No. 179—Liquid Glass $1.98

UNDER-SHELF JAR OPENER
No jar or bottle, large or small—run stays sealed when grasped by the notched steel edges of this amazing mender. Permanently installed under shelf or cupboard. Works quickly, safely—with no effort. Screws included.

No. 122—Under Shelf Opener $1.98

COUNT COINS FAST!
Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in seconds. Simple coin-carry into 4 channels. Shows the total amount of money. No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real time-saver for merchants, cashiers.

No. 102—Coin Counting Tray $1.98

MANY "CHINS" SHOWING?
Men in a sign of youthful vigor. Treat your chin to the latest Hollywood Chin Band. Bond it while you sleep, read or TV. You'll be amazed at the results! Fine latex with adjustable straps around chin.

4—Carbon Cleaner $1.98

LOW-COST WATER PUMP
Why pay a lot of money for a gas or electric pump? Your home little worker. Simple syphon principle empties up to 360 gallons per hour from flooded basements, pools, washing machines, boats, etc.

No. 100—Siph-O-Water Pump $3.98

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE"
Collar-Extender button "loosens" tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tugging". Expands collar up to 2 inches larger for that "just right" feeling. Invisible behind tie. Can be trimmed easily and safely with scissors.

No. 146—Grommet $1.59

DON'T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!
Wish you had a needle-like hair clip to trim dandruff and petals with. "Groomette"...handsome, and handy. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neat. Fine surgical steel. Use it to remove hair from cars, too.

No. 145—Groomette $1.98

MUSCLE TONER
A wonderful tenser, muscle toner, physical and mental muscle stimulus. "Zapper"! Stimulation of the muscles makes the body more elastic, more supple, more supple. Restores strength to muscles long wasted from inaction.

No. 106—Hand Exerciser $1.98

STOP RAIN WASHOUTS
An Away eliminates washed out color on clothing, dishwashing, upholstery, draperies, leaves, etc. Safe, non-irritating, quickly removes colors from fabric, walls, stove, oven, metal, plastic, foods. Fits any type car.

No. 10—D-Rain Away $1.19

Anthony Enterprises, 505 Market, Dept. HG-172, San Francisco, Ca. 94105
Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City & State _______________________
Money order or check payable to: Anthony Enterprises

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Order Now Back Any Time
No Stamps or COD's Please
Mail Charges Refer to Each Item

Finger Puppet $1.00
Mailing 10c Each
Face Saver $1.69

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City & State _______________________
Money order or check payable to: Anthony Enterprises

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Order Now Back Any Time
No Stamps or COD's Please
Mail Charges Refer to Each Item

Finger Puppet $1.00
Mailing 10c Each
Face Saver $1.69
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THE LAMP CRAFTERS (Dept. G-12)
Box 501, Lawrenceville, Ga. 30245

Early American Lantern $35
Town Crier Lantern $35
200 years ago (except, of course, they are electrified). Available as wall fixtures (shown above) or table lamps ($4 more). Our little faceted electrified.

We build these lamps entirely by hand, in the old-fashioned way. The designs are authentic above) or table lamps ($4 more). Our little faceted electrified.

Hand-crafted from solid brass or copper RARE, ANTIQUE LAMP REPRODUCTIONS

WRAP STOMACH
Best muscles tighten and waistline shrinks from first day. A few rolls back and forth with Wonder Wheel from knee position equals 100 sit-ups.

Single Wonder Wheel Mailing $5.98
Dual Wonder Wheel Mailing $9.98

For 40 years, Lillian Vernon has been creating exclusive gifts and items for your home. Whether it be "The Original Portrait Kit" or "Dual Wonder Wheel," Lillian Vernon's commitment to quality is unmatched.

THE GREAT TURNCOAT
Two handsome coats in one: velvety, water-repellent nylon reverses to a paprika raincoat. Roomy raglan sleeves and pockets. Gold, Green, Red, Navy. Sizes 8-18, 36-44. $25.00

Add 90c post. $5 deposit for COD. Full satisfaction guaranteed.

VICKI WAYNE
610-HIT-S. Country Club Blvd., Tucson, Arizona 85716

POWWOW PAIR
On the peacepath, a silent set of suede softies to creep about in comfort, do your share against noise pollution. In dark brown or bone, full sizes 8 to 12. lace-fringed booties have rubber soles. Heap handsome! $13 pdd. Free 64-page catalogue. Shoecraft Inc., HG1, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

WORK HORSE
Now, a butcher block work table with the convenient plus—a spacious drawer for cutlery, utensils. 2" block top. 34" high. 36" by 24", $119.50; 48" by 24", $129.50; 48" by 30" and 60" by 24", $139.50; 60" by 30", $159.50. Also, 30" high. Exp. col. 52 page catalogue, 50c. J & D Brauner, Inc., HG1, 679 Bowery, New York 10012.

EGG-ILLA SPECIAL
Fix a fancy omelet the French way: high and fluffy and oh, so light. But vive la difference—pan coated in Teflon II flips the delicacy with ease and even four-egg omelets avoid the usual fall-flat syndrome. Aluminum 8" pan has stay-cool handles, recipes, instructions. $5.98 plus 35c post. Country Gourmet, G1, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

BRIGHT START
How better to start off a day at the office than with this cheery sign mounted on a wooden triangle 4" I. by 2" h. It's certain to bring all the guys and gals in to share in a good morning smile especially when the boss is in a Monday mood. Order #500. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

MINI FURNITURE
...makes it easy to be your own Interior Decorator!

AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create miniature settings for every room in your house before spending a cent for a piece of furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall paper, or a basket of paint. Think how much you can save if you really plan before you buy. Over 150 different furniture combinations for every room. Sofas, chairs, sections, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, etc. Decorate furniture pieces, walls, with actual fabric and paint samples. Includes: 30 miniature furniture of Dyke's stereo, Graph Beard, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to exact 1/2 scale. Design and instruction book included. Created by professional decorator NH1. Guaranteed. Only $7.98 (no postage). Order U.S., Canada, Alaska, Hawaii.

POWWOW PAIR
On the peacepath, a silent set of suede softies to creep about in comfort, do your share against noise pollution. In dark brown or bone, full sizes 8 to 12. lace-fringed booties have rubber soles. Heap handsome! $13 pdd. Free 64-page catalogue. Shoecraft Inc., HG1, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

WORK HORSE
Now, a butcher block work table with the convenient plus—a spacious drawer for cutlery, utensils. 2" block top. 34" high. 36" by 24", $119.50; 48" by 24", $129.50; 48" by 30" and 60" by 24", $139.50; 60" by 30", $159.50. Also, 30" high. Exp. col. 52 page catalogue, 50c. J & D Brauner, Inc., HG1, 679 Bowery, New York 10012.

EGG-ILLA SPECIAL
Fix a fancy omelet the French way: high and fluffy and oh, so light. But vive la difference—pan coated in Teflon II flips the delicacy with ease and even four-egg omelets avoid the usual fall-flat syndrome. Aluminum 8" pan has stay-cool handles, recipes, instructions. $5.98 plus 35c post. Country Gourmet, G1, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.

BRIGHT START
How better to start off a day at the office than with this cheery sign mounted on a wooden triangle 4" I. by 2" h. It's certain to bring all the guys and gals in to share in a good morning smile especially when the boss is in a Monday mood. Order #500. $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

COLONIAL CHARM
Shelf and drawer unit in classic design is a perfect spot to display treasures, a bouquet and books. White porcelain pulls on false top drawer and genuine bottom drawer. Solid pine, 36" by 8" by 36", finished in walnut, a great value at $21.95. Exp. col. Village Wood Shop, H121, Box 645, Englishtown, NJ 07726.

WHAT A WHALE!
Whimsical rattan whale 20" I. and 16" h. holds laundry, waste paper, toys or swim suits. Choose white, H and G parrot green, pineapple, bittersweet, space blue, azalea or black. $18.95 in natural; add $3 for color plus $1.50 post. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG1, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.
LOG IT
Why lug the logs inside any old how when you can do it in style, to say nothing of ease. A hand-some version of the familiar canvas log carrier and just as practical comes in natural cowhide. Hefty handles are riveted for ex-tra strength if you're toting the maximum four medium size logs. $3 ppd. Postmatic Co., HG172, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.

ZIP ZIP HURRAY
If you've ever suffered from stub-born zippers that just won't zip—take heart. Now there's a pull that's not only practical, it's gold-plated and pretty as can be. Adds an extra 18" of length—saves you immeasurable strain. Close and open zips with ease. $1.25 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, S85 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

WEDGWOOD TWINS
A pair of hearts in Wedgwood's pale blue Jasper are ornamented with hand-applied classic figures. Hearts are perfect for nuts or leaves and acorns. Enchanting and bordered with garlands of all its own — specially for you, their heels over a hardwood boot dryer that keeps them on edge to discourage a sodden heap of wet footgear. 9" by 14". $3.98 plus 70c post. The Ferry House, HG1, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

BEST BOOT UPWARD
Muddy and snowy boots kick up their heels over a hardwood boot dryer that keeps them on edge until they're dry clear through. Each boot's upended on its own dowel; dryer holds five pairs and serves best right near the door to discourage a sodden heap of wet footgear. 9" by 14". $3.98 plus 70c post. The Ferry House, HG1, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.

WITCH WAY
If you're about to plan it any which way, hold off for a game to say nothing of ease. Similar to the Tarot, each of cer-tain cards bears an allegorical meaning with a cervical all of its own—specially for you, you and you. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #315 from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, S85 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

MERIT MEDAL
Unique anniversary gift cites the recipient for "meritorious service" in the military manner. In sterling silver, medal's 1" di-ameter for either charm bracelet, neck chain or watch chain. Speci-fy year number to be engraved. $7.25 ppd. Add $1 for names, wedding date engraved on back. Bruce Bolind, HG1, Boulder, CO 80302.
TRIPLE TRIVETS GIVE OUR
TOWEL HOLDER EXTRA CHARM

Three miniature trivets in the popular ring design form the ends of our black metal towel holder, giving it unusual decorative form from the ends of our black metal.

TRIPLE—6 1/4" x 4 1/2" $2.95 each
SINGLE—3" x 4 1/2" $1.00 each
COMBINATION—4 1/2" x 4 1/2" $1.50 each

GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES

Three plastic knobs and three plates. Combination plate may be used on any wall without removing outlet. Black and white plastic.

JOLLY JEWELRY

A smile is one curve line that can straighten things out. A happy smile charm for the happy smile who brightens your days, and one for yourself just because you deserve it. 3/8" dia. 14k gold, $20 or fire enameled in your choice of colors (specify) $25, all Ppd. Heraldis Imports, HG1, 21 W. 46th St., New York, NY 10036.
BENTWOOD BAUHAUS


ENGLISH ELEGANCE

Fragrances based on Elizabethan formulas grace aristocratic nomanders from England in jewel tones. For glamorous gifting, three designs: Wedgwood blue jasper ware, 2 1/2" dia., $24.95; Wedgwood green calyx, 2 1/4" dia., $7.95; Crown Staffordshire violet, 2 1/4" dia., $7.95. Add 85c post. The Gift Tree, Dept. HG172, Box 55, Kensington, MD 20795.

LISTEN, MY CHILDREN

And you shall hear the alarm to tell you the parking meter has run out! Attach it to the key ring, perk the car and set it for the meter's time; it will ring loud and clear saving you from the clutches of the meter maid. Key chain comes with it, $4.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GRACE-NOTE IN IRON

Heavy wrought iron holder for real plants or frankly fakes is a beauty to hang on the wall to bring color and life to wintry days. 15" h., 6 3/4" w., 5 1/2" d. January 1972.

BASKETFUL OF QUINTUPLLETS

Rub a dub-dub, 5 dolls in a tub! Tub is actually a dainty woven basket 6" long, piled high with wee 4" dolls. Each is adorable in colorful rag-doll clothes, mop-head yarn hair. Fun for little mothers, for bed or dress-up, as clever gift package tie-ons! Order No. 8094 1 Set. $2.98 ppd. 2 for 5.10 ppd. $3.95 plus 75c post, and hand. Send 25c for our catalog of unusual items. Downs, Dept. 300-1, Evanston, ILL. 60204.

WEATHER WISE

When fair weather is in store the children come out, for rain or snow it's the old witch. The chalet they live in is gingerbready as they come, of marble-look plastic right for any wall. Fun and so useful. Thermometer, too. 3" by 4" by 1/2" deep. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order #142. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
Chandeliers Drip-Dry with Crystal Clean!
Cleans Artificial Flowers, too
 cleanup, remove or polish parts and pendants. You use this finger tip spray on the large, 16 oz. plastic bottle, $4.75 ppd. Order now to make your home sparkle. Great jewelry cleaner, too. Gallon commercial size $18, plus $2.50 post. No COD please. Cal. res. add 5½ tax.

Kellum’s CRYSTAL CLEAN
Dept. HG-1
652 Lighthouse, Monterey, Calif. 93940

DEEP DOWN ATTACHMENT
High-impact molded attachment for the vacuum cleaner gets down deep in the pile of shag rugs to lift out dust, dirt, spilled peanuts, even pins and needles dropped during a sewing session. Fits any vacuum cleaner hose and keeps shag rugs better looking longer. $4.98 plus 85c post. Harriet Carter, HG1, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

WORKING STETHOSCOPE
Young and old alike learn the mysteries of the heart with an authentic stethoscope. Just like the equipment doctors and nurses use, the instrument is fitted with rubber hose, chrome plate fittings, plastic ear caps. Its cost is hardly any more than a toy model. $3.98 plus 30c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FOUR GOLDEN RINGS...
Ring your napkins with 18k butterfly holders and any table glitters and glows. Ecologists sing praises to cloth napkins instead of paper, so all the more reason to splurge on these pretties. Set of four, $2.95 plus 50c post. Priced just right for gift-giving. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG1, Northe- port, NY 11768.

SHAPELY STEPPER
Tailored pump with tailored bow across the vamp, 1¾” heel is designed for gals on the go from dawn to dusk and on. Sizes 2½ to 11; widths AAAA to EEE. E and EEE to 10 only (no EE). Black shiny corfam or calf, brown calf, blue calf. 2½ to 10, $20.95; 10½ and 11, $21.95. Add 75c postage. Solby Bayes, HG1, 45 Winter St., Boston, MA 02108.

REAL CUT-UP
We flipped for this clipper! If you love snipping recipes, coupons, ads and Shopping Around, clipit paper cutter speeds the job. Neater and safer than scissors. Order now for your school children—and one for Pop’s office, too. $1 plus 20c post. from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

DUTCH DELFT
What a charming way to observe the passage of time! A real blue and white Delft plate transformed into a battery operated clock with bold Roman numerals and black iron hands. Clock takes one standard flashlight battery for one year’s service. 9” dia. $28.50 ppd.; w. of Miss. add $1. Jenifer House, Dept. G1, Great Barrington, MA 01230.

CHEMICAL FINGERTIP SPRAY
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when this amazing, new miracle cleaner is used. From the Land of Enchantment and all in Sterling Silver. A Hearts for Love $2.50. B. Set with lovely Turquoise for Good Luck—$5.50. C. Shammy Slalom is a great pinky ring—$3.75. D. Is a glamin- ing braided band—$2.95. All items post- paid.

Send for FREE CATALOG of other Desert House Specialties.

Desert House
Dept. HG-20
P. O. Box 1114
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111

P. O. BOX 1114
HARDEE'S

CRAZY CLIP IT PAPER CUTTER

WHAT'S NEW SHOP
OVER DOOR SHOE RACK puts to work wasted space behind closet door, clears away floor clutter once and for all! Rack holds 18 pairs on sturdy, chrome-plated tubing, 2½”x69¼” and just 5¼” deep. Extra crossbars tilt down as shelves for purses. Installs without screws. Plastic end caps protect door. Can also be wall-mounted. Shipped postpaid.

WHAT'S NEW SHOP
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Miles Kimball
35 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

HOUS E & GARDE
ACTION DRESSING
For work, travel, at-home entertaining or you-name-it, Novis Denne’s “Roadrunner” dress sets the fashion pace. In red, chocolate or blue, a blend of half cotton-half polyester packs wrinkle-free. Button down front for first-class comfort and style. Sizes 6 to 18, $24 plus $1 postage. Novis Denne, HG1, 7507 E. Osborn St., Scottsdale, AZ 85252.

STICKPIN BRACELET

BOBBIN PUT-IN
Sew up the perfect resolution for bobbin problems—straighten them all out with a storage box of see-through plastic that holds 21 regular or 42 Singer bobbins in individual compartments. Once you’re organized, you’ll wonder how you could even cope before. $1 plus 25c post. Holiday Gifts, 301-B, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, CO 80221.

STANDING ORDER
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand-carved in century-old Oriental patterns, are superb show-off spots. Decorative to display a treasured figure, a flowering plant. Shown is the low base dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A.C. Gifts, HG1, 2642 Central Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710.

TAKE TIME
By guess and by golly just won’t work when you time eggs, blend or bedroom. Autumn dining room, hall or bathroom. Autumn Fruitwood on Elm. Solid brass pulls. $27.00. Designs will not wash off. Axo”. Designs will not wash off. Bryan Robeson

THRON PHONE
What’s the greatest bathroom luxury since bubble bath? A “Throne” extension phone! Relax and still catch all calls. Long cord stretches for convenience; plug and cable install easily. Red, gray, black, green, white, beige and ivory, $19.95 plus $1.50 post. 2 post. w. of Mississippi. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., HG1, 35 W. 35th St., NY 10001.

CERAMIC TILES

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
• 4 Month Practical Training Course
• 3 Year Course in Interior Design
• 6 Week Summer Session

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
155 East 56th St., N.Y. 10022

FRENCH SEMAINIER
A beautiful reproduction! French women used the seven drawers to hold lingerie for each day of the week. Perfect for a narrow wall in bedroom, hall or boudoir. Antenna Fruitwood on Elm. Solid brass pulls. H52” W18” D12”

Price: $129.95
Shipping charges collect. No C.O.D. Send 25c for catalogue

Bryan Robeson

CLOCK OF LIFE

IRISH TOAST

GAEIC ROAD

AN IRISH TIPPLER
White Ceramic Tiles used on wall plaques or trivets. Cork based with liner. Designs will not wash off.

$2.75 each, 5 for $12.00 post.

Send 50c in cash for switch and COLOR CATALOG

SIRIUS, 11 East 33rd Street
Dept. HG1-1, New York 10016
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**WHIZ-BANG WHISTLE**
Kids always adore whistles. Here’s one grown-ups love, too! Gleaming metal police whistle calls the dog, signals directions at games, even makes a perfect birthday party favor. A real traffic-stopper and completely safe. Only $1—order several. Add 15c postage each. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**LUCK AND PROSPERITY**
Are good starters for any new year and that’s what this simulated jade with oriental message means for the fortunate wearer. Bracelet is flexible and a delightful compliment for any costume. The green and burnished look is stunning. $5 ppd. Free color catalogue. House of Came- lot, 38 Carol Court, Greenlawn, NY 11740.

**DESIGNED FOR DESKS**
Hardest worker in the office these days is a desk caddy that banishes topside clutter. Polystyrene silent partner is 19" by 24" in a handsome woodgrain finish; molded compartments make room for paper clips, rubber bands, scratch pads—and even the coffee cup! $8.95 plus $1 post. House of Minnel, 512B, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

**TIDY UP!**
Mount a garbage bag caddy on a cabinet door under the kitchen sink for real convenience. When door closes, it’s out-of-sight! Rustproof steel rods, washable cushion coating. Screws included. Great in workshop, laundry, too. 6" by 12" by 13½" w. $3.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

**OAK TREE WISDOM**
It’s a wise gal who puts her hot plates on a ceramic tile backed with cork. Tile is six inches square, has hanger to use when not in use. Each 17" by 24" on heavy-duty rope, North/South America and Caribbean, $4.98 ppd. Pegasus, Dept. HG1, 175 Lauman Lane, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801.

**AROUND THE WORLD**
East, west, north or south, you’d travel far to find colorful antique maps as handsome as this quartet. Each 17" by 24" on heavy-weight stock; views of Africa, Europe, North/South America and double hemisphere are the 16th and 17th century versions. Set of four, $5 ppd. Pegasus, Dept. HG1, 175 Lauman Lane, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801.
SHOPPING AROUND

TUB FILLER
Do you wish for a deeper tub? Someone else did too and invented this simple little device called the “Soakers Delight.” It covers and controls the overflow valve on your tub and is adjustable to your preference. Rotate the cap for up to three inches more water in your tub. $2.29 ppd. Better Sleep Inc., HG1, New Providence, NJ 07974.

COMMUTER’S CADDY
Whiz through those “exact change only” lanes—you’ll always have coins ready with this self-stick car caddy. Nickels, dimes and quarters find their nooks. And so do specs! Swap sunglasses for regular lenses without fishing in your pockets. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

RINGING CHANGES
Sometimes guard rings deserve a fashion life of their own. How? Try a mix of make-believe topaz, aquamarine, emerald, diamonds, amethysts, sapphires, rubies set in sterling silver, gold plate. One, $3.50; two, $6; real turquoise, two, $8.50; diamond, $5.50. Add 20c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-H15, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, AZ 85716.

HEAT WAVES
Beat the January glums over a winter twinging muscle or two with moist electric heat. It’s delivered by a pad that also has dry action. 12” by 15”, covered in zippy terrycloth, UL listed for 125 volt AC current, year’s guarantee. $9.98 plus 25c post. Colonial Studios, Dept. EH-15, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10630.

STITCHABLE ART
Pretty poppy and butterfly picture on 13” by 13” natural Belgian linen for you to embroider in two-ply crewel wool. Also available: Companion buttercup picture. Each kit with linen, wool, needle, instructions, $2.95. Walnut finished 13” sq. wood frame with gold trim, $1.95. Add 45c post. What’s New Shop, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

CLEAR AS A WHISTLE
Something to sing about: a clear plastic cutting board that saves surfaces from scratches while you slice, chop or carve. Dishwasher-safe, heat-resistant. 8” by 11” $1.98; 12” by 16” $3.95; 14” round $5.98. Ppd. Order from Colonial Garden Country Kitchen, Dept. HGE-1, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582.

During our between-season lull 3 kinds of discount savings for people of different speeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>IF YOU ORDER</th>
<th>BEFORE</th>
<th>MAR. 31</th>
<th>33 1/3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>IF YOU ORDER</td>
<td>BEFORE</td>
<td>APR. 15</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>IF YOU ORDER</td>
<td>BEFORE</td>
<td>APR. 30</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normally, buying direct from Ronnie, you’d save up to 40% on Bedspreads and Draperies. Right now—is our between-season lull and our workrooms are at their slowest pace. By acting now you can save an additional 13 1/3%. Procrastinate a fortnight—when we start to get busy—and you earn only 20%. Stall for a whole month and you pick up a mere 15% savings. Be quick, be alert. Get that coupon in the mail now!

Send for FREE Catalog. Order before Mar. 31—save a full 33 1/3% Ronnie Drapery Corp., Dept. 4K-14, 145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N J 07022

Please rush me, absolutely FREE, the Ronnie Bedspread-Drapery Catalog that offers me additional discounts of 33 1/3%, 20% & 15% during your between-season lull.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
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Bathe in a garden of fruit

Luxuriate in bubbles that explode with natural fruit extracts to soften, beautify, and refresh your skin. Each colorful package contains enough “seed magic” to give you 2 or 3 bathing experiences. 2 packets: $1.00; 5 for $2.00 (Postpaid. Choose from natures own health giving essences — apple, peach, melon, lemon, strawberry, grapefruit, orange, and bitter lime (specify choice with order).

**BATHROOM CATALOG**

Available for the first time. Send $0.50 to The Bath Shop for 500 decorating ideas to make your bathroom distinctly beautiful.

**The Bath Shop**

Old Sprout Shopping Village

Baltimore Pike at Sprout Rd.

Springfield, Pa. 19064

For orders please mail:

P.O. Box 39027

Indianapolis, Indiana 46237
ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF
A CORDLESS MASSAGER

BEAUTY IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP

Deep gentle penetrating vibrations from battery-operated massager soothe neck, shoulder muscles, arms, legs and tired feet. Helps stimulate skin to a new radiance when used with your favorite creams and lotions. Revitalizing vibrations bring satisfying relaxation; relief from aches and pains and stimulates circulation. Cordless massager comes in 3 models. Uses standard size batteries (not included) available everywhere.

No. 208 - Mini Massager, 4 1/2" $2.98 + 25c Mailing Each

No. 196A - Regular Massager, 7" $3.98 + 35c Mailing Each

No. 177 - Deluxe Massager, 10" $6.98 + 45c Mailing Each

California Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market, Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Ca. 94105

Name

Address

City & State

Zip

No.  How Many Item  Price Each  Total

208  MINI MASSAGER 4 1/2"  $2.98

196A  REGULAR MASSAGER 7"  $3.98

177  DELUXE MASSAGER 10"  $6.98

NO STAMPS OR COD'S, PLEASE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR MONEY BACK

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

No. 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

No. 585 Market, Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Ca. 94105

NO STAMPS OR COD'S, PLEASE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR MONEY BACK

Mailing Charges (refer to each item)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

California residents add 5% Sales Tax
THE BUTCHER BLOCK

RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
Genuine Butcher Block, 2" thick on turned wood pedestal bases. 29½" high, 60" x 30", $145.50; 60" x 36", $157.50; 72" x 30", $157.50; 72" x 36", $171.50.

Order direct. Check or money order. No COD's. Exp. Cheqs. Col, N.Y. and Illinois residents, add your tax. 52-page catalog, 50c.

CIRCULAR DINING TABLE
Genuine Butcher Block, 2" thick on turned wood pedestal base. 29½" high, 36" diameter, $115.90; 42" diameter, $142.90; 48" diameter, $172.90; 54" diam., $269.60, 60" diam., $299.90.

J&D Brauner
New York: 298 Bowery, N.Y., N.Y. 10012

THE IDEAL GIFT FOR ANYONE!!!

FIRST-EASY-TO-USE GENEALOGY CHART
Make charting your family lineage easy and fun. Illustrated. A FAMILY TREE CHART is printed on quality heraldic antigue paper. Figures are printed in gold, numbers of relatives arranged in proper relationship to each other so that anyone can see in a glance his family tree and all its branches. The ideal gift for all—old or young, family or friend. A useful keepsake that lasts forever. Comes in its own heavy storage tube for permanent protection.

Only $2.95 postpaid
Three for $7.00 postpaid

FORMCO
POST OFFICE BOX 9282-C
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90803

THE GIFT TREE
Box 55, Dept. HG1-2
Kensington, Md. 20795

BOWLS IN BLOOM
Pretty porcelain captures delicacy and serenity in the Oriental style for white lotus blossom bowls and plates. For relishes, sauces, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates. For relishes, sauces, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates. For relishes, sauces, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates.

Burst Into Tiers
These interesting tiers with giant saucers, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates. For relishes, sauces, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates. For relishes, sauces, dips or desserts, go into bowls and plates.

FROM THE NECK UP
Make $5 10 Ways with Flowers
Turn love of flowers to profits. Garden flowers cost pennies, bring $8, Corsages, Bridal Bouquet, Wedding, Table decoration. Home business, start your own shop. FREE Color Brochure shows you how to learn professional Flower Arranging and Flower Shop Operation. Also FREE, 3-months subscription to "Flower Talk," the Magazine for home flower designers.

BOOK PLUS
Straight A's for effort go to an automatic bookrack that moves in mind, a tablecloth in permanent white or natural cotton/dacron, exquisite Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83", 72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. or oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. or oval, $44.95. 72" by 126" sq., $54.95. 72" by 144", $69.95. Add $1 post. Hildegard's, HG1, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

HELP'S AT HAND
Changing handbags is hazardous, especially if you like to tote a bureau drawer's worth of gear. If you insist, at least be wise with a purse organizer—seven pockets to help keep order. In multi-toned fabrics. 7" by 3¼", $1.29 plus 15c post. J&D Brauner, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FORMAL Flinery
Sized with White House dinners in mind, a tablecloth in permanent white or natural cotton/dacron, exquisite Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83", 72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. or oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. or oval, $44.95. 72" by 126" sq., $54.95. 72" by 144", $69.95. Add $1 post. Hildegard's, HG1, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

SHOPPING AROUND

Princess Color Phone

Original Princess and Straightline phones in white, beige, pink, blue, green and ivory (five second selection fitted with standard cord and plug for instant use. A limited quantity available at a special price. Only $19.95 each
(Shipping charge 1.50)
If registered mailed and paid: $19.00

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
Grand Com Inc.
Dept HG1
1152 5th Ave., N.Y. 10036

La Crepe Set

GOURMET EASY
Make $$ 10 Ways with Flowers
Turn love of flowers to profits. Garden flowers cost pennies, bring $8, Corsages, Bridal Bouquet, Wedding, Table decoration. Home business, start your own shop. FREE Color Brochure shows you how to learn professional Flower Arranging and Flower Shop Operation. Also FREE, 3-months subscription to "Flower Talk," the Magazine for home flower designers.

BOOK PLUS
Straight A's for effort go to an automatic bookrack that moves in mind, a tablecloth in permanent white or natural cotton/dacron, exquisite Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83", 72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. or oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. or oval, $44.95. 72" by 126" sq., $54.95. 72" by 144", $69.95. Add $1 post. Hildegard's, HG1, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105.

FLOWERS TO THE RESCUE
From the neck up
Make $5 10 Ways with Flowers
Turn love of flowers to profits. Garden flowers cost pennies, bring $8, Corsages, Bridal Bouquet, Wedding, Table decoration. Home business, start your own shop. FREE Color Brochure shows you how to learn professional Flower Arranging and Flower Shop Operation. Also FREE, 3-months subscription to "Flower Talk," the Magazine for home flower designers.
GLOWING CRYSTAL

A lovely pair of crystal lamps sets off any table setting with this aglowing set. The three dimensional design! This "silver," however, never needs polishing, is so mirror-like, it really looks like silver — it feels like silver. Run your fingers over it, and you can feel the three-dimensional design! This "silver," however, never needs polishing, is so mirror-like, you can actually see your reflection. Salt and Peppers look like delicate crystal, but are amazingly tough, sturdy, break-resistant!

Offer Will Not Be Repeated This Season
At our low, low price, you are bound to want several sets of these lovely 3-piece antique reproductions, each complete with "Grape Arbor" Stand and Salt and Pepper "Grape Cluster" Shakers. Supplies, however, are limited — order today to avoid disappointment! This offer will not be repeated this season in this publication.

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY
UNI-LEISURE CORP., Dept. USP-11
20 Bank Street, White Plains, N.Y. 10606

I Rush my Antique Replica Salt and Pepper Set for only $1.00 plus 25c postage and handling on full money-back guarantee if I am not absolutely delighted.

Enclosed is $ for only $1.98.
Name.________
Address.________
City State Zip.________

Mail No Risk Coupon Today
JANUARY 1972

BETTER HIDE YOUR CHEQUEBOOKS!

Elvis is paying $1.98 for his copy of GIANT'S CATALOGUE because it's a 144-page catalogue in color. McGregor, Arrow, Jantzen and other famous makes incl. Sweaters to 38" necks, 22", waist to 60". Over 200 shoe and boot styles in 10 to 16 and AAA to EEE. Free! The King Size Co., 382 King Size Bldg., Brockton, MA 02402.

MUSHROOM MATS
Places, please: mushrooms march "round the edges of 13" by 19" linen placemats that show you're nature's child. Woodland whimsies are on navy or gold (specify) for mixing or matching; show their colors best at a brunch table near a bright plant. Three, $3.98; four, $6.95. Ppd.

MEASURE PLEASURE
Instant coffee lovers take heed. Handsome server banishes the hand and its 24" diameter top. In honey tone, maple, or 25". In honey tone, maple, antique pine or walnut finish. $29.95. Unfinished kit, $19.95. Ppd. Add 1 each west of Miss. Yield House, HG1, No. Conway, NH 03860.

FOLDING ROUND TABLE
Sturdy foldable table is crafted from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, Pt. Pleasant, PA 18950.

DON'T WORRY, HE WILL
If you know someone who is a chronic worrier, give him a Worry Bird. Just the sight of that luggrous face, orange ruff and grotesque feet rates a chuckle even before you read his message. $1.98 plus 25c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

FOLDING OPERA GLASSES
Tuck these in your place mat or sleeve, and come to an evening concert. Leather like cover, seats are behind the goal post, you'll see every play. Button on top controls focus. Leather like cover, snap closures. Perfect for theatre evenings. 3" x 2" x 4".

TOTE BAG. Super smart black on white with sturdy black handles. 14" long, 11" deep, 7" wide to carry all your packages. $6.95 plus 75c postage.

GLEAMING CRYSTAL

A lovely pair of crystal lamps sets off any table setting with this glowing set. The three dimensional design! This "silver," however, never needs polishing, is so mirror-like, it feels like silver. Run your fingers over it, and you can feel the three-dimensional design! This "silver," however, never needs polishing, is so mirror-like, you can actually see your reflection. Salt and Peppers look like delicate crystal, but are amazingly tough, sturdy, break-resistant!

Offer Will Not Be Repeated This Season
At our low, low price, you are bound to want several sets of these lovely 3-piece antique reproductions, each complete with "Grape Arbor" Stand and Salt and Pepper "Grape Cluster" Shakers. Supplies, however, are limited — order today to avoid disappointment! This offer will not be repeated this season in this publication.

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY
UNI-LEISURE CORP., Dept. USP-11
20 Bank Street, White Plains, N.Y. 10606

I Rush my Antique Replica Salt and Pepper Set for only $1.00 plus 25c postage and handling on full money-back guarantee if I am not absolutely delighted.

Enclosed is $ for only $1.98.
Name.________
Address.________
City State Zip.________

Mail No Risk Coupon Today

**CHANGING TIMES**

The best gadget ever invented for separating and dispensing nickels, dimes, pennies and quarters. Made of sturdy chrome it hangs on a belt—ideal for any business without a cash register. And imagine how a small boy would love one! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**WELL SHOD FOOT**

Best buy for H&G readers: in marvy, soft glove-leather it’s ankle high, stands on well stacked heels with brass ring over instep. Endearing with a smart pantsuit in brown, black, navy, bone, sage green, white. 5 to 10 M/N, $16; gold or silver, 5 1/2 to 10 $21.95. Add $1.50 for postage, please. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**NO MARGIN FOR ERROR**

Not when you have personalized order forms right at hand. Ordering by mail is simplified this way and you have a record of what you ordered and when. Black on white paper. 4 1/2" by 8 1/2". 100 order forms personalized with your name and address. $1.85 post. Bruce Bolind, Inc., HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**WIZARDLY WICKER**

Wicker wall shelf is a beauty. Natural, $9.95. Painted white or black. H&G parrot green, pineapple yellow, bittersweet, space blue, azalea, add $1.50. 18" by 15" by 6 1/2". Holds books, knickknacks, beauty aids on two sturdy wood shelves. Add $2 post. Catalog 25c. Fran’s Basket House, HG1, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, NJ 07866.
COIN TIE BAR
Any fellow is bound to be delighted when you gift him with a tie pin made up of real and rare coins: the Indian head penny, Buffalo nickel, Liberty quarter and Mercury dime! It is designed for wide ties that guys prefer these days. Nicely priced at $7.50 ppd. Postamatic Co., HG1, 35 W. 35th St., New York, NY 10001.

CREWEL HERB GARDEN
Herbs blossom as you stitch with easy embroidery kits that come with herb pattern stamped on Belgian oyster linen: Crewel wool in nature colors, needles, instructions incl. Chives, dill, rosemary, thyme, oregano or mint. 8" by 8". $1.50 ea. Maple, provincial red, or green wood frame, $1.25. Add 45c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

PET DRINKING FOUNTAIN
An automatic water supply for the family pooch assures him of a fresh water supply at all times. It adjusts so mighty mastiff or miniature poodle can drink at his own level. With two feet of hose, couplings, bracket, pipe, valve and bowl. Attaches to any spigot; re-fills as your dog drinks. $9.75 ppd. Turek, Inc., Dept. 611, Denver, MA 01923.

FOR STOCK WATCHERS!
You're an automatic expert with this handy stock market calculator. A fast clip of the dial tells total price, profit or loss, commission, break even cost. For any stock from $1 to $100 in share units 5 to 500. Outmodes pen cil figuring, prevents errors. $3.95 plus 50c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

DECOUPAGE MADE EASY
A starter set for découpage is a beginning for a fascinating passtime. Set includes instructions and materials for making the four plaques of flowers and butterflies shown. From these go on to decorate boxes, pictures. $4.95 plus 95c post. Decorative Adventures, G201, 99 Buck Rd., Huntington Valley, PA 19006.

SHOPPING AROUND

Your child must memorize all his multiplication tables to pass in NEW MATH

MUSICAL MULTIPLICATION RECORDS
Teach all the tables from 2's through 12's as easily as the words of a song!

Help your child do better in arithmetic—especially in the New Math—by getting him these new multiplication records. Every New Math teacher insist on children memorizing their tables. Now even children of preschool age can easily learn all the tables from 2's through 12's simply by playing these records.

No urging needed from parents. Children love these records. Each table has its own racy tune and jingles. And the man on the record quizzes your child on the tables stuck in his memory. He must know his tables to learn long division, fractions and decimals.

Send No Money. Just send coupon and the records will be mailed to you postage prepaid if returned within two weeks after receipt, you owe nothing. If kept, pay only 99c, post in full. Bremner Records, Dept. 8-9, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

WHY BE PALE ALL WINTER?
A Battle Creek Bisolax sunlamp will keep the whole family tanned and healthy-looking. Best sunlamp made for home use: has 3 bulbs (2 for tanning, 1 for heat). Tans your entire body at once. Ten-day home trial available. Write for free information.

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co.
BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co.
Dept. 32, N. 307 W. Jackson St.
Battle Creek, Michigan 49015
**George II**

Elegance on a budget

Glowing stainless replicas of the silver that graced the tables of 18th Century England’s nobility.

50 piece service for $29.99
74 piece service for $44.99

Service for 8 with hollow-handled pistol grip knives, 3-tine forks, authentic extra large size pieces. Includes eight 5 piece place settings, eight extra teaspoons, butter knife and sugar spoon.

(Available in 24 karat gold electroplate at $54.99 for the 50 piece service and $79.99 for the 74 piece service.)

**THE SHELF**

At last the shelf you always wanted! Accent your prize possessions perfectly on this versatile 7" deep shelf. Goes with any decor. Handy for every room. Ideal for groupings. Designed for beauty, quality and strength. Custom crafted of the finest solid hardwood with dovetail joints. No nails or screws mar the surface finishes: Maple, Mahogany, Walnut, Mediterranean in 3 widths: 15" — $14.95; 18" — $15.95; 23" — $17.50. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Add $1.30 for postage and handling. Sold by direct mail only.

Your satisfaction guaranteed or your money will be refunded. All shipments prepaid by us.

**BLOW YOURSELF UP**

FROM ONLY $150!

 Send us any original photo to make a giant poster up to 8" x 10" for best results. Personalized, numbered, signed.

SUPERIRED SERVICE $1 extra for first class mail add $1.50

The Blow Yourself Up Co.
665 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

**WHIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand lady presents a colorful vinyl face wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**TOUGH TABBY**

He may look gentle, but Tom, the short hair tabby, turns tiger on short hair tabby, turns tiger on some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WIG SHOPPER**

Imagine a fire engine red bubble gum dispenser in the family room, or kitchen! Dispenser, 16" h., comes with 700 balls of bubble gum, a key, suction cups for anchoring. Pop in a penny; out pops the gum. $24.95 plus $2.50 post.; 700 ball refills, $6 ppd. First Vending Co., HG1, 5322 Belmont Ave., Chicago, IL 60641.

**BENCH BUY**

Beauty of a bench with top of woven reed is the great place for toots and their elders to sit while donning or doffing boots on wintry days. Finished in an antiqued brown, 24" l., 15" h., 12" w. Great for TV viewing or at foot of bed. $13.95 ppd. W. of Miss. add $1. Seth & Jed, Dept. G-1, Great Barrington, MA 01230.

**SHOOPING AROUND**

**1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS**


**HANDY LABELS**

111 Jasperson Blvd., Culver City, Calif. 90232

**HURON PRODUCTS CO.**

Dept. HG1, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH 49502

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO.

Dept. HG1, 555 Moore Ave., Bellevue, Ohio 44811

**DOGGIE DOOLEY**

DOGGIE DOOLEY keeps grounds clean, insect-free, sanitary. Rustproof heavy plastic to liquefy pet stools for ground absorption. Shovel up stools, drop into tank, close lid. Enzyme-bacteria action does rest. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubs. Handles waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 17½" x 11½" with foot-operated lid, 6 mos. of enzymes incl. $9.95 plus $1.00 postage. Extra 12 mos. enzymes $3.95 plus 60c postage.

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. HG1, 555 Moore Ave., Bellevue, Ohio 44811

**DOGGIE DOOLEY**

DOGGIE DOOLEY keeps grounds clean, insect-free, sanitary. Rustproof heavy plastic to liquefy pet stools for ground absorption. Shovel up stools, drop into tank, close lid. Enzyme-bacteria action does rest. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubs. Handles waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 17½" x 11½" with foot-operated lid, 6 mos. of enzymes incl. $9.95 plus $1.00 postage. Extra 12 mos. enzymes $3.95 plus 60c postage.

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO. Dept. HG1, 555 Moore Ave., Bellevue, Ohio 44811.

**DOG WASTE GONE with DOGGIE DOOLEY**

**THE DUTCH COOKIE PLATE**


Our 100 page catalog of "Timeless Furniture Made by Forslund" Both for $5.00 Postpaid. Plate size 9" x 11"

Carl Forslund
Dept. HG1, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH 49502

**FREE COLOR CATALOGUE FROM KENYA GEM,** HG1, 1760 No. Howard St., Philadelphia, PA 19122.

**“Timeless Furniture Made by Forslund”**

Designed for beauty, quality and strength. Custom crafted of the finest solid hardwood with dovetail joints. No nails or screws mar the surface finishes: Maple, Mahogany, Walnut, Mediterranean in 3 widths: 15" — $14.95; 18" — $15.95; 23" — $17.50. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Add $1.30 for postage and handling. Sold by direct mail only.

Your satisfaction guaranteed or your money will be refunded. All shipments prepaid by us.

fortunoff
P.O. Box 132A, Westbury, New York

**GIANT POSTER**

FOR THE HOME" (Father and Three Sons]
Dept. HG1, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH 49502

**YOURSELF**

TOUGH TABBY

He may look gentle, but Tom, the short hair tabby, turns tiger on short hair tabby, turns tiger on some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WHIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand lady presents a colorful vinyl face wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**LIKE THE REAL THING**

Only the sparkle in her eye outshines the Kenya gem, which some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand that travels in its own little card-wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**TOUGH TABBY**

He may look gentle, but Tom, the short hair tabby, turns tiger on short hair tabby, turns tiger on some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WHIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand that travels in its own little card-wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**LIKE THE REAL THING**

Only the sparkle in her eye outshines the Kenya gem, which some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand that travels in its own little card-wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**TOUGH TABBY**

He may look gentle, but Tom, the short hair tabby, turns tiger on short hair tabby, turns tiger on some say glitters even brighter than a diamond. Available set or, unset in both classic shapes or variations. Perfect for engagements, and reasonable enough for anniversaries! $45 per carat.


**WHIG WHIMSY**

Glorious fun gift for the gal who’s just taken the plunge and bought her first wig: an inflatable stand that travels in its own little card-wig or hat. 10½" high. $1.69 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
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CAROUSEL CATERER
Breakfast for birds who eat and run can be served from a cast
Acrylic feed bin that holds a full
two lbs. of feed. "Birds only"
feeder has aluminum roof and
door, stainless support rods, and
circles about as the birds sit to
eat. Greedy squirrels can't invade it! $11.95 plus $1.25 post.
House of Minnel, Dept. 512A,
Deepth Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

HERE'S "JUDY"
She's footloose and fancy free.
Comfortable sandal with wafer-
thin cushion platform on fash-
onable 1½" heel. Blue to royal
ombre, bone to brown, multi-
pastels, all black, white or brown
kid leather. AAAA to EE, 2½ to
10, $21.95, 10½ to 12, $22.95.
Add 75c post. Free catalogue.
Solby Bayes, HG1, 45 Winter St.,
Boston, MA 02108.

PICTURES THAT PLAY
Delightful Hummel pictures
framed in mellow cherry wood
have fine 18-note music boxes
that tinkle merrily when you pull
the cord. Little girl plays "Some-
where my Love" or "Edelweiss."
Boy's music is "Happy Wander-
er." 5½" dia. $10.95 ea. ppd. Or-
der from Hildegarde's, HG1, 597
Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT
06105.

NEWSPAPER LOGGING
Make logs easily from discarded
newspapers with a special roller
your finest china with liquid de-
ter. Faucet adaptor included.
18½ dia., 16½" h., $39.98 ppd.
Colliers, 172 GE, P.O. Box 585,
Skokie, IL 60076.

COUNTERTOP CLEANUP
The portable Carocelle dishwas-
er washes six place settings of
your finest china with liquid de-
tergent and a water jet in ten
minutes. No electric hookup
needed. Remove the clear plastic
cover and warm dishes dry them-
seves. Faucet adaptor included.
18½ dia., 16½" h., $39.98 ppd.
Colliers, 172 GE, P.O. Box 585,
Skokie, IL 60076.

CHAIR CANING KITS
Now anyone can restore his fa-
vorite antique and heirloom chairs
easily and inexpensively with a
NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools,
natural cane, and "easy-to-follow"
instructions, all postpaid for only
$2.50. Illinois residents, please add
5½% sales tax.
THE NEWELL WORKSHOP
(Dept. S-4), #128 Drawer
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521

SHOPPING AROUND

CREWEL EAGLE DOORSTOP
Here's everything you need but the brick to make this handsome Early
American doorstop. Kit includes design on natural linen; crewel yarns in
browns and golds with red and blue; and directions. $2.95 plus 25c p.&t.
The Stitchery
Dept. 9018, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

A FULL MONTH . . .
Right on your watchband . . . know the date
last week, next week or today. Easily attached
metal calendars, champagne color blends with
all watches. New printing process enables us
to guarantee that our clear, sharp dates will
not wear off. Each 12-month set packaged
inside a beautiful 4-color gift folder. Can be
started any month. $1.00 Set . . . 2- .75 Set
. . . 12-.69 Set.. .50- .59 Set. Add .25 pp.
& handling per order. Shipped First Class.
HANDY CALENDAR CO.
Handy Bldg., Dept. HG49
Scott City, Kans. 67871
BUSINESS MEN: WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES.

LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home.
Make professional corsages, arrange-
ments, wedding designs. Unusual spare,
time money making opportunities, or
hobby. Free information on exciting home-
study course. No salesman will call.
MAIL COUPON TODAY

LEARNING TO CARVE WOOD

HERALDICA IMPORTS
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LEARNING TO CARVE WOOD
It's hard to be humble when you're as great as I am.

Sales Manager
I'm new here myself.
Temporarily out of service.

Big Boss
Stupidvisor
Silence! Genius at work.

Nobody's Perfect but me.

Titles:
Gold-colored metal Desk Plaques in black lettering on stained wooden stand, 2½" x 4".

Be reasonable—Do it my way.

585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

Anthony Enterprises

MODERN COLOR PHONE
$19.95

Complete with ringer, dial, plug & cable
Smartly styled in decorator colors: beige, white, gray, blue, red. Ready to plug in and use, without increasing monthly phone charges.

CINDERELLA PHONE
$29.85

With dial, plug, cable
Handsome, yet simple design, and sleek, perfect where space is limited.

THE ORIGINAL MI-TIE HANGER
Made in America

Choose from three sizes—

A great contribution to any man's wardrobe.

NORDISKAS DESIGN

Gaze into the Future?
Here is a "crystal" ball, complete with pedestal that makes an interesting conversation piece for office or home. Give him the future for his desk. Ball is three inches in diameter and is supported on a hardwood pedestal.

$6.95
WORLD ARTS

NEW! A PHOTO ESSAY A TIME IN EDEN

- by Roy Dean
Against the pristine background of the Caribbean, the author-photographer recreates a living image of the first days of Man. More than 120 pages with 116 photographs, 20 in full color, following man through his first experiences and adventures. 

Price: $15.95.

FOR COMPLETE PHONE CATALOG, FULL REFUND WITH YOUR FIRST ORDER.

Send 25¢ for Color Brochure. and order to: Met-DeX Press, Dept HG1, 163572 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.

SHOPPING AROUND

REPLACEMENT HOOD
Bonnets for portable hair dryers become tired so quickly, and replacements are hard to find. Wildflower pattern hood fits all models. Bonnets, attached with a clamp and a turn on the hose. A new hood increases the dryer's life. too. $2.98 plus 25¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SOUTHERN STYLE
The shape of some chairs says comfort before you even sit in them. And the curved "Gregory" says style too. 31" h. by 29" w. suits itself to fine fabrics like brocade, damask, velvets or tailored stripes, solids. $96.50, exp. charges col. Send $1 for catalogue. State fabric and color. Hunt Galleries, HG1, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, NC 28601.

LUXE LOUNGING
The frankly luxurious look of Eastern robes makes them appear appealing. Soft, beautiful fabrics, sweeping lines are flattering. Silky cotton Daharra with smart trimming in black stripes on white. Embroidery says it all. One size fits everyone. $12.98 plus 50¢ post. Colonial Studios, Dept. DR-10, 20 Bank St., White Plains, NY 10630.

SNORE NO MORE
Scientifically designed anti-snore mask insures sound, silent sleep. Washable nylon mask fits on chin, keeps jaw closed, preventing breathing by encouraging proper breathing. Adjustable to fit both men and women.

ANTI-SNORE MASK $2.9
Mail order 25¢ Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG1, San Francisco, Calif. 94105

WORLD ARTS

Send order to:

MRS. H. A. L. BERNSTEIN
6651 Arlington Blvd. Dept. HG-2
Falls Church, Va. 22042

Anthony Enterprises

Dept. HG1-172
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

HOUSE & GARD
SHOPPING AROUND

AIRY APPROACH
Natural is the word for the way a woman wants to look. Now a special inflatable bra reshapes the figure, adds confidence to those with post surgery problems. Light, comfortable, it adds up to four inches. White cotton, lace trim. State normal bra size 32 to 42. $8.95 plus 75c post. Neil King Products, HG12EB, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, MO 64105.

EASTERN FLAVOR
Abyssinian cat brings with him the aura of exotic cooking, handsome décor— and combines him in a 6" by 6" white ceramic tile to hold your spicy supper dishes. Each cork-based tile, $4.98 plus 40c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 517, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
“TROPICALI” TO STITCH

All the beauty of the tropics with its rich, lush flora has been captured in this colorful picture to embroider. Kit includes design on ecru background, seven different colors of embroidery yarns in brilliant reds, oranges, gold, lavender, green and brown; needle and directions. Size 22" x 38". Only $11.95 plus 95c pstg.

The Stitchery
Dept. HG001C, 204 Worcester Turnpike
Wellseley Hills, Mass. 02181

COPPER CURE-ALL?

We’re not making any claims, but sportsmen, socialites and actors share the copper craze. They swear by some magic mumbo jumbo, copper gives aches and pains the brush off.

Men’s Copper Bracelet $2.98
Women’s Copper Bracelet $1.98

Mailing 15c Each
Cost, residents add 5c sales tax.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-172
San Francisco. Calif. 94105

邨Make $$$ selling —

Handcrafted Gifts and Decorative Accessories

No tools or talent necessary!

Learn at home how to create, decorate and sell gifts and decorative accessories that bring top prices. Thrilling hobby with excellent full or part-time business opportunities. It’s fun and easy with this new and exciting home study program. FREE booklet available gives complete information. No obligation.

Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS, Dept. E-623
2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
Please send me free information on your “Decorative Arts and Crafts” training program.
Name __________________________
Address __________________________

City __________________________ State ______ Zip

24 LIVE PET SEAHORSES $2.98

FREE Kit with shells of the world collections, coral for bowl decoration, food and instructions for keeping these amazing pets in a fishbowl or jar. See the father (male) give birth to cute babies. Fascinating and educational hobby for the entire family. SPE-

CIAL: Order two mated pairs (including ONE PREGNANT MALE, who will give birth to 20 babies) total 24 seahorses for only $2.98 POSTPAID.

LIVE DELIVERY GUARANTEED: BONUS: Order NOW and get FREE, amusing SEA-SNAIL who helps to keep the aquarium clean.

AQUALAND, Box 190 Shenandoah Sta.
Dept. S19, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33145

FREE Seashells with Coral!

BLANKET CONTROL

Electric blanket control guard of metal clips to bed where most convenient to reach when reclin-
g. Clips bend easily by hand to adjust to bed rail. To keep elec-

cord off floor, cut of way, ex-
cess cord can be wound around holder. $1.49 plus 20c post.

Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105

TURKISH DELIGHTS

Uni-sex suede jacket, midi and maxi coats are lined and trimmed with sheepskin and decorated with hand-tufted embroi
dery from Turkey. Sizes: small; medium; large. Colors: natural; brown; pale olive. Jacket, $79.95; midi, $119.95; maxi, $129.95. Ppd.

Azuma, HG1, 415 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016

WISS KID

Scissors race through dress seams, magazine pages and flow-
er stems at a fast clip, making clipping a snap. Sharp points, lightweight heft and sensible shape make for cutting conve-
nience. Wiss Quick $4.95 plus 65c post.; replacement blades, $1.50. Camalier & Buckley, HG1, 1141 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036

ENLIGHTENING PEN

By daylight, a nifty ballpoint—but whisk it into darkness and it shines! Chrome-plated satin fin-
ish pen comes with penlite bat-
tery and refill. Dandy for children of all ages. Great for jotting middle-of-the-night brainstorm.

$3.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105

CROSS SOUND BARRIER

And save your breath, parents, with protest posters! Pop posters in pow colors get your message across visually with such oft-

repeated but usually unheard phrases as, “Clean your room!” “Hang up your clothes!” “Have you forgotten anything?” “12½ by 19”. Set of four, $2.50 ppd. Creative House, HG1, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, MO 64105

PLANT “NURSEMAIDS”

Water plants while you’re away! Amazing wicks feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of

4.

PLANT NURSEMAIDS $1.99

Mailing 90c Each Set

Cost, residents add 5c sales tax.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

PLANTING "NURSEMAIDS"

Water plants while you’re away! Amazing wicks feed moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of

4.

PLANT NURSEMAIDS $1.99

Mailing 90c Each Set

Cost, residents add 5c sales tax.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Calif. 94105
PROTECTED CHECKS
Unique check writer gives a neat professional appearance to personal checks. Dial any amount to $9,999.99. Prevents alteration. Purse-sized plastic case in white or black. Stemp pad and ink supplied included. $5.98 ppc.
Order from Ember Enterprises, HG1, 10530 Encino Ave., Granada Hills, CA 91344.

CATTY CONVENIENCE
Snug-looking tabby looks ready to curl up on your hearthrug—instead, he stays on a white ceramic 6" by 6" tile to use as a trivet or handsome wall plaque. Terrific! Cork backing assures scratchless service. $4.98 plus 40¢ post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1-519, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

PRUSSIAN GERMAN HELMET
A great conversation piece when placed on the mantel is this Prussian helmet to assemble yourself. Kit includes brass, spike, ornamentation leather strap—everything for easy assembly. Full sized replica of Prussian design is made of simulated leather. $9.95 plus 50¢ postage. World Arts, Box 577, Wilmington, CA 90744.

QUICK TRIM
Handy hair-trimmer does the job professionally in minutes. Made in Sweden, it's a fine quality tool, has an adjustment for regular trim, medium trim or scalp-close. Trims as it combs. Mom can do the job or Dad and young long-hairs operate it easily. $2.98 plus 15¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

SOUND APPROACH
Remember phonics lessons—learning to see sounds? The Sound Way to Easy Reading teaches your child the way we were taught. In about two weeks pupils read 300 new words. With the complete course a student can acquire up to a full grade's skill through charts and records. Free two-week trial. Bremner-Davis, HG1, Wilmette, IL 60091.

be Hamilton invites you to "sit" in the lap of luxury. Foam led with button tufted back—available in various grades and types of fine fabrics (stripes, solids, prints, brocades, damask; it, unique, crushed and plain velvets; etc.). Specify type and colors desired. $10.50; H. 31 5/8", W. 29 5/8". Order from Ember Enterprises, HG1, 10530 Encino Ave., Granada Hills, CA 91344.

PROTECT EYES FROM GLARE
Now you can wear casual clothing, watch television, read in daylight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, swimming. Reading in hot sunshine. Beautiful dark green plastic shield slips on your specs in a jiffy.

SPORT VISOR
$1.98 15¢ mailing each
Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-172
185 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94103

COUNTRY CURTAINS
AT THE RED LION INN
STOCKBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01262

For years, New England housewives have made their charming UNBLEACHED MUSLIN curtains for every room in the house. CURTAINS. CURTAINS. CURTAINS. We will furnish you with all the original simplicity, warmth and handmade beauty. Real old-fashioned, long-wearing, these unusually attractive curtains of old fashioned muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care.

COUNTRY CURTAINS

popcorn popper

Strongly constructed popper for fireplace or kitchen stove • Beautiful looking in full black finish, solid walnut handle, and award-winning banjo design. Handsome accent at home or on the go • Good fun for everyone, and popping corn the old-fashioned way, without oil, is better for you, and tastes better, too. • And reasonably priced. Popper is only 5 5/8". Popper and Butter Melter Combination $7.95. Prices include postage. Just send check or money order (no CODs, and Conn. residents please add 6 1/2% state tax) to:

the wner company
DEPT. 211 P.O. BOX 53
WESTPORT, CONN. 06880
Send for free catalog.

STUDY AT HOME

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career

Send for free catalogue.

INTERIOR DECORATION

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN

155 East 56th St., New York 10022

New York School of Interior Design
155 East 56th St., New York 10022

For Information and Free booklet, write to

catherine

address

eddy, st. nyc.

Uniy. ary, 1972
BAMBOO METAL SHELF
Sophisticated decorator shelf for bath or kitchen. Bamboo-style post sections, towel bar, smooth shelves and highlight framing are all beautifully brass plated to accent the decor. Shelves measure 36 inches in width and 5½ inches in depth. Order SBWS-16B, $19.75, shipped postpaid upon receipt of check or money order.

Classic Glasses for Wine
This tulip-shaped glass is approved by wine authorities everywhere for serving any type of wine. Hand blown, heat tempered, and dishwasher safe. The European-style goblet has a wooden stopper like a "Bug in a Wine Barrel". Holds 20 oz.
• All Purpose Glass $7.60
• Carafe $14.00
Many other traditional wine glasses in stock. Send for free catalogue.
(See also p.5) S. Nicholas Boutiques, S. Claus, Indiana 47179

"Over-The-Shoe" Storm Boots
Warm, comfortable, dry in winter's slush and snow. Sueded uppers with Dyneon mouton trim, waterproof fraction soles, lush Orlon Acrylic pile lining. Slip over shoes; zip them up. 9½ high. Colors: Brown or Black. Send shoe size (5-9). $19.00 ppd.
(See Spring Catalog (February) 1)

Johnny Appleseed’s
Marjorie Lumm’s Wine Glasses
Box 732 • Sausalito, CA 94965

STAIRWAY ELEVATOR
SAVES YOUR HEART
Your STAIR-Glide will be shipped to you within 48 hours in less than two hours. No special wiring. No moving parts or motors. Tax deductible when recommended by a physician. GUARANTEED.

Write for free brochure
AMERICAN STAIR-Glide CORP.
101 West 68th Terrace, Kansas City, Missouri 64114

100
t Street, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.
PERSIAN TILE
For Persian persyucc lovers—a white ceramic tile with proud Persian in color. Even stubborn dog fans fall for their charm. 6 inch square. $4.99 plus 40c post. A delightful gift for any and every cat owner. Anthony Enterprises, HG1-516, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

BUTCHER BLOCK
Now the famous Parsons design T-square table takes on a two-inch thick top of maple butcher block and legs of flat black steel. 48" by 24", $84; 48" by 30" or 60" by 24", $93.50; 60" by 30", $105.50. Add $20 for mirror chrome legs. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 50c. The Butcher Block & More, Dept. 12-D, 1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 60616.

PERFECT PAIR
There is no nicer way to preserve baby’s first shoes! Bronze plated in solid metal to last forever. Also portrait stands (shown), bookends, TV lamps. Send for full details, money saving certificate, and handy mailing sack. A lasting gift for grandparents. $3.99 ppd.

RETRACTING BRUSH
Pet brush massages, brushes and cleans itself thanks to its 120 retractable bristles. It works with a simple twist to extend bristles, another twist retracts them. Frequent use gives your pet a smooth, glossy and healthy coat.

PROVINCIAL PILLOW
Cross stitch in an old world design for a 16" square knife edge pillow. Kit includes design on oyster Belgian linen, wools, linen for pillow back, cording, zipper, instructions. Choose two tone red, blue, green, gold, brown, black or gray and rose wools. $7 ppd. Order from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, WI 54901.

SHOPPING AROUND
BRUSH
PERSIAN TILE
For Persian persyucc lovers—a white ceramic tile with proud Persian in color. Even stubborn dog fans fall for their charm. 6 inch square. $4.99 plus 40c post. A delightful gift for any and every cat owner. Anthony Enterprises, HG1-516, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.
**Four Magnificent Emperor Panels Reproduced in Full Color**

Hand painted panels from the Emperor's Treasuries, hand-duped with the finest decorator touches, bringing quiet beauty and elegance to every decor. These incredibly beautiful reproductions capture the library craftsmanship and flushing power of the emperors. Hung in your office, dining room, or living room, they will bring a dramatic new touch of beauty to every setting.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to reproduce the dazzling color and excitement of each panel from the original. Black and white reproductions here. Only when you see these craftsmen's masterpieces can you actually appreciate their delicacy and superb workmanship.

**EXQUISITE HAND PAINTED PANELS YOURS AS LARGE 38" x 12" FULL COLOR PRINTS FOR YOUR HOME OR OFFICE—ALL 4 ONLY $3**

Hand-painted panels from the Emporer's Treasuries, hand-duped with the finest decorator touches, bringing quiet beauty and elegance to every decor. These incredibly beautiful reproductions capture the library craftsmanship and flushing power of the emperors. Hung in your office, dining room, or living room, they will bring a dramatic new touch of beauty to every setting.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to reproduce the dazzling color and excitement of each panel from the original. Black and white reproductions here. Only when you see these craftsmen's masterpieces can you actually appreciate their delicacy and superb workmanship.

**GOOD EARTH**

A counter greenhouse is just the thing to appeal to serious green thumbs, too. 2¾" by 1¾" wide, it holds a half bushel soil. Seeds start germinating in three to five days under 70° heat controlled conditions. Made of sturdy, re-inforced polystyrene. $12.95 pod. and with four packets of seeds. Plantas, Dept. H-1, Lutherville, MD 21093.

**THE EATER'S HEATER**

Soup's on! In seconds you have piping hot bouillon, instant cof fee, cocoa or tea. Just plug this handy water heater into any 110 volt outlet. Water boils in moments. A bonus for the dorm or office. Only $1.49 plus 15¢ postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 606 Post Rd., Westport, CT 06880.

**A TREE GROWS IN . . .**

The leaves may be gone, but you can still have a colorful tree abloom in your bath. Brass-plated towel rings in blue, pink, gold, avocado, white or fruitwood hang in a quartet from a wood trunk. Marble base accents with elegance. 16¾" h. 9" w. $11.95 pod. Order #SWT-178 from St. Nicholas Boutiques, H02, Santa Claus, IN 47579.

**PET-OWNER'S AID**

Dispose of animal wastes with a mini septic tank that installs into the ground and liquefies solid animal wastes by enzyme action. Metal "Doggie Dooley" is harmless to humans, pets and greenery. With lid, shovel, six-months' enzyme supply. $10.95. Extra year's supply, $4.55. Pdp. Huron Products Co., HG1, Box 346, Bellevue, OH 44811.

**CRYSTAL ILLUSION**

The glint of crystal is the way to set a new formal pattern for your dining hour. In this case, handsome crystaliers fit right onto your candlesticks. Each has nine hand-cut prisms balanced in a circle of brass-like metal to measure 4¼" across. $5.95 plus $1.05 post. Morin, Inc., HG-101, 4900 Georgia Ave., West Palm Beach, FL 33405.

**Golden Treasury of Labels**

Stock up on a supply of elegant address labels. This set features variety: 250 black-on-gold script initial address labels [1½" x ½"] and 125 matching gold initial envelope seals [1" x 1"]. Packed in 2" x 3" plastic boxes, complete set for $3.44c [via air, add 44c]. Write for fund raising folder, too. Bruce Bolind, 21 Bolind Blvd., Boulder, Colorado 80302. Thank you kindly!
COACHMAN'S QUIAFF
When the tavern lamp's lit, regale guests who order beer/ale with glasses-by-the-yard! Clear crystal glass quarters and half jiggers rest in polished walnut finish wood stand, designed for those fancied by English coach-drivers of the 1600's. ¼ yard, $2.98 ppp. Bon A-Fide, Dept. HG1, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

SAFE AND EASY
Ironing board holder hangs over door or mounts on wall in your ironing area. Board's stand slips over two hooks out of the way. Prevents cupboard tangle and accidents, yet ironing board is always handy. $1.49 plus 25c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, No. Conway, NH 03860.

SWAGGER SWEATER
Can rugged good looks find happiness in easy-care fabric? Win-tuk Orion acrylic men's sweater says "yes!" Belted sleeveless U-neck matches polyester and cotton turtleneck in navy, bone, white, burgundy, espresso brown; S, M, L or XL. Machine washable! Either, $12; both, $23. Add 75c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

MEASURE TREASURES
Something for a switched-on cook; berry pattern measuring cups and glasses-by-the-yard! Clear crystal glass quarter- and half cup and pint, walnut finish. 23" h., 16" w., 21" d. $21.95 exp. coll. Unfinished kit, $16.95 ppd. Yield House, 10550.

CHANDLER'S QUAFF
When the tavern lamp's lit, regale guests who order beer/ale with glasses-by-the-yard! Clear crystal glass quarters and half jiggers rest in polished walnut finish wood stand, designed for those fancied by English coach-drivers of the 1600's. ¼ yard, $2.98 ppp. Bon A-Fide, Dept. HG1, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

SAFE AND EASY
Ironing board holder hangs over door or mounts on wall in your ironing area. Board's stand slips over two hooks out of the way. Prevents cupboard tangle and accidents, yet ironing board is always handy. $1.49 plus 25c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, No. Conway, NH 03860.

SWAGGER SWEATER
Can rugged good looks find happiness in easy-care fabric? Win-tuk Orion acrylic men's sweater says "yes!" Belted sleeveless U-neck matches polyester and cotton turtleneck in navy, bone, white, burgundy, espresso brown; S, M, L or XL. Machine washable! Either, $12; both, $23. Add 75c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.

MEASURE TREASURES
Something for a switched-on cook; berry pattern measuring cups and glasses-by-the-yard! Clear crystal glass quarter- and half cup and pint, walnut finish. 23" h., 16" w., 21" d. $21.95 exp. coll. Unfinished kit, $16.95 ppd. Yield House, 10550.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**CAPPED COIF**

Sleepy ones slip into a cap to protect a brushed-in-hairset the way no hairnet can. It’s made of lightweight mesh and you press ends together to close it snugly after you wrap it around your head. Comes in white only. One size suits all, $3.33. Keep-Set, HG1, 2125 Pound Dr., Placentia, CA 92670.

**INITIALLED STAMP BOX**

Gold-plated, satin-finished box 2" in diameter takes a roll of stamps and comes engraved with three initials and postage stamp design. Handy for desk at home or in the office. Felt-like base protects wood or glass surfaces. A thoughtful little Valentine’s gift for that special person. $2.50 ppd. Order from Bruce Bolind, HG1, Boulder, CO 80302.

**CHEST OF JEWELS**

For the young lady in your life who loves to bedeck herself with baubles and bangles—a multi-tier jewelry box filled with gems aplenty. Two necklaces, five bracelets, three rings and a pin suitable for girls 8 to 12. Box, 5 1/2" by 1 1/4", $3.50 ppd. from Discoveries from Around the Globe, HG1, Box B8, W. Nyack, NY 10994.

**BERTH OF BEAUTY**

Credit goes to hand-embroidered crewel for spreading its talent for good taste in multicolor on natural backgrounds. Single bedspread, 80" by 115", $55; full size bedspread, 94" by 115", $60; king size bedspread, 120" by 120", $80. Ppd. Write to Gurian Fabrics Inc., HG1, 11 E. 33 St., New York, NY 10016.

**SCANDIA SNUGGERY**

Scoff at snowy chill in a handmade Norwegian wool cardigan of classic hues. Traditional pattern in colorfast red, yellow, green and black on white, in women’s sizes S, M, L. Skoll $49 plus $1 post. Brochure filled with gifts and sweaters for him and her. 25c. La Boutique Unique, HG1, Box 823, Stamford, CT 06904.

**THE Odorless CAT TOILET**


---

**SHOECRAFT**

Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains by mountain weavers, a skill handed down by their forefathers. Real homespun cotton in iron. In gold, red, blue, olive, brown and khaki sand. Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains by mountain weavers, a skill handed down by their forefathers. Real homespun cotton in iron. In gold, red, blue, olive, brown and khaki sand. Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains by mountain weavers, a skill handed down by their forefathers. Real homespun cotton in iron. In gold, red, blue, olive, brown and khaki sand.
BEAUTY MARK
Richly designed in solid beech with a handsome seat and back of cane, the Regence flower armchair is perfect in a period room, eclectic enough to mix and match with other pieces. 38"h., 23"w., 19"d., 17½" seat h., $97; side chair, $81. Exp. coll. Catalogue. $1. Door Store of Washington, D.C., HG1, 3140 M St. N.W., Washington, DC 20007.

CROSS STITCHERY
Fun Samplers in kit form are ready to stitch and make a truly personal gift. Mahogany or maple finish frames. Two designs: grandmother (shown) or gardener. "Old gardeners never die, they just fade away." Oyster linen, 8½" by 15", bright floss, needle, instructions, frame. $3.50 ea. plus 45c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

SHRINER'S HOUR
The elegant embroidered man's slipper takes one step further if it delighted with the symbolism. Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.

DINNER SETTING
Don't you just love them — adorable accommodations for candles? They bring a touch of elegance to any table. Porcelain holders drilled to take three different sizes, from ½" base to the slimmest of tags. Treasures, whose bird ornamentation shows up in native colorings, 2½" high from West Germany. Set of six, $12; matching 7½" candles $2.50. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1401, Evanston, IL 60204.

VIBRAMATIC
MASSAGE PILLOW
Helps relieve tension, minor muscular pain and helps increase circulation. It brings the benefits of delightful and gentle massage action with our patented massage pillow (patent #116,485) to help you relax and relieve your tensions. Helps you drift into a tranquil sleep just as if you were using a professional massage. Wedge shape gives you the best massage and comfort. Vibrator is battery operated and built into the pillow — no electricity needed. Operates on 2 D-batteries (included). Made of non-allergenic, neoprene foam with 100% cotton covered washable cotton decorator fabric cover in gold or avocado green (specify color). 18" x 18" x 12". Only $18.95 plus $1.99 pp.

SWEDISH HEALTH PRODUCTS
Dept. HG1, 77-19 30th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11372

SHOPPING AROUND

An anti-stress pillow (patent #3464405) that really works! Helps you drift into a tranquil sleep just as if you were using a professional massage. Vibramatic Massage Pillow (patent #116,485) to help you relax and relieve your tensions. Helps you drift into a tranquil sleep just as if you were using a professional massage. Wedge shape gives you the best massage and comfort. Vibrator is battery operated and built into the pillow — no electricity needed. Operates on 2 D-batteries (included). Made of non-allergic, neoprene foam with 100% cotton covered washable cotton decorator fabric cover in gold or avocado green (specify color). 18" x 18" x 12". Only $18.95 plus $1.99 pp.

SILVERWARE STACKERS
Richly Gold- or Silver-plated! To beautify your buffet table to give you more serving space! Lavish design — richly Gold- or Silver-plated! New elegance, and so very practical, too. Some stacking: stackers can hold your flatware, keep service clutter-free, save needed space. Original English design. Model 816 x 916 x 61/8". Set of 13. $29.50. Molded speakers look great even from the back — put them anywhere! THE REALISTIC STEREO CONCERTMATE Only 89.95. Get it at our store near you. . . . over 1200 in 49 states. We're in the phone book.

STEREO CONCERTMATE

The first 3-piece FM/AM radio to consider all points of view! Sleek, white cabinets, "black-out" panel. Dial glow green when radio is on, pointer glows red on FM-stereo stations. Place the speakers up to 10-feet apart — for best stereo and to suit the room. Headphone jack for "private" listening, too. Each module 0½" x 9½ x 6½". You'll love it.

Six Rare Game Birds

SIX RARE GAME BIRDS

Life-size, sculptured in cold-painted bronze by the noted English sculptor, Ward. Each figure is handcrafted and hand-finished. Realistic portrayal of songbirds, Each a treasured memento. Each painted in natural colors, painted in gold. Price $25.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed. Any 3 for $68.00. Model #1, Bobolink; #2, Widow Cuckoo; #3, Bower; #4, Goldfinch. WORLD ART & GIFT SHOP Dept. HG1, 275 W. 7th St., Ft. Worth, Texas 76107

The Stereo Radio that looks good from any viewpoint.

North American Supermarket of Sound

Across the nation, nationwide Supermarket of Sound stations across the nation, find us in the phone book.
**NEW SLEEP COMFORT**

Raise the full width of your mattress for more healthful, restful sleep. Just place NU-SLANT under your mattress at either head or foot of bed. 7-adjustable positions allow you to pre-set the height from 5 to 14". Better than extra pillows, folds invisibly flat when bed is made. Customer approved for 12 years. Plywood construction. Head Elevation eases varicose, circulatory and heart ailments.

**ORDER YOUR FOLDING TOTE**

For $5:; to: Dept. HG

or brown, specify color choice

- Wide (14-1/2" by 15" by 5")

For $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Talbots, Dept. AC, Hingham, MA 02043.

**WEARABLE SAUNA**

Slim suit works just like a Finnish sauna bath: it retains body heat and releases excess tissue moisture. Easy to wear while you're cleaning house or jogging... or even watching TV! Elastic around wrists and ankles. Easy way to lose pounds, feel great! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**HAPPY WRAP-UP**

After years of costumey clothing, clear classics are all the nicer. So why not treat yourself to a but-ton front wrap skirt? Wide back panels and handy patch pockets, fashioned in pink, yellow, blue or khaki Scotchgard cotton polyester. Sized S, M, L $16 plus 90c post. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. AC, Hingham, MA 02043.

**AMERICAN ACCENT**

Anything ethnic's chic, and patchwork warms a room with homespun comfort that's Appalachian. Washable, permapress cotton comes in any colors you wish. Specify four colors and get 16 samples for 10c. 45" w. fabric. 4" sq., $6.25 yd.; 2" sq., $8 yd. Ppd. Brochure 10c: Appalachian Trails, HG1, Box 247, Arlington, VA 22210.

**COME AND GET IT!**

As welcome as that sound of the dinner bell: a bright yellow steep flag that signals the postman's left the mail. Saves unnecessary trips especially in bad weather! Installs easily, works automatically when the mail's delivered. With instructions completely assembled. $2.25 plus 50c post. House of Minnel, Dept. 512C, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

**END BED WETTING and prevent embarrassment**

with 

**DRI-PANTS**

(patented)

for children

AND ADULTS

PIPE BRACE CO. • Dept. HG-12SP • 811 WANDOTTE • KANSAS CITY, MO. 64105

Happy Wrap-Up After years of costumey clothing, clear classics are all the nicer. So why not treat yourself to a button front wrap skirt? Wide back panels and handy patch pockets, fashioned in pink, yellow, blue or khaki Scotchgard cotton polyester. Sized S, M, L $16 plus 90c post. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. AC, Hingham, MA 02043.

**AMERICAN ACCENT**

Anything ethnic's chic, and patchwork warms a room with homespun comfort that's Appalachian. Washable, permapress cotton comes in any colors you wish. Specify four colors and get 16 samples for 10c. 45" w. fabric. 4" sq., $6.25 yd.; 2" sq., $8 yd. Ppd. Brochure 10c: Appalachian Trails, HG1, Box 247, Arlington, VA 22210.

**COME AND GET IT!**

As welcome as that sound of the dinner bell: a bright yellow steep flag that signals the postman's left the mail. Saves unnecessary trips especially in bad weather! Installs easily, works automatically when the mail's delivered. With instructions completely assembled. $2.25 plus 50c post. House of Minnel, Dept. 512C, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

**END BED WETTING and prevent embarrassment**

with 

**DRI-PANTS**

(patented)

for children

AND ADULTS

PIPE BRACE CO. • Dept. HG-12SP • 811 WANDOTTE • KANSAS CITY, MO. 64105

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**NEW SLEEP COMFORT**

Raise the full width of your mattress for more healthful, restful sleep. Just place NU-SLANT under your mattress at either head or foot of bed. 7-adjustable positions allow you to pre-determine the height from 5 to 14". Better than extra pillows, folds invisibly flat when bed is made. Customer approved for 12 years. Plywood construction. Head Elevation eases varicose, circulatory and heart ailments.

**ORDER YOUR FOLDING TOTE**

For $5:; to: Dept. HG

or brown, specify color choice

- Wide (14-1/2" by 15" by 5")

For $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Talbots, Dept. AC, Hingham, MA 02043.

**WEARABLE SAUNA**

Slim suit works just like a Finnish sauna bath: it retains body heat and releases excess tissue moisture. Easy to wear while you're cleaning house or jogging... or even watching TV! Elastic around wrists and ankles. Easy way to lose pounds, feel great! $3.98 plus 35c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

**HAPPY WRAP-UP**

After years of costumey clothing, clear classics are all the nicer. So why not treat yourself to a button front wrap skirt? Wide back panels and handy patch pockets, fashioned in pink, yellow, blue or khaki Scotchgard cotton polyester. Sized S, M, L $16 plus 90c post. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. AC, Hingham, MA 02043.

**AMERICAN ACCENT**

Anything ethnic's chic, and patchwork warms a room with homespun comfort that's Appalachian. Washable, permapress cotton comes in any colors you wish. Specify four colors and get 16 samples for 10c. 45" w. fabric. 4" sq., $6.25 yd.; 2" sq., $8 yd. Ppd. Brochure 10c: Appalachian Trails, HG1, Box 247, Arlington, VA 22210.

**COME AND GET IT!**

As welcome as that sound of the dinner bell: a bright yellow steep flag that signals the postman's left the mail. Saves unnecessary trips especially in bad weather! Installs easily, works automatically when the mail's delivered. With instructions completely assembled. $2.25 plus 50c post. House of Minnel, Dept. 512C, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, IL 60510.

**END BED WETTING and prevent embarrassment**

with 

**DRI-PANTS**

(patented)

for children

AND ADULTS

PIPE BRACE CO. • Dept. HG-12SP • 811 WANDOTTE • KANSAS CITY, MO. 64105
PROTECTION!
Non-allergenic foam fleece mask slips over mouth and nose to protect from sick room germs, paint, cleaning fluids or garden sprays. One size fits all and is washable and reusable. Particularly good for painting or paint removal. $1.29 each plus freight charges. HG1, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-172, San Francisco, CA 94105.

PERSIAN GEOMETRY
Needlepnt giant pillow, 20" by 20", is ready to stitch in a traditional Persian pattern or geometric designs. Colors are: gold, white, orange, green, red, and purple. Kit includes 10-mesh canvas, tapestry yarn, needle and instructions. Kit, $15.95 plus $1 postage. The Stitchery, HG1, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181.

CENTURY OF LIGHT
Night light stays soft and cool and is said to last for one hundred years. Plug it into wall socket in cellar, garage or dim area and forget it. Continuous operation costs only 2c a week. Splendid safety for older folks. $1.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GLAMOUR ‘PHONE
Feel like Jean Harlow with a white and gold Baroness telephone. It has a standard cord, plug and bell—for use immediately and no rental charge! White with gold dial and letters, designed to hold itself in place. $29.95 plus $2 post. Free brochure of many interesting and decorative models. Grand Corn, Inc., HG1, 1152 6th Ave., New York, NY 10036.

IN JUST 2 WEEKS
your child starts reading better!

Now—see the same heartwarming results as other parents with The Sound Way to Easy Reading. Because phonograph records drill your child in the tried-and-true phonic method, he may accomplish more in a few weeks at home than in a whole year at school. University tests show children gained up to a full year's grade in reading in six weeks. One mother calls it a "miracle"! Another "listened in amazement!" Wouldn't you be satisfied to be "pleased"? Let us mail you a free illustrated folder without obligation. Write today: BRENNER-DAVIS PHONICS, Dept. S-9, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

Picture . . . “COUNTRY CHARM” EARLY AMERICAN APPLIANCES . . . and You!

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RANGE . . .
... authentic CAST IRON reproduction from original patterns. Combined with the Early American charm of this handsome antique is the convenience of fully automatic oven and burner controls, and an easy-care porcelain top. Coffee mill uniquely houses clock, oven timer and minute minder. Fits modern range space. Prices start at $435.00, plus freight charges.

CAST IRON WALL OVEN . . . (inset)
Front is CAST IRON with handsome scroll design. The 18" oven is fully insulated and porcelain lined. Hearth door conceals all controls and clock and timer. Available in right or left hand door models. Prices begin at $267.50, plus freight charges.

Quality Backed by 35 Years of Skilled Craftsmanship.

FREE “Country Charm” Appliance Folder Upon Request

OXYGEN INHALER

NEW, SAFE, POCKET-SIZE

This modern engineering miracle breathes a new name, in easy to use, refills in seconds. OXYGEN, the breath of life, now available in everyone, everywhere— at home, or work or play! All-brass valve, lightweight, spring-powered needle— stainless steel hardened . . . for use anywhere in the world without worrying about corrosion. Consult your physician about benefits of OXYGEN for respiratory ailments.

INHALER & Cartridge (3 qts.) $5.98

Camalier

Dept. HG-172, Rogers, Ark. 72756

CAMELIER-BUCKLEY

NOW IN STAINLESS STEEL!
SUPER-WOK and dome lid . . . . $4.98

You sold it, and we've done it! Our fabulous Chinese Wok, now better than ever in sturdy, rust proof stainless steel! Traditional shape is the secret of Oriental cookery, and of low-calorie cookery, using mere drops of oil or water. Deep dome lid assures proper steam and steam method for delicate dishes— ring stand—built-in steamer and broccoli, even beef! 12" diameter, recipe included.

IN STAINLESS STEEL!
CAST IRON WALL OVEN . . . . $238.00

NOW IN STAINLESS STEEL!
CAST IRON RANGE . . . . $435.00

CHOPPING AROUND

INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR

Now always have each day of the month at your "fingertips." 12 monthly metal cards attach to watch band. Reversable with gold and silver sides to match any watch. Set starts with month after order.

Colodner Set
$1.98 — 15c Mailing Each
Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

THE PLEASURES OF CHINESE COOKERY

By Grace Zia Chu — a treasure trove of table dishes — ring stand—built-in steamer and broccoli, even beef! 12" diameter, recipe included.

Camalier

Dept. HG-172, Rogers, Ark. 72756

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER

585 Market St., Dept. HG-172
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

FREE “Country Charm” Appliance Folder

Harriet Carter

Dept. HG-172

FREE “Country Charm” Appliance Folder

PA 90462
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PRICES SHOWN ARE
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
This might be the perfect way to save for that proverbial rainy day. It's a knitted sock with a change purse clasp attached to the top. The sock is long enough to hold a trove of cash plus lots of loose change. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

PERFECT PICK-UP
A friend gifted us with a magnetic pin master at Christmas and we don't know how we lived without it. A magnetic ring around the top of the 3" by 1½" see-through container holds the pins at the ready for plunging, but they never spill out. Easy to refill. $2.25 plus 50c post. Artisan Gal- leries, HG1, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204.

GALA SPECTRUM
Can be seen with prism made of optical glass that bends light rays of shorter wavelength at a sharper angle than those of longer wavelength. Fine introduction to theory of electromagnetic waves, whole science of color. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS
Quality-built for long service, this pet door automatically closes by patented magnetic device. Looks good, too! Has nylon lock with weathertight, either side lock-up. Easy installation with furnished kit. 11" by 13" opening, 13" by 15½" overall. $18.95 ppd. Plaza Enterprises, P.O. Box 411-H-10, La Cygne, KS 66040.

FAIR FERNERY
A delicate, airy fern is the subject and his treatment superb in the original lithographs by celebrated artist, Ebb Pate. Printed in color on fine paper, signed by the artist and each in its own portfolio, set of two is $10 plus 25c postage, 10" by 12" each. Order now from Merri Makers, HG1, 502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, GA 31792.

SHOPPING AROUND

Wake up to fresh coffee
COFFEE STARTER will have your coffee ready for you when you wake up in the morning. Put water & coffee in pot night before, plug cord into starter & plug starter into outlet, set time. Presto! Next morning your coffee is ready when you roll out of bed. Most best to having someone wait on you. You'll love being so spoiled! New: Poppy Red, Avocado Green, Harvest Gold, Ivory. Specify color.

$6.98 2 for $13.85

Joan C. Luchs
HG-1, 8010 Old York Road
Elkins Park, Pa. 19117

Life Long ID Tag for Pets
Don't worry about your dog or cat getting lost. This identification Tag has all the necessary information for his safe return — pet's name, your name, address and phone number — all embossed free. Lifetime polished stainless steel, complete with collar hook, $1.00 ppd. Your order will be sent by FAST FIRST CLASS MAIL at no extra charge!

WEST BERG ENTERPRISES, LTD.
Dept. 2138, 2842 E. Serendipity Cr., Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917
GUATEMALAN Poncho
What's better on a wintry eve than a wooly warm poncho hand-woven for you? Each design varies slightly—all are stunning. A luxurious and fun way to complete an ankle skirt or pants outfit. Specify bright or subtle colors. Backgrounds—black, brown, red, green, blue or beige. $14.95 ppd. Barbara Baxter Gifts, HG1, Box 581, Arcadia, CA 91006.

SUPER SOURDOUGH
Any San Francisco fan knows the joy of fresh, crispy sourdough bread. "Old Fashioned San Francisco Sourdough Starter" shares the secrets—ingredients, recipes, and harmony; $2.95 plus 25c post. JM. Hoist, Inc., Dept. JO, 130 W. 42 St., NY 10036.

EVERY TIME OPENER
Friction belt loop mounted on hardwood handle is an indispensable opener for screw-cap jars, bottles or cans. Removes tight lids in a jiffy every time. Carry it in picnic baskets; use in kitchen, bar, workshop, office. Adjustable. $1.69 plus 31c post.; two, $3.30 ppd. Kary Enterprises, Dept. HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94105.

MUSIC MASTER
"How To Read Music In One Evening!" cuts learning time from months to hours. A method that eliminates agonizing practice sessions and costly lessons. Book reduces music to the three basic elements: melody, rhythm and harmony; $2.95 plus 25c post. J. W. Holst, Inc., Dept. JO, 1005 E. Bay, East Tawas, MI 48730.

DISAPPEARING ACT
Bulletin board of a thousand faces increases its versatility the more it's called on to perform. Eureka! Jot down the phone message; later, wipe it off to remind Junior to walk the dog. In transparent 8" by 20" Lucite, bulletin board comes with marking pencil and is great for gifting. $7.90 plus 50c post. Edith Haas, HG1, 130 W. 42 St., NY 10036.

REPAIR EYEGLASSES
The handy kit is invaluable wherever glasses come apart at the joints of home, on a plane or while traveling. Kit includes all necessary cardboard corkscrews, and materials for repair. Costs $1.29 post. Anthony Enterprises, 585 Market St., Dept. HG1, Box 581, Arcadia, CA 91006.
FLORIDA
JENSEN BEACH

VISITING DISNEY WORLD THIS WINTER?
Top off your Florida trip with a week on a Waterbird houseboat. An unforgettable vacation of relaxed togetherness, tinged with the tinkle of adventure. Advance reservations now being accepted. No boating experience necessary.

Write for brochure: Waterbird (H-6) Box 617 Jensen Beach, Florida, 33457

THE WATERBIRD FLEET

MELBOURNE

Get the new 1971
Tourist Guide to the
Bahama Out Islands
172 pages of details describing rates, activities, transportation, communication etc. at more than 110 Out Island resorts. Tells where to go, how, when, to expect and how much it will cost. Plan your own Out Island vacation. Send $2.98 plus $2.00 handling each. Check or Money Order to: ISLANDS UNLIMITED, INC. P.O. Box 1442, Dept. H.G. Melbourne, Fla. 32901

GEORGIA
SEASIDE

The gracious resort.

Come once to The Cloister and you'll come again and again. It's a way of life, a world itself, sunny, charming. Ask about our golf holidays. And our rental homes. The Cloister Hotel. (912-638-3611) Sea Island Ga. 31561

GROWING PLANTS IN A DRY CLIMATE is one of the toughest challenges gardeners have to face. The ingenious Persians met the challenge thousands of years ago by building an irrigation system to carry water from the snowy mountains and to tap underground streams. Operating today as it did in the time of Darius, this system joins forces with the brilliant Persian sunlight and fertile soil by giving plants the water they need to produce bountifully. The Persians enjoy seeing their precious water, too, and do not hide it away in underground pipes as we do. It moves through open channels in gardens like the one on page 67, where its sparkle can be seen while evaporation softens the air with moisture. Prominent in every home garden is a raised, open-topped tank from which water for plants can be dipped without stooping. Children sit on the tank's broad rim to paddle their feet, pets drink from it, and there may even be a fish or two to eke out the family food supply and keep mosquitoes under control. The best book on Persian gardens is Persian Gardens and Garden Pavilions by D. N. Wilber (Tuttle).

NEWEST AIDS TO GRASS GROWING include three newly developed techniques. The Green Bay Packers, for instance, play football on a heated field. The idea is not to keep the Packers from getting chilblains, but to keep the tender roots of turf grasses from damage by freezing in Wisconsin's sub-zero winters. Many other playing fields have similar installations, some using electric cables, others, steam or hot water pipes. A second, new grass-growing technique is forced drainage: Slotted plastic pipe and suction pumps remove excess water and keep the field from getting soggy even after a heavy rain. Underground irrigation is a third technique: Plastic pipe and pumps supply water as needed during dry weather. The soil, of course, is specially compounded to take advantage of a heat-drainage-irrigation system and all kinds of grasses thrive on it. To install a turf-growing setup of this kind costs about as much as a star footballer's ransom, so don't expect to see very many of your neighbors growing these lawns.

LAST YEAR'S SUNFLOWERS will come into their own in January. If you stored the dried seed heads away after they ripened last fall, now is the time to start bringing them out. Hang them with wire from tree branches so the birds can peck out the seeds for themselves. Or shuck them out by hand to fill your feeders. But don't forget to save a handful of seeds to plant next summer. No plant so easy to grow produces so lavish and varied a crop: flowers in the summer and birds in the winter.
A NEW YEAR'S HANGOVER can be fatal to a house plant. Dumping an unweated drink into the nearest flowerpot may be a time honored way of avoiding offense to an over-enthusiastic host, but the offense to the host's plant is another matter. Plants that readily submit to having medflybugs swabbed from their leaves with alcohol cannot abide the stuff when it comes in contact with their roots. So, on New Year's Eve or any other occasion when alcohol flows freely, the best place for your choice house plants is in a secluded, guest-free part of the house.

COLOR OUTDOORS is more than a some time thing. It is always there, changing from month to month, sometimes from day to day, throughout the year. Taking advantage of this palette of color to create garden pictures calls for a good deal of imagination and skill in the selection and growing of plants. Imagination and the skill gained through long experience are amply evident in Color for Your Yard and Garden by Elda Haring (Hawthorn, $12.95). Mrs. Haring takes up the colors one by one, describing all kinds of possible blends and combinations. She goes into chart lo give heights, colors, and blooming seasons at a glance.

SHOWING OFF HOUSE PLANTS to best advantage calls for imagination. One inventive plant lover turned a wicker hassock upside down, hung it with chains from the porch roof, left, and set a pot of trailing zebrina inside. The result would be even more spectacular with a brilliant fuchsia or ivy geranium, but of course any trailing plant will show its best when used in this way. Hassocks of this type, sometimes called ottomans, are sold in most furniture shops that handle wicker.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR BEGINNING GARDENERS is abun-
dantly available from the United States Department of Agriculture whose list of publications is as long as a hoe handle and incredibly varied. One of the most recent USDA pamphlets is growing ornamentals in urban gardens by Henry M. Cathey of the Plant Science Research Division. Dr. Cathey's title does not really do justice to the great range of information he has to offer. His instructions for planting and watering, for instance, apply as well to country as to urban conditions. The pamphlet is Home and Garden Bulletin No. 188 and the price is fifteen cents, postpaid from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402. Lists of other USDA publications are free for the asking from the Superintendent of Documents.
Add beauty to your home with roses.  

Send for FREE 52-Page Star Rose Catalog

Select from over 100 kinds — all guaranteed to bloom in your garden — described and lavishly illustrated — most in full color — in our 52-page 1972 Star Rose Spring Catalog.  Includes new All-America Award Winners.  

Send for your free copy today!

STAR ROSES, Box 296, West Grove, Pa. 19390

Send me your free Spring Rose Catalog.

Name ______

Address ______

State ______ Zip ______

---

**THE GARDEN MART**

The first excitement of a gardener's spring comes just after the turn of the year when catalogues start arriving. If you're addicted to coupon clipping or have long-standing memberships on the mailing lists of old-line seed and plant firms your chief concern will be restraining your appetite. Let the size of your garden and the amount of time you have to work on it govern the amount of seed and the numbers of plants you order. It is important, as the catalogue writers insist, to order early and it is also important to make sure packages of plants, when they arrive, are not left standing around unopened.

Actually, some of the newer methods of packing and shipping...
improve the plant's chance of survival by the handling they must undergo between growing fields and home gardens. Lighter weight plastic pots filled with lightweight soil and wrapped in evaporation-retarding plastic film reduce shipping costs and give the plants the best possible protection in transit. Seeds, of course, have never posed any shipping problem but some of the newest ways of handling them go a long way toward easing the gardener's work load. Pre-seeded pots, for example, need only to be kept moist and well supplied with light to produce setting-out-sized plants of petunias or what have you—no bother with handling tiny seeds, messy soil, etc., and the pots themselves, being made of peat, go into the ground along with the plants. Another idea for your garden this spring is buying flower seeds in planting tapes with seeds machine-spaced at exact intervals so that the flowers will grow to their right size without any need of being transplanted. Just think of all the time it saves—no growing from seed in flats and then thinning and transplanting into the garden later. Planting tapes have proved themselves in commercial vegetable crops and at last they are being offered to the home gardener. The water soluble tape is placed at the proper depth in the ground for straight rows or curving patterns. As the tape dissolves the seeds grow into mature plants and are spaced for a great show in the garden. There are lots of new things—and probably a lot of old ones you haven't tried yet—and most of them are worthwhile. So let your budgets of time, money, and space control your lists for ordering. Let quality be your guide, as it is with the people who send the catalogues.

B. A. LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR
LEARN MODERN LANDSCAPING for exciting hobby or profit. Thousands of spare or full time money making opportunities. Start a profitable business—we show you how. Study and earn your certificate at home. Write today for free book. Approved for Veterans.
NATIONAL LANDSCAPE INSTITUTE
Dept. #60
2251 Barry Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 5122 Burpee Bldg. Phila., Pa. 19132 • Clinton, Iowa 52732 • Riverside, Calif. 92502

Drawn and bought • Finest seeds for vegetables

LORD & BURNHAM is America's leading source for home greenhouses. Prefabricated for easy, inexpensive installation, these all-aluminum structures will add substantial value to your residence as well, and will last a lifetime with little maintenance or upkeep.

DOZENS OF STYLES AND MODELS IN FULL-SIZE HOUSES TO FIT EVERY TASTE AND BUDGET FROM AS LOW AS $495 TO $2,500. OR GET STARTED WITH A WINDOW GREENHOUSE FROM $135 AND UP DELIVERED. SEND TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG #00.

Please send your free, 32-page full-color catalog that tells all about home greenhouses, heating, ventilation and insulation for every kind of home.

Check here if only window greenhouse brochure is wanted.

Address
City/State/Zip:

St. Catharines, Ont.

A home greenhouse makes you a year-round gardener

Poinsettia at Christmas, carnations in autumn, tomatoes and zinnias when you want them!

It's like gardening you have to restrict yourself to one season. Instead, Lord & Burnham puts you into your home for the whole year—year round. It's your own private greenhouse. Not only is it a home greenhouse, but a fascinating fun center, but an educational experience for the entire family. It's what a perfect way to get a head start on the spring season with advance planting and cutting for early crops, both flower and vegetable!

Lord & Burnham is America's leading source for home greenhouses. Prefabricated for easy, inexpensive installation, these all-aluminum structures will add substantial value to your residence as well, and will last a lifetime with little maintenance or upkeep.

DOZENS OF STYLES AND MODELS IN FULL-SIZE HOUSES TO FIT EVERY TASTE AND BUDGET FROM AS LOW AS $495 TO $2,500. OR GET STARTED WITH A WINDOW GREENHOUSE FROM $135 AND UP DELIVERED. SEND TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG #00.

Please send your free, 32-page full-color catalog that tells all about home greenhouses, heating, ventilation and insulation for every kind of home.

Check here if only window greenhouse brochure is wanted.

Address
City/State/Zip:

St. Catharines, Ont.

A home greenhouse makes you a year-round gardener

Poinsettia at Christmas, carnations in autumn, tomatoes and zinnias when you want them!

It's like gardening you have to restrict yourself to one season. Instead, Lord & Burnham puts you into your home for the whole year—year round. It's your own private greenhouse. Not only is it a home greenhouse, but a fascinating fun center, but an educational experience for the entire family. It's what a perfect way to get a head start on the spring season with advance planting and cutting for early crops, both flower and vegetable!

Lord & Burnham is America's leading source for home greenhouses. Prefabricated for easy, inexpensive installation, these all-aluminum structures will add substantial value to your residence as well, and will last a lifetime with little maintenance or upkeep.

DOZENS OF STYLES AND MODELS IN FULL-SIZE HOUSES TO FIT EVERY TASTE AND BUDGET FROM AS LOW AS $495 TO $2,500. OR GET STARTED WITH A WINDOW GREENHOUSE FROM $135 AND UP DELIVERED. SEND TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG #00.
GARDENING AND OUTDOOR LIVING

1. THE SIZZLING WORLD of CHAR-CLO is a fat package of booklets that has everything you want to know about charcoal grilling—both indoors and out. Includes cleaning and cooking tips, plus yummy marinades and recipes. Waste King Universal.

2. BRINGING UP SPRING! With hundreds of bargains from Spring Hill Nurseries' 60-page, full-color catalogue has perennials, bulbs, fruit, trees, shrubs, hedges, roses, and house plants that you can buy direct from growers who have been in business since 1849.

3. EVERYTHING FOR THE WATER GARDEN is available through William Tricker, Inc. Catalogue contains many interesting items, including a great selection of water lilies—the specialty of the house.

4. LIGHTING RECIPES for outdoor living from General Electric. 25-page booklet is filled with ideas and easy instructions for attractively lighting gardens, steps and walks, pools, sports, and sculpture.

5. GERMINATION! That's the name of the game at George W. Park Seed Co. 108-page, full-color catalogue lists 3,000 varieties of flowers and vegetables, plus a germination table and culture guide. New selections feature Double Portulaca Park's "Sun-kiss," in a rainbow of colors, and a juicy new cantaloupe called "Luscious."

6. TIPTOE THROUGH THE ROSES—and berries, and flowering trees, and exotic flowers. A whole new concept of color is illustrated in the new "Roses '72" Spring Catalogue from Jackson & Perkins Co.

7. SPRING PLANTING subjects are described in Wayside Gardens' 208-page full-color catalogue. Everything is included—from annuals to trees. $2

8. HOME GREENHOUSES—for the novice and expert—plus a 40-page catalogue shows attached and freestanding models of all types and sizes, with detailed instructions on heating, cooling, ventilation, shading, construction, and site-choosing for the best results.

9. PATIO DESIGNS...just for the fun of it. Charmglow Products, Inc. has a wide range of beautiful gas lamps and durable grills that lend themselves to any type of outdoor setting. Full-color catalogue has adaptable landscaping designs, plus great ideas for ease and comfort and safety in outdoor living.

10. ESCAPE TO ONE OF THE ORIGINAL 13 COLONIES—the one that looks like a foreign country. South Carolina has a big, beautiful, 36-page book that describes the art, architecture, customs, cuisine, and diversity of life in this wondrous state.

11. THE EVERYTHING GARDEN, Kelly Bros.' Nursery Catalogue has hundreds of home landscaping and garden ideas. "How-to" suggestions for using shrubs, trees, vines, plants of all types. In addition, Kelly Bros. is a specialist in fruits, evergreens, etc.

12. GREAT GRILLS, Columbus Iron Works "Char-Broil" Grills have heavy-duty, quality Extras—like three-draft control; high temperature baked-on finishes—plus a self cleaner on the electric model.

13. SEEDS PLUS garden aids are in Burpee's new 1972 catalogue. Flower and vegetable seeds, bulbs, house plants, roses, fruits, berries, nuts, trees, shrubs, vines, and ground covers are offered.

14. THE DISTINCTION OF DESIGN—Elegant full-color brochure to introduce you to Scholz Homes, one of the leading manufacturers of custom homes in the $40,000 to $150,000 price range.

15. A DISHWASHER THAT SOAKS POTS AND PANS AUTOMATICALLY? Kitchen-Aid eliminates sink-soaking...at the touch of a button! Booklet gives complete information about this truly automatic dishwasher by the Hobart Mfg. Co.

16. THE LINDAL SYSTEM is depicted in a home-planning kit containing a 36-page plan book with 56 designs, many in 4 color, of precut cedar houses. Kit also includes specifications and prices, as well as a helpful Questions & Answers booklet.

17. MICRO WAVE: It's a whole new way of cooking in a fraction of the time, and with all the flavor and rich color that used to take hours. Three booklets show different models with dimensions. Thermador.

18. MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY FACE, the "Counterchef" by Magic Chef cooks superbly with any kind of pot. Booklet tells all about the handy ideas that have been built in.

DECORATING

19. LEARN THE ABC'S OF EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE. More than 100 pages of authentically styled pieces for every room from Tell City Chair Co. Fully of handy decorating tips. Also includes graph paper and room-planning kit.

20. CARING FOR MAN'S BEST FRIEND. Ralston Purina has packed all the information any dog owner needs to know into a 64-page handbook. Included are facts on breeds, housebreaking, feeding, grooming, health, obedience, tricks, traveling, dog shows, and puppies on the way. 25c.

21. CRAFTS FOR ALL SEASONS. Lee Ward's needlework booklets are in 80 color pages of great ideas. Every form of handicraft is included—candlemaking, macramé, quilting, beadwork, etc.—plus all the supplies and instructions you need at special, low prices.

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS--

January, 1972

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #1
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

I enclose:

S 25 for postage and handling of my request for booklets
S for booklets circled requiring payment
S is my total remittance

Offer expires 3/15/72

Name

Address

City State Zip
BUILDING FACTS continued from page 85

sum Co., and 1-by-4-inch tongue and groove cedar boards.

Floors: In major rooms, bluestone paving; in bathrooms, bluestone paving and white ceramic tile; in bedrooms, carpeting and rugs.

Lighting fixtures: Recessed cylindrical ceiling fixtures by Lightolier Co., Inc.


Music system: Tuner, radio, record player, cassette tape player by Sony; speakers by K-A-H.

Kitchen cabinets: Custom made, painted black.

Kitchen countertops: Formica plastic laminate in slate pattern.

Bathroom countertops: Marble.


MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES


Hot water heater: 120-gallon tank by A. O. Smith Corp.

Heating and cooling system: Forced warm air heating-cooling by Chrysler Corp. with furnace by American Furnace Co.

MANUSCRIPTS

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.

SUMMARY

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE

Exterior walls: Westchester granite masonry, red cedar shingles, and redwood siding, trim, and decks.

Exterior finish: On redwood, clear, water-based stain by Samuel Cahot, Inc.

Roof: On pitched roofs, red-cedar shingles; on flat roofs, layers of bituminous coated felt, topped by granite chips by Barrett Div., Allied Chemical Corp.

Insulation: In walls and roofs, glass-fiber batts by Johns-Manville Corp.

Windows: Wood frame windows by Anderson Corp. and fixed glass panels.

Doors: Sliding aluminum frame glass doors by Peachtree Doors, Inc.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

Wall and ceilings: In major rooms, 1-by-4-inch A grade redwood siding, Westchester granite masonry, Shetbrock by U. S. Gypsum Co. and ceramic tile by American Olean Tile Co.

Floors: Oak strip flooring and Mexican terra-cotta tile.

Interior finish: Lacquer finish by Samuel Cahot, Inc.

Lighting fixtures: Recessed cylindrical ceiling fixtures by Lightolier Co., Inc., on dimmer controls.

Hardware: Rubbed bronze by General Lock Mfg. Co.

Kitchen and bathroom cabinets: Wood, custom made.

Kitchen countertops: Mexican terra-cotta tile.

Bathroom countertops: Marble, Mexican terra-cotta tile, and ceramic tile.

Plumbing fixtures: American Standard, Inc.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES


Hot water heater: 120-gallon tank by A. O. Smith Corp.

Heating and cooling system: Forced warm air heating-cooling by Chrysler Corp.

MANUSCRIPTS

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans.

All material must be accompanied by postage for return.
NEW PERSIAN ENERGY continued from page 58

making it modern.”

An energetic campaigner for financing of restorations of all periods of Iranian history, the Empress runs into the same problems many U.S. cities or local individuals do in their attempts to preserve landmarks—often when it’s known that land will be bought as a landmark, prices go up so that it’s impossible to buy. Many of the landmarks of the last 200 years are ignored in the process of preserving more ancient sites.

Beautiful old Persian gardens are often divided up at the death of the head of the family (there is recently a law against it).

The balance between progress and the preservation of a culture is as hard to maintain in Iran as it is everywhere. “The country is suddenly progressing and we are in danger of losing much of our culture through it,” says the Empress. Roads often plow through the sites of ancient caravan watering places or bazaars; workers in handicrafts are tempted to work in the factories for more money; chemicals replace the ancient natural dyes for rugs and silks—with the result that colors are no longer the same. What remains and what the Empress longs to protect is the simplicity of village life and values. “In some of our poorest areas in this country, there is so much spirit of community and helping each other. The people are very nice and very hospitable, very kind to visitors. I hope these human values will remain because the human characteristics often disappear with progress.”

NEW PERSIAN IMPRESSIONS continued from page 16

very good. We ate masses of Persian rice, each grain almost three-quarters of an inch long, served hot and steaming with long flat pieces of lamb or chicken woven onto a skewer and cooked over an open fire.

The climate in late September was mild—warm dry heat by day, never oppressive, perfect for a cotton knit dress or shirts and skirts or pants during the day, always a sweater at night. The weather was marvelous, but everyone agrees that the most beautiful time to visit is late April and early May when all the wildflowers and gardens are in bloom. The beauty of the land is in its contrasts: the dryness and loneliness of the plains—the dust, seemingly centuries old, that sifts over everything, whirlwinds coming out of the horizon like a line of dancers; the serenity of fountains and reflecting pools, the cult of roses, the reverence Persians have for poets and gardens.

Only an hour’s flight away is Isfahan, a city of beautiful old mosques and palaces, hypnotic Persian blue tile, arches, beautiful beige brickwork, wall paintings of Persian history, miniatures of men and women with enormous luring eyes. In the covered bazaar we found wonderful objects for the house—indeed, woods, colored and embroidered leatherwork, cooking implements, copper and brassware being pounded and polished. Here we stayed in the Shah Abbas, an old caravansary, a kind of ancient motel for caravans, now a luxury hotel.

Shiraz is farther south, far less modern than Teheran and the north. We found more crafts at their source—archaeological bits of value, antique pieces of turquoise, glass, and metalware, old kilim rugs for under $100. We stayed at the Shiraz Inn, a cluster of buildings like an American motel, ate long Persian motel for caravans, now a luxury hotel.

Shiraz is farther south, far less modern than Teheran and the north. We found more crafts at their source—archaeological bits of value, antique pieces of turquoise, glass, and metalware, old kilim rugs for under $100. We stayed at the Shiraz Inn, a cluster of buildings like an American motel, eat long Persian melodies that were pale green inside, tasted wonderful with lots of juice from fresh baby limes. (Persians eat lots of melon to avoid dehydration.) We also had yoghurt milk in bottles like Coca Cola, bony, famous Persian peaches. In the restaurant deep in the bazaar we found crushed ices, almost like granita, flavored with essences of flowers—roses, geraniums, nasturtiums.

An hour’s drive from the city is Persepolis where there’s a new hotel called the Darius. The ruins surpassed our expectations—we saw them at sunrise, we saw them at sunset, we saw them by moonlight. And when you go, the Shah’s tents (page 65) at the base of the ruins will still be there, perhaps to spend the night in.